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ABSTRACT. 
The main aim of this thesis is to examine the 
structure of the Hecke algebra Hr:(G,B) of a finite 
group G uith a split (B,n) pair of r2.nk n and characteristic 
p, ':iith 'Ieyl £:TOU}) W, over a field c~aracteristic p. 
'.le then see hOH this relates to the structl.;xe of the 
EG-module L induced fron 7he principal :F:B-l..odule. 
Chapters 1, 2 and 3 are introductory. Chapter 1 
deals .'li th the properties of finite Coxeter erO"t;.ps, and 
gives L. SoloDon's decomposition of the Broup algebra 
of a finite Coxeter e;rou.p over the field of rational 
nmnbers. In Chapter 2 we discuss finite croups with 
split (B,N) pairs and their irreducible modular 
representations. Chapter 3 deals vii th Heeke aleebras and 
the generic ring and some of its specialisations. 
In Chapter 4, \-le examine the structure of the 
O-Hecke algebrr.:. H of type (\,1 ,R) over any field. '.lhich 
is defined in Chapter 3; the aleebra Hv-(G,3) is an eXaI::!'le 
.. 
of one of these. H has 2n distinct irreducible represen~ations 
~}here n = I R I, all of Ilhich are orre-diFlensior..al, 8.~~d 
correspond in a natural uay i'lith st1.bsets of I{. n ca!l be 
'lri tt en as a direct sum of 2n indeco!c)Dosable left (or 
richt) ideals, in a sinil?r manner to -tlle Solof.1.on 
decom:posi tio!l of the "\)_'YJ.derlying ~leyl crn'~:.~ 'r{. 
(iii) 
In Chapter 5, .1e also obtain decompositions of 
the generic ring similar to Solomon's decomposition 
of the underlying Coxeter group. These decompositions 
carry over to some specialisations of the generic ring; 
in particular, we get Solomon's decomposition of the 
Coxeter group and decompositions of the Hecke algebra 
of a finite group with (B,N) pair over a field of 
characteristic zero. 
Certain homology modules which arise from the 
Tits building of a finite group with a (B,rr) pair, called 
relative Steinberg modules because of the character 
of the group they afford, are discussed in ChalJter 6. 
Finally, in Chapter 7, lle see that L is a direct sum of 
2n indecomposable KG-mod1.:u.es, each of '\'7hich is a relative 
SteinberG mod1.J~e. './e can deduce Hh8t I '} I of the composition 
factors of L are, but there are in general others. 
(iv) 
NOTATION. 
Z The rational integers. 
z+ The non-negative rational integers. 
Q The rational nunber field. 
a The real nunber field. 
DCC Descending chain condition. 
ACC Ascending chain condition. 
K* If K is a field, K* = K - {Ole 
Let S be a set and J a subset of S. Then: 
IJI The number of elements in J. 
1\ 
J The conplement of J in S. 
/\ {i1, •• i s , •• i n } The set {i1,·.in } - {is}· 
< J > The group or the algebra generated by J. 
U Set union. 
n set intersection. 
(,-[ • "T • w .•• ) and (vTiWJ .•• ) The product of the first n terms ~ J ~ n n 
of the sequence vT.,W.,vT.,W., •• 
3. J 1. J 
( •• ''l. W .w.) and ( •• l'1 • w. ) The product of the first n terms 
1. J 1. n J 3. n 
of the alternating sequence "'i,VTj,,'Ii,U j , •. U'ritten 
from right to left. 
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Chapter 1: FInII'E COXETER GROUPS. 
(1.1) Finite Reflection Groups. 
Most of the results in this section are proved 
in either Bouxbaki (1J, Carter [3] or Steinberg [24]. 
Let V be an n-dimensional real Euclidean space, 
,{ith a positive definite symmetric scalar product ( , ). 
An orthogonal linear transformation w of V is called a 
reflection if ''l~1 and w fixes so~e hyperplane H point"'ise. 
If r is a vector perpendicular to H, then w is given by 
(1.1.1) w(x) = x-~r r,r for all xEV. 
~":e vITi te w='\-tr· Note that wr
2
=1 and w (r)=-r. W' is an r r 
automorphism of V, and if ~ is an automorphism of V, then 
\~e call a group \~ a reflection group if W is 
generated by a set of reflections, and Iwl<~. 
(1.1.2) Definition: A finite subset ~ of V is called a 
system of roots if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) ¢ is a set of generators for V. 
(2) 0 ¢ ~, and if r E ¢ and cr E ~ for some c E ffi, 
then c = .±1. 
(3) w
r
($) = ¢ for each r E ¢, ~here wr is the reflection 
defined in (1.1.1). 
The elements of $ are called roots, and from the 
definition it follm'ls that ~ = -¢. Let VI = ~l( ¢) be the 
croup generated by the reflections b'1r: r E ¢}. Then the 
restriction of W to ~ is faithful, and hence W is a finite 
group. I,V is called the Weyl group of the root system $. 
NOTE: Bourbaki [1] and Carter [3] have the following 
additional condition to define a system of roots: 
(4) 2(r,~ E Z for all r and s E ¢. 
-rr;ry 
We do not include this condition in our definition as we 
wish to associate root systems with arbitrary finite 
reflection groups. 
(1.1.3) LEHMA (Curtis [91, Richen [18]): mery finite 
group \'1 generated by reflections of a real Euclidean 
space V can ;be identified iii th the 'deyl group of some root 
system. 
2 
Proof: First, by dividing out the space of invariant ~ectors 
under W, we may assume that W is a finite group generated 
by reflections, which leaves no non-zero vectors fixed. 
Let $ be the set of all unit vectors which are perpendicular 
to the hyperplane fixe~ by some reflection in W. Then 
(1) $ is a system of roots. For if r,s E $, then wr(s) E ¢ 
as wr(s) is a 1L~it vector orthogonal to the hyperplane 
fixed pointwise by the reflection W w W -1= w So ¢ 
r s r i'Tr(s)· 
is finite and generates V, and rand cr E: ¢ implies c=±1, 
and r E ~ imnlies w E W. 
'I' ~ r 
(2) The w 's for r E ¢ generate 'i'l. 
r 
3 
(1.1.4) Definition: A subset ¢+ of roots of ¢ is called 
a positive system if it consists of the roots which are 
positive relative to some ordering of V. 
(1 • 1 .5) Definition: A subs et n of roots of ¢ is called 
a simple system if 
(1) the elements of n are linearly independent, and 
(2) every root is a linear combination of the elements 
of n in which the coefficients are either all non-negative 
or all non-positive. 
(1.1.6) PROPOSITION: Each simple system is contained in 
a unique positive system, and each positive system contains 
a unique simple system. 
Fix a simple system n of ¢. Then n determines 
a partial order relation> on V, for which the non-negative 
elements are E c a , "(lith all c
a 
~ O. Let 
a En a 
¢+ = fa E ~: a> oJ, ~- = fa E ~: a < OJ, 
the positive and negative roots respectively. 
(1.1.7) LZi·~·:A: Let a En. Then wa(a) = -a and 
(1.1 .8) L3I·:EA: Let Wo be the subgroup of vl(¢) generated by 
the reflections {v1a: a En}. Then woe n) = ¢ and .~ = 
o 
(1 .1 .9) Definition: Let n be a set of Simple roots of ~. 
The corresponding set of reflections R = {w : a E: n} is 
a 
called the set of fundamental reflections, and w (a E: n) 
a 
4 
is called a fundamental reflection. \'le write n = {r1 ,r2 , •• r n } 
and R = {w1 ,w2, •• w }, where w. = w and n = dim V. n ~ r i 
(1.1.10) Definition: Por w E: \'I, let lew) be the minimal 
length of all possible expressions of w as a product of the 
fundamental reflections: we say 1('\"1) is the 'length of "1'. 
An expressic·n i~ = li . ...: .•• '\.'. , ,dth I;. E: R for all j, 1(;j~t, 
11 12 1t 1j 
is called reduced if l(w) = t. 
(1.1.11) Definition: For ~ E V, define 
(1.1.12) PROPOSITION: 
( 1) For all "iT E W, 1 (w) = 1 (",-1 ), n (w) = n (w-1 ), and 1 (w) = n (w) • 
(3) For all w E W, wi E R, 
(4) Let 
l(wiw) = lew) 
l(w.w) = lew) 
1 
l(wwi ) = lew) 
l(wwi ) = l(w) 
w = w .•• w. , 
11 It 
+ 1 if w-1 (ri ) E ~+ 
- 1 if w-
1 (r i ) E ~- , 
+ 1 if w(ri ) E: ~+ 
- 1 if w(ri ) E ~-
with w. E: R for all j, 1(;j~t. If lew) < t, 
lj 
then for some j and k, 1~j < k~t-1, we have 
(b) 
(c) 
(5) For w E W, r i E: n, 
(a) w(ri ) E ~- if and only if there is a reduced 
expression for wending with wi. 
-1 
(b) W (ri ) E ~- if and only if there is a reduced 
expression for w beginning with w .• 
~ 
5 
(6) Suppose w .•• w. is a reduced expression but wi wi •• wi ~1 ~t 0 1 t 
is not reduced (where w. E R for all j, O~j~t). Then for ~j 
some k, 1~k~t, wi1 ··w1k= wiowi1 •• wik_1. 
(7) We can pass between any two reduced expressions for w E W 
by substitutions of the form 
(Wlw.Wi •• ) = (w.w.w j •• ) ~ J n ij J ~ n ij 
where Wi' Wj E R, Wi F wj ' and nij= order of wiw j in W. 
(8) For w E W, if W ( ~ +) = ~ + or w ( n) = n or n (w) = 0, 
, 
then w = 1. 
(9) There is a unique element Wo E W of maximal length, with 
the properties that Wo
2
= 1, wo(~+) = ~-, wo(n) = -n and 
= w .• 
J 
(10) For any v E V, w E: VI, w(v) = v if and only if w is a 
product of reflections corresponding to roots perpendicular 
to v. 
6 
(1.2) Finite Coxeter Systems. 
The results in this section are proved in either 
Bourbaki [1], Carter [3] or Steinberg [24]. 
(1.2.1) Definition: A Coxeter system (W,R) is a group W 
generated by a finite set of involutions R, such that 
W has a presentation 
n .. 
\-1 = < WiE: R: (Wi W j) ~J= 1 with nii= 1, n i l2 if iFj > 
(vl,R) is a finite Coxeter system if I\~I < 00. In this case 
1'1 is called a finite Coxeter group. 
(1.2.2) l'HEOREH: Let vi be a finite group Benerated by a set 
of involutions R = {wi: 1 (;i(;n} satisfying the folloHing 
'exchange condition': 
(E) If w .•• '\'1. is a reduced expression but Wi w .•• w. ~1 ~k 0 ~1 ~k 
is not, where w. E: R for O(;j~k, then for some m, 
~ . 
J 
\-1, •• w. = W. ''I . •• w. ~1 ~m ~o ~1 ~m-1 
(a) Then (\-l,R) is a Coxeter system, i. e. W has a presentation 
as an abstract group 
n. , 
'H = < w.;E: R: (W.;'\"J') ~J= 1, with n .. = 1, n .. ~2 if iFj >. 
...... ~~ ~J 
(b) Let 'rI(~) be the ':leyl group of a systell of roots, vTith 
R the set of fundamental reflections. 'l'hen (",(~),R) is 
a Coxeter system. 
(c) To every Coxeter system (W,n), vThere '': is a fi:!1ite 
group, there corresponds a root system ¢, and there is an 
isomorphism T:vl- 'il(~) such that T(R) is the set of 
fundamental reflections of ~,'l (¢) for some set of simple roots 
n of ~. 
Hence we can identify a Coxeter group vi with a 
Euclidean reflection group, and thus speak of the 
corresponding root system ~ and simple system n. 
(1.2.3) TH:S'OREN: wi' Wj E R are conjugate in the finite 
Coxeter group ':1 if and only if there exists a sequence 
"l
k1 
=W i' l;lk
2
' •• wks =W j with Wkt E: R for all t, 1 ~t~s, such 
that wk wk has odd order for all t, 1~t~s-1. t t+1 
(1.2.4) THEOREH: Let (';l,R) be a Coxeter system. For J c; R, 
7 
let W
J 
= < w.E J >, and let n J be the set of simple roots 
• J 
corresponding to J. Let VJ be the subspace of V spanned 
by the elements of n J' and let ¢J = ~ n V J. Then: 
(1) ~J is a root system. 
(2) nJ is a simple system in $J. 
(3) ·wJ is the l,'leyl group of ¢J. 
(4) (ldJ ,J) is a Coxeter system. 
(5) If IJ denotes the length function on WJ , then 
for all w E 1J' IJ(w) = l(w). 
(1 .2.5) T:iSOREH: J - \'/ J is a lattice isonorphism from 
the collection of subsets of n (u,n) to the collection 
of subgroups of W « >, n), i.e. for all J,K ~ R, 
(1.2.6) Definition: (W,R) is decomposable if there exists 
8 
a subset J of R such that for all Wj E J and for all wk E K, 
where K = R-J, W j wk = "'kW j. In this case, vi = \'1;j ~ 'ilK 
(a direct product of groups). Otherl·lise, (W,R) is 
indecomposable. 
The finite Coxeter systems have been classified -
see Bourbaki [1]. In Appendix 1, ''Ie give the classification 
of the finite indecomposable Coxeter systems. 
(1.3) Distinglushed Coset Representatives. 
Proofs of results in this section can be found 
in Solomon [20J, if not given below. 
Let (1;1 ,R) be a finite Coxeter system. 
(1.3.1) Definition: For all J ~ R, define the sets 
XJ = {u E: W:w( nJ ) ~ ~+} 
YJ = {w E ',1 n'1 ( n J) <; ~+, w( nJ) <; ~-} 
'" 
"There J = R-J. 
Note that XJ = U YK, J~K<;R 
and for distinct 
subsets J 1, J 2 of R, YJ () YJ = ¢, 1 2 
the empty set. 
(1.3.2) LE·TA: 'fhe set XJ is a set of left coset 
representatives for i~ mod ':1 J. If "1 c '.~ '- , and "1 = xu ,d th 
x E XJ , u E: WJ , then lew) = l(x)+l(u). 
Let wOJ be the unique element of maximal length 
in'dJ , for all J ~ R. 
'" (1 .3.3) LE:~:A: Let J ~ R and let J be its complement in R. 
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Proof: WOJ ( n5) = -nS. Since y E YJ , y( nj) C ~- and hence 
YWoJ( nJ ) C ~+. So YWoJ E XJ . 
Then y = (YW03)woJ with Y'~oJ E XJ, woJ E Wj. By 
lemma (1.3.2), ley) = l(ywoj) + l(woS). 
(1.3.4) COROLLARY: If y E YJ , then y = wwoJ with 
ley) = lew) + l(woj) and W E XJ. 
(1.3.5) LEr·JJIA: woJ is the unique element of minimal length 
in YJ , and wowoJ is the unique element of maximal length 
in YJ • 
Proof: By corollary (1.3.4), '-10J is the unique element of 
minimal length in YJ • Consider the map f:YJ - YJ given by 
fey) = woy and the map g:Yj - YJ given by g(x) = wox. Then 
f and g are mutually inverse isomorphisms of the sets YJ 
and Y3' so IYJI = IYjl. Since Yj has \'1oJ as its unique 
element of minimal length, it follows that wowoJ is the 
unique element of maximal length in YJe 
(1.3.6) COROLLARY: IYJI = 1Y31 for all J ~ R. 
(1 .3.7) PROPOSITION: (1) Let "1 E \'1 satisfy 
(b) w(rJ.) = r k for all r. E n J' and some r, En. J A 
Then 'of is the unique element of maximal length in Y
J
, and 
conversely, the unique element of maximal length in Y
J 
satisfies (a) and (b). 
(2) Let \'1 E 'if satisfy 
(a) w{ nJ ) ~ 4>+ 
(b) w(r J.) = -rk for all r. E: nJ' and some r k E n .J 
Then \<1 is the unique element of minimal length in Y J' and 
conversely, the unique element of minimal length in YJ 
satisfies (a) and (b). 
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Proof: \ve have that wowoJ is the unique element of maximal 
length in YJ , and satisfies (a) and (b) of (1), and that 
WoJ is the unique element of minimal length in YJ , and 
satisfies (a) and (b) of (2). 
(1) \-Ie prove that W = wowoJ. Clearly \-1WoJ ( nJ ) = -w( nJ ) C ~-. 
Let r. E: nJ". Then \'lV1 J(r.) = w(r. + s), l'1here s is a ~; 0 ~ ~ 
linear combination of the elements of n J' with all 
coefficients non-negative. Let n J = {r j 1 ' •• r jt}· Let r jk * 
be the element of n such that w(r. ) 
Jk 
nJ *= {r. *: 1~k~t}. Then w(s) E VJ *. Jk 
= r. *. Let 
Jk 
So for \'O"\ioJ(r i) E ~+, 
we must have that w(ri ) E: VJ *. But each element of VJ * is 
the image UL~der w of an element of VJ • As w is an automorphism 
= w • o 
(2) Show WV10J = 1, using an argument similar to the above. 
In Appendix 2, we give some ex~ples of Coxeter 
groups, and calculate the subsets YJ for all J ~ R. 
(1.3.8) PROPOSITION: Let wE W, with w = xu, \-There x E: XJ , 
u E: WJ , and l(w) = l(x) + l(u). Suppose w(ri ) E: ~+. Then 
(1) if 'Wi E: \'lJ' wwi = xv where v = uWi E: ':!J and 
l(WW i ) = l(w) + 1 = l(x) + l(v). 
(2) if wi t V/J then wwi = yv where y E XJ , v E WJ , 
l(wwi ) = ley) + lev) and ley) > lex). 
Proof: (1) Clear since \'l(r i ) E: ~+ and wi E: WJ • 
1 1 
(2) wwi = yv = xuwi • Now, 1 (\'1Wi ) = lew) + 1 = l(xu) + 1 
= lex) + leu) + 1. Since yv(r.) E: ~-, let y = w .•• w. , 
1. 1.1 1.r 
where ley) = r, and v = w. ..w., where lev) = s-r, and 
1.r+1 1.s 
with w. € R for all j, 1~j~s. Then yv = w .•• w. is reduced 
1. j 1.1 1.s 
but yvw. is not, and so there exists j, 1 ~ j ~ s such that 1. 
'v. •• wi = w. • • W. ,,,. •• 
1. j s 1. j +1 1.s 1. 
There are now two cases to consider. 
(a) r+1~j~s. Then yv = yw. • .w .•• \"1. wi 
; 1.r+1 1. j 1.s 
That is, w .•• w. = w. ..w. w .• Then ":i •• wi (ri ) € ~-. 1. j 1.s l.j+1 1.s 1. j s 
But wi .•• wi E: WJ ' and r i 1. nJ - contradiction. So vie must 
J s . 
have: 
/\ (b) 1~j~r. Then yv = w .•• w .•• w. vw. = xuwi • 1.1 1. j 1.r 1. 
Thus wi •• ~i •• 1'1. V = xu. Since v, u € W J' then by the 
1 j 1.r 
uniqueness of the expression of W as a product of elements 
xu, with x € XJ , u € WJ , we have l(v)~l(u), and thus 
lex) < l(y). 
" (1.3.9) LE!I~A: If K ~ R, then IYKI > 1 unless K and K are 
mutually commuting sets (i. e. unless for all \v. E: K and 
1. 
A A 
all Wj E: K "e have that w. w. = w. w . ). If K and K are 
1. J J 1. 
mutually commuting sets, then IYKI = \YKI = 1. In particular, 
¢ and R are mutually commuting sets. 
Proof: Obviously IYKI ~ 1, as W ,.. E Y 
oK K· 
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(a) Suppose there exists wk E K such that woK{rk ) E ~+, but 
woK{rk) ~ r i for any r i E nK• Then wkwoK E YK, for if 
rj E nK , wkwoK{r j ) = wk{s) E ~+ where s E ~+-{rk}', and 
if rj E ni' then Wk'''oi:(r j ) = -wk(s), where s E ni' and 
so wkwoi(r j ) E ~-. Hence IYKI > 1 and so IYKI > 1 by (1.3.6). 
(b) Suppose that for all r k E nK , woi(rk ) = r k • Then woK 
is a product of reflections each of which fix r k , and 
woKWk = wkwoK for all wk E K. Further, WjWk = wkw j for all 
r j E ni' r k E n K' and so K and K are mutually commuting 
sets. Since there is no wk E R for which wkwoK E YK, then 
(1.4) Solomon's Decomposition of ~ Group Algebra 
of a Finite Coxeter Group. 
These results and their proofs can be found in 
Solomon [20]. 
Let A = Q [\'/], the group algebra of a finite 
Coxeter group W over Q. Let R be a set of fundamental 
reflections which generate \'1. For each subgroup W J of ''', 
let AJ = Q[~lJ]' the group algebra of '~J over Q. Define 
1 
eJ =Iwl ~ W , (1.~.1) J W € WJ 
1 
oJ =IW-I ~ E(w)w 
J w E WJ 
where E: W - {+1} is a homomorphism of W such that E(wi ) = -1 
for all Wi E.: R. (E is called the alternating character of ~..r, 
and E(w) = (-1 )l(w) for all w E \-1). e
J 
and 
are idempotents in the centre of AJ • 
(1.4.2) THEOREr1: Let CI';,R) be a finite Coxeter sys,tem, 
and let A = Q [wl. Then 
A = E8 AeJoJ , J~R 
13 
where dim AeJoJ = \yJ \, and AeJoj has basis {yeJoJ : y E YJ }. 
Horeover, for any K ~ R, 
Further, if ~K is the character of \f induced from the 
principal character of WK, for K ~ R, and if E is the 
alternating character of W, then for any subset J of R 
we have 
" 
E (_1)IK-J\ ~K = E L (-1) \K-J\ ~K. 
K " K 
J~K~R J~K~R 
If J = ¢, this reduces to E = E (_1)IJI ~J. 
J 
J~R 
EXAHPLE: W = W(A2) ~ S3' the symmetric group on 3 symbols. 
W = < w1 ,w2 : w1
2
= w2
2
= (w1w2 )3= 1 >. 
J = ¢, y¢ = {w1w2w1 }, e¢ = 1, o{w1
,w
2
} = t(1-w1-W2+w1W2+";"2"11 
J = 
J = 
J = 
-u1w2w1 ) 
b'11 } , {w2 , w1w2 } , 
1 1 
Y {w
1 
} = e {w
1 
} ='2( 1 +\11 ), o {w
2
} = 2 (1-"1 2 ) 
{w2 } , Y ti'12 } t w 1 ' w2w1 }, 
1 
= ~(1-"" 1 ) = e {w2 } = ~(1+ii2)' °t l 'l1} 
{w1 ,w2 }, Y{w1 ,w2 } = 
{1 } , 1 e{w
1
,w
2
} = b(1+w1+w2+w1"12+w2''l1 
+W1w2w1)' o¢ = 1. 
set A = Q[W] , and then we have: 
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A = Ae¢Ot w1,w2} e Ae{W1}O{W2} e Aetw2}O{W1} e Ae{w1,w2 }O¢, 
where Ae¢O{W
1 
,w
2
} has basis 1t-(v11W2W1-W1W2-W2W1+W1+W2-1)}, 
Ae tw1 }olw2} has basis t!(1-W2-W2W1+W1W2W1)' 1(W1-W1W2+W2W1 
-w1w2w1)}, Ae{w2}O{w1} has basis t!(1-w1-W1w2+W1W2W1)' 
~(w2-w2W1+W1W2-w1W2W1)}' and Ae{w
1
,w
2
}O¢ has basis 
{t(1+W1+W2+W1W2+W2W1+W1W2W1)}· 
isomorphic A-modules. 
(1. 4.4) Inversion Formula. 
Let R be a finite set and let f be a function which 
has for domain the set of all subsets J of R and llhich 
takes values in some additive abelian group. If 
then 
g(K) = E f(J), 
K~J.~R 
f(J) = E (-1 )!K-J\ g(K) 
J~KE;R 
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Chapter 2: GROUPS \HTH (B,N) PAIRS. 
(2.1) Groups with (B,N) Pairs. 
(2.1.1) Definition: A group G is said to have a (B,N) pair 
(G,B,N,R) if there exist subgroups Band N of G satisfying 
the follmving axioms: 
(1) G = < B,N > 
(2) H = B n N ~ N 
(3) The group W = ~ is finite, and is generated by 
a set of involutions R = {w1, •• wn }. 
(4) Fo~ all w. E Rand w E 
1 
W, 
Wi Bw ~ BvlB U Bvl i ,\-IB 
(5) For all wi E R, wiBWi #: B. 
W is called the VI eyl group of the (B,N) pair. The natural 
homomorphism from N to 'i will be denoted bye. Since elements 
w E W belong to ~, and H ~ N, H ~ B, the sets wH, wB or 3w, 
defined as nH, nB or Bn for any n E N "lith e(n) = w, 
are well-defined in G. 
(2.1.2) BRUHAT'S THEOREi~ (Tits [25J): Let G be a group 
with a (B,N) pair, with 'leyl group ',/. Then 
G = U BwB 
W E \'/ 
and BwB = Bw'B if and only if W = Wi for w, w' E W. 
(2.1.3) THEOREM (Matsumoto [17]): Let G be a group with 
a (B,N') pair (G,B,N,R), with Weyl group W. Then CiI,R) is 
a Coxeter system. 
Hence by (1.2.2c), W is isomorphic to the Weyl 
group W(~) of a system of roots ~, in such a way t.hat R 
corresponds to the set of fundamental reflections for 
a simple system n of ~. We now identify \-l with w(~), and 
R with the set of fundamental reflections in w(~) for the 
simple system n of ~, and say ~ is the root system 
corresponding to W. 
~·~LE: Let G = Gln(q), the group of non-singular nxn 
matrices over the field GF(q). Let B be the subgroup of 
upper triangular matrices, and N the subgroup of monomial 
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matrices. Then B n N = H, the subgroup of diagonal matrices. 
W = I ~ Sn' the symmetric group on n symbols. 
(2.1.4) Definition: A Borel subgroup of G is a subgro~p 
co.njugate to B. A parabolic subgroup of G is a subgroup 
conjugate to some subgroup GJ = B'.'lJB, where J <; R. 
(2.1.5) LEMV~ (Tits [25]): (1) The subgroups GJ , for J <; R, 
are the only subgroups of G which contain B. 
(2) Two different parabolic 
subgroups which contain a common Borel subgroup are not 
conjugate. 
(3) The normaliser of a parabolic 
subgroup is itself. 
(2.1.6) LEMI·iA: If G has a (B,n) pair (G,B,n,R), then for all 
J ~ R, GJ has a (B,N) pair (GJ,B N J) w' OT the 
'J' , nere u J is 
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inverse image of WJ under the natural homomorphism e: N _ W. 
(2.1.7) LID/IHA: Let G be a finite group with a (B,N) pair 
(G,B,N,R) and Weyl group W. Then for all wi E R, for all 
W E: \'1, Bw i BwB = J Bw i wB if I ( U i w ) = I ( w ) + 1 
~WB U BwiwB if l(wiw) = lew) - 1. 
(2.1.8) THEOREH (Curtis [8]): Let G be a finite group with 
a (B,X) pair (G,B,N,R), and let '11 be the Weyl group of G. 
Then there is a bijection between the family of parabolic 
subgroups G J of G and the family of parabolic subgroups 
W J of ·~1. The subgroup G J = B\J JB corresponds to W J. Further, 
there exists a one-one correspondence between the (GJ,GK)-
cosets of G and the (WJ,VlK)-cosets of r/. 
(2.1.9) THillP.EI·l (Feit-Higman [13J): If G is a group with 
a (B,n) pair whose Weyl group is a dihedral group of order 2n, 
then n = 2,3,4,6 or 8. 
(2.1.10) Definition: A (B,N) pair (G,B,N,R) is saturated 
if B n If = n n -1 Bn. 
nEN 
(2.1.11) LEI'lEA: If G is a group with a (B,N) pair (G,B,n,R), 
then G has a saturated (B,n) pair (G,B,N',R), with t~e same 
subgroup Band Weyl group \'1. (Proof: see Richen [18].) 
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(2.2) Groups with split (B,N) pairs. 
(2.2.1) Definition: A group G has a split (B,N) pair of 
rank n and characteristic p if 
(1) G has a (B,N) pair (G,B,N,R) of rank n (i.e. IRI = n). 
(2) B = DR where U is a normal subgroup of B and a 
p-group, and H is an abelian p'-subgroup of B. 
We write (G,B,N,R,U) for the split (B,N) pair of G. 
For each w E W, choose ~ E N such that e(~) = w. 
~lrite n. = nw. for i = 1, •• n, and n = ~ • Define ~ ~ 0 0 
(2.2.2) 
n. 
Xi = U n V ~ 
n i U. =unu 1. 
u+ = u n u~ 
w 
u-=unv~ 
'W 
Since H normalises U, these definitions are 
independent of the choice of coset representative. Proofs 
of the following results in this section can be found in 
either Carter-Lusztig [4] or Richen [18]. 
(2.2.3) TREGREI-!: Let G be a finite group with a split (B,~T) 
pair (G,B,N,R,U), with Weyl group W, root system $ and 
simple system n. Then: 
(1) r~ E $w+ implies ~ = X (T~)ni and X. ~ (U-)ni 1 
• ww i i U w 1. r I W =. 
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n. n. (2) r; € ~W- implies U- = X.(U- ) ~ and X~ n (U~"3 ) ~ = 1. ~ W ~ ~i ~ ""i 
(3) For all w E W, U = u+ u- = U- U+ ,.,i th U+ n U- = 1. 
W W w W w w 
(4) G = U Bn U-
W€\'l W W 
(5) B n V = 1. 
(6) Let n € N and e(n) = w. Then x~ ~ U if l{wiw) = lew) + 1 
(7) Suppose r., 
~ 
satisfy e en) = 'oT. 
rj E n with w(r i ) = 
n-1 Then Xi = X j • 
r .• Let n € N 
J 
(8) Let w = w .•• wi ,.;here w; € R for j = 1, •• k, and ~1 k .Lj 
() k h n. n; •• n. I w = · T en _ ~k"'2 ~k 
; U = x. (X. ) • • (Xi ) 
w ~k ~k-1 1 • 
(2.2.4) COROLLARY: Each element g € G has a unique 
expression of the form g = b~~, where b E B, w E W and 
u E: U-. 
w w 
(2.2.5) COROLLARY: U is a p-Sylow subgroup of G. 
(2.2.6) Definition: Let Hi = < Xi,X_i >n H. 
(2. 2. 7) LEr'':JV''lA : (1) The coset representative ni can be 
chosen in < Xi,X_i >. 
(2) If r i , rj E: n ''lith w(ri ) = r j , let 
-1 
n E N satisfy 6{n) = w; then H~ = Hj • 
(3) < Xi,X_i > = XiHi U XiHiniXi • 
(4) Let xi E: Xi -1. Then ni1xini € XiHiniXi • 
(2.2.8) Definition (Structure equation): For each xi E Xi -1 
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write ni1xini = fi(xi)hi(xi)nigi(xi) where fi(xi ), gi(xi) 
E Xi' and hi(xi ) E Hi. 
, 
(2.2.9) THEOREI·i: Let E be ~he set of W-conjugates of the XiS' 
1~i~n. Then.(W,E) is a permutation group under 
w : w
'
Xi w
,
-
1 
_ ww'Xiw,-1w-1. 
-1 
and X~ - w(r i ) defines an isomorphism (W,E) ~ (W,~). 
(2.3) Irreducible Representations of Finite Groups 
,'Ii th Split (B, In Pairs. 
The results and -:heir proofs in this section cr~n 
be fou...nd in Curtis [9], Richen [18J and Carter-Lusztig [4J. 
Let K be a splitting field for H of characteristic p, 
and let G be a finite group w'ith a split (B,N) pair (G,B,N,R,U) 
of rank n and characteristic p. 
(2.3.1) LEJ.TI-:A: Let N be an arbitrary left KG-module. Then 
J.1 contains a one-dimensional B-invariant subspace. 
(2.3.2) Definition: An element mFO in a left KG-module J.: 
is called a weight element of weight (:x: ;]11' •• lln) where 
X : B - K*= K- { 1 } is a homomorphism, a.nd the Pi E K, 
provided that 
bm = X (b)m for all b e: B 
where Si = E uni for i = uEX i 
1 , •• n. 
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(2.3.3) THEOREM: Let G be a group i'lith a split (B,N) pair 
of rank n and characteristic p, and K a field as above. Then: 
(a) Every left KG-module contains a weight element. 
(b) If m E M is a weight element, then KGm = KVm. 
(c) Each irreducible left KG-module contains a unique 
line fixed by U, and hence a unique line fixed by B. 
(d) If N1 and M2 are irreducible modules containing 
weight elements of the same weight, then H1 == r.12• Conversely, 
each irreducible module determines a unique .. [eight. 
(2.3.4) L~1HA: Let G and K be as above. Let ( X Ill1'· .P-n) 
be the weight of an irreducible KG-module. Then Pi = 0 or -1, 
(2.3.5) THEOR~~: Let G be a group with a split (B,N) pair 
(G,B,N,R,U) of rank n and characteristic p, and let K be 
an algebraically closed field of characteristic p. Let 
JC : B - K* be a homomorphism, and let }l1, •• Pn be elements 
of K such that ].1i = 0 or -1. Then ( X ;}l1' •• ].In) is the 
weight of an irreducible KG-module if and only if :C/E.= 1 l. 
whenever ~i # O. 
(2.3.6) LEI,lI'1A: Every irreducible left KG-module has dimension 
less than lui ,_ except for the irreducible module of "Ieight 
(1 B;-1,-1, •• -1), whose dimension is lui. 
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(2.4) Construction of the Irreducible Modules. 
(2.4.1 ) THEOREr·l (Richen [18J): If G is a finite group, H any 
subgroup and K any field, then every irreducible KG-module 
is contained in a module induced from an irreducible 
KR-module. 
Let G be a finite group with a split (B,N) pair 
of rank n and characteristic p. Let K be any field. By the 
above theorem, '-Te can restrict our search for the irreducible 
KG-modules by considering KG-modules induced from irreducible 
representat~ons of B. If H is the principal KU-module, 
KGeKtll is the KG-module induced from 11. It is convenient to 
describe this module as a space of functions on the right 
cosets of U in G: let ;] be the set of functions f:G/U - K. 
J can be made into a left KG-module by defining xf E 3 , 
given x € G, f E J , by 
(xf)(Ug) = f(Ugx) for all Ug E G/U. 
(2.4.2) LEl·J·:A: :J is isomorphic, as left KG-module, to KG8ICU!·I. 
The results given in the rest of this section are 
proved in Carter-Lusztig [4]. 
Let X be a one-dimensional representation of H 
with values in K. Define the subspace JX of J by: 
(2.4.3) J X = {f E 3-: f(Uhg) = JC(h)f(Ug) for all h E H, g E G} 
.77. is a KG-submodule of 3- • Now the linear character ~ 
of H can be extended to a linear character of B with U in 
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the kernel. Let I~ be the one-dimensional left KB-module 
affording the character X. 
(2.4.4) LEI·n·lA: lX is isomorphic, as left KG-module, to 
(2.4.5) LEI·!EA.: Suppose the characteristic of K is prime 
to IHI and that K is a splitting field for H. Then 
~ = E·~X' sucrmed over all one-dimensional representations 
X 
X of H. 
Let¢Jr€ 3 be the function taking values 
¢X(Uh) = ~(h) 
¢X(ug) = 0 if g ¢ B. 
Then ¢x € aX and ¢:r generates the left KG-module 3X:' 
(2.4.7) Definition: Given a linear character X of H and 
an element w E W, define w(X) to be the linear character 
of H given by (w(X»(h) = X(hw) for all h € H. 
(2.4.8) LEMMA: If wi(X) #.x, then E wi(~)(hi(xi» = 0, 
x i €Xi -{1} 
where the hi is given in (2.2.8). Also, E JC(hi(xi») = O. 
Xi €Xi -{1} 
(2.4. 9) Definition: For each f E: :J, define Tnf E :y. by: 
(Tnf)(Ug) = E -1 f(Ug'). 
Ug'CUn Ug 
(2.4.10) PROPOSITION: (1) Tn is an endomorphism of the 
KG-module :J, and transforms the submodule] X into J w(X) , 
where e(n) = w. 
(2) The U-invariant functions in J X 
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form a subspace of dimension Iwl. The functions TDw¢w-1 (x) 
for all \>r-;€' W form a basis for this subspace. 
(3) Let n, n' € N, with 9(n) = w, 
e(n') = wI. Then TnTn' = Tnn , provided I(V1W') = lew) + lew'). 
Write T. = T for i = 1, •• n. ~he elenents T1 , •• Tn 1 I'2i 
are c8..lle~;. the fllndWoental endorrorphisDs of J. 
:~O~; assune K is a field of characteristic p, \-lhich 
is n splittinc field for H. 
(2.-:.11) LEI·=·:.A: Let X be 2. linesr ~~-chQracter of H. If X/n,=1, 
1 
(2.4.12) Definition: For each linear K-character X of H, 
define J (X) 
o = {l-l i E R: JC /II. =1 } 
1 
= {11. € R: T. 2= -T. on 3- "V"} • 
1 1 1 ~ 
For each subs et J of J 0 ('X) and each element IV € Vi, define 
a KG-homomorphism e~ : Yx - 3-w('X) as follows: urite v1 = wjk •• v1j1 
vlhere l(w)=k, and wl"ite eJ = e ... 6. uhere 
vI Jk J1 
e. : J I¥') - J (V) is defined by Ji w. ..wJ' ~ wJ' •• wJ' A Ji-1 1 i 1 
e. ={T. if wJ' •• wJ' (rJ.) rt ~J J1 Ji 1 i-1 i 
1 +T . if w. •• w. (r j ) € ~J J1 J1 J1-1 i 
In the latter case, T j 2 = -T. on:J ( 
i Ji Wj •• wj X)· J i-1 1 
Now, ew is a non-zero KG-homomorphism from J:c 
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into J w(JC) , and is determined to within a scalar multiple 
by w and J. We now restrict attention to the homom~rphism 
(2.4.13) Definition: For each subset J ~ R, define J by 
J={v1.E:R 
1 
J is the image of J under the opposition involution Woe 
(2.4.14) PROPOSIJ:'ION: The subspace 9~oJ'X of :Jwo(X) lies 
in an eigenspac e of the map T i : :J w (X) - J vI. w (X) for 
o l. 0 
SJ J each i. The eigenvalue of Ti on wo X is given by: 
o i:t w. E: J 
1 
o if w. rt J (X). 
1 0 
(2.4.15) COROLLARY: e~o¢X is a U-invariant vector in Jwo~) 
which is an eigenvector for each Ti • 
J J J (2.4.16) Definition: Define fX = 9
wo
¢X. fX is determined by 
J and X to within a non-zero scalar multiple. 
=JO if vliE: J 
-1 if W.E J (X)-J 
l. 0 
i 
LO if w.rt J (X) 
1 0 
(2.4.18) THEOREH: The module 6~ J X is an irreducible o 
KG-submodule of J- w (X). It has a uniClue one-dimensional 
o 
U-invariant subspace, and this subspace is sp~~ed by fie 
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The stabiliser of this one-dimensional subspace is the 
parabolic suberoup GJ of G. The one-dimensional represent-
ation of B on this subspace is X. The irreducible modules 
eJ 3- tV'" for distinct pairs (J ,X) are not isomorphic. 
wo ..,.., 
(2.4.19) LEr-IHA: Every irreducible KG-module is isomorphic 
to a submodule of ;; X for some X. 
(2.4.20) THEOREIwI: The modules e~ 3 X for J ~ Jo(X) are 
o 
the only irreducible submodules of 31,0[ (X). There is a 
o 
natural bijection between the isomorphism classes of 
irreducible·KG-modules and the pairs (J,X) with J ~ Jo(X). 
Note that the irreducible KG-modules are absolutely 
irreducible since the construction and proof of irreducibility 
of the modules remains essentially the same when the field 
K is replaced by its algebraic closure. 
Denote the irreducible module of weight (X ;]l1' - -}In) 
(2.4.21) T:-IEOREM: Let H = KGm, \-There m E: H is a weight 
element of \-1eight (.x ;).l1' - .Pn ). Then N has a unique maximal 
submodule 1,1', and M/M' :: N( X ." ,,). 
''''1 ' - ·I""n 
Proof: H( X ;~1' _ -Pn) is generated as KG-module by e. weight 
element v - Define a KG-homomorphism IT: J.1 - If!( X _ ) by 
, ]-11 ' • • P-n 
cr(m) = v. cr is a well-defined KG-homomorphism, as m is a 
weight element of t~e same weight as v, and is clearly onto. 
Let 1-1' = ker CY. Then I1/1-1' = M( X • ). 
,P1 ' • ·Pn 
Let r.11 be a maximal submodule of 11. Then there is 
a KG-homomorphism f : M - H ( X' ., .) with kernel H1 • 
'f11 ' • ·;Un 
If 'Y (m) = 0, since J.1 = KGm, then ioTe must have ~ = O. But 
we have supposed ~ F 0. So f (m) 1= 0, and as 'P is a 
KG-homomorphism, 't' (m) is a weight element of H(,.". •• n' 11') 
."... 'r1' •• In 
and 11. = p! for each i. Then +' is a scalar multiple of <J, 
'-l. l. 
so ker CY = ker,+, , i.e. I.11 = 1,P. 
Reoarlf: Unfortunately, nothinG seens to "oe knmm about 
the composition factors of ~'. 
(2.4.22) EQl2: Let G(p) be a finite Chevalley group, ruld H 
a maximal torus. Then the irreducible representations of H 
over the field G:F(p) are the functions 
all i. The representation theory of algebraic groups leads 
one to associate the point (a1 , •• an ), 0~ai~p-1, \lith the 
pair ('X, J) ",here 'X = X a and IT -; E: J if a~:l only if 
a 1 ' •• n -J.-
the i-th co-ordinate of (a1 , •• an ) is O. So (0, •• 0) is 
associat ed Hi th the pair (XO, •• 0' {w 1 ' •• YTn }) [;i vine: the 
unit representation, and (p-1, •• p-1) is associated "7ith the 
pair (XO, • • O'¢) givine; the Steinberg representation. 
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Chapter 3: HECKE ALGEBRAS A:'ID THE GENERIC RING. 
(3.1) The Hecke Algebra. 
I'le will define the Heeke algebra of a group G 
with respect to a subgroup B as in Bourbaki [1] (pages 54-5, 
exercises 22, 23, 24). 
Let B be a subgroup of a group G. Suppose each 
double coset BgB is a finite union of right cosets of B 
in G. Let k be a commutative ring. Let G/B = {Bg:g E G}, 
and B\G/B = {BgB: g E G}. For t E G/B, let bt denote 
the map from G to k defined by 
if gEt 
if g i t 
for all g E G. For t E B\G/B, let at denote the map from G 
to k defined by 
for all g E G. Let L be the k-module generated by the bt 
for t E G/B, and H the k-module generated by the at for 
t E B\G/E• For t, tl E B\G/B, define 
(3.1.1) at .. at I = E m ( t , t I ; t I I ) at I , 
t I I 
where m(t,t';t l I) = the number of right cosets of B 
contained in t'nt-1x for any x E tl I, and extend by 
linearity to H. This gives H a k-algebra structure, 
admitting aB as unit element. H is called the Heeke algebra 
of G with respect to B, and written Hk(G,B). 
L can be made into a left H-module, by defining 
for each t E B \G /B and each tiE G /B: 
(3.1.2) at * btl = E btll 
t"~ tt' 
and extending by linearity to an action of H on L. 
G operates on L in the following "laY: for g E G, 
b -1 
tg 
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(3.1.4) THEORZE: The action of H on L defines an isomorphism 
between H arid the ring of kG-endomorphisms EnkG(L) of the 
left kG-module L. 
Remark: It is also true that 
m(t,t';t") = the number of left cosets of B in tlx(t l )-1 
for all x E til. 
Now suppose G is a finite group with a (B,n) pair 
(G,B,N,R). Then, for all wi E R, the double coset B'iiB 
is the union of a finite number of right cosets of B. Hence 
for all w E '.~, where ''11 is the \veyl group of G, BwB is the 
union of a finite number of right cosets of B. Thus we can 
form the Hecke algebra Hk(G,B) for any commutative ring k. 
Since each t E B\G/B is of the form EwB, for some 
\'1 E: W, we write aw for a BwB • Then the map aw: G _ k 
satisfies aw(g) = {1 if g E BwB 
o if g rt BwB. 
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The law : \-1 E: \'11 form a k-basis for Hk(G,B), and 
multiplication is given by: 
a * a: = ~ m(w w"w' ')a w w, " w' , 
WI I E: W 
where m(w,w';w") = the number of right cosets of B in 
Bw'B n Bw-1Bw 'l b for any b E: B. 
(3.1.5) Definition: For any wE: 'v, '''''F1, define 
= the number of right cosets of B in BwB. 
Define q1 = 1. 
(3.1.6) LEI·j}lA: For a~ w E: W, WF1, let w = w. •• w. be 1.1 1. s 
a reduced expression for w with each wi. E: R for 1~j~s. 
J 
Then ~= qw. ··qw. ' and qw is independent of the reduced 
1.1 1.s 
expression for w. In particular, if wi' Wj E: R are conjugate 
in 1,;, then q = qw .• 
Wi J 
Proof: We prove qw = qw .•• qw. by induction on l(w). It is 
1.1 1.s 
obviously true if l(w) = 0 or 1. So suppose l(w) > 1. 
Let WI = wi •• w. ; then w = w. w' and l(w) = 1(w')+1. By 
2 1.s 1.1 
I , 
induction, qw' = qw. ··qw • Now let b1, •• br ,b1, •• bt be 1.2 is 
elements of B such that {BwlbiII=1 is precisely the set of 
, } t 
cosets of B in Bw'B, and {BWi1 b j j=1 is precisely the set 
, 
of cosets of B in Bwi B. We show that IBWi b.w'b :1~i~r,1~j~tl 1 1 J i 
is precisely the set of cosets of B in BwB. 
Let Bwb be a coset of B in EwB. Then Bw'b = Bw'b. 1. 
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for some i, 1<i<r. So there exists b' E B such that 
w'b = b'w'bi • Then Bwb = Bw. w'b = Bw. b'w'b .• Now for 11 11 1 
, 
some j, 1<j<t, we have Bwi b' = Bw. b j , and so 1 11 
, 
Bwb = Bw. b.w'b .• Hence qw~qw qw'. Conversely, since 
11 J 1 i1 
, 
lew. WI) = 1(w')+1, each coset Bw. b.w'bi C Bw. w'B = BwB. 11 11 J - 11 
, , 
It remains to show that if Bw. b.w'b.= BWi blw'bu ' 11 J 1 1 
for some j,l E{1, •• t}, i,u E{1, •• r}, then bi = bu and 
, , , 
b j = bl • Suppose b i = bu. Then Bwi1 b j = 
So suppose i~u; there exists b E B with I I bWi b.w'b.=w. blw'b • 1 J 1 11 u 
E B U Bw. B, 
11 
so w. bw. = b' for some b' E B, or w. bWi = b'w. b" for 11 11 11 1 11 
some b I , b I I E B. In the first case vie have 
I I 
b'bjw'bi = blw'bu and so we must have i=u, contrary to 
I , 
assumption. In the second case, b'wi1b"bjW'bi = blw'bu ' 
, 
and as lew. w') > lew'), b'w. b"b.w'b. E Bw. w'E = BwE. l.1 11 J 1 l.1 
I 
But bli'l'bu E Bw'B - this is impossible, as if w F w', 
then BwB n Bw'B = ¢. Thus, qw = q"l. qwl = 
l.1 
The rest of the lemma follo"ls froe (1.2.3), and by 
noting that if w~wJ' has odd order n .. , where w.,w. € R, 
• 1J 1 J 
= (qw qw qw ··)n as (w.w.w .•• ) j i j ij 1 J 1 nij 
and (wjwiW j •• )n .. are reduced expressions in ~l which are 1J 
equal. 
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Let wi E: R, and w E: \'1. Evaluating various m(w,w' ;w' , ), s 
\ve get the following equations: 
(3.1.8) 
\'[e then get the follOlving two theorems about the 
structure of ~(G,B): 
(3.1.9) T:-!EOREI·I: Hk(G,B) is the associative k-algebra 
with k-basis {a} C 1" and multiplication given by w w C"- ,. 
wi W wi w l. a * a • = { a if I (w . \'1) = I ( w) + 1 
(q -1)a + q a w if l(Wiw) = 1(w)-1 
wi w wi wi 
for all wi E R and all W E: W. a 1 is the identity element. 
(3.1.10) THEORETi: Hk(G,B) is the associative k-algebra 
with identity a 1 generated by {a : w. E R} subject to wi 1. 
the relations: 
a * a = (q -1)a + q a 1 for all wl.' E R w . w . w . w . wl.' 1. 1. 1. 1. 
= (aw. *aw . *a\'l . • • ) n .. J 1. J l.J 
for all 
w. ,w. E: R, i~j, where n .. = order of "1. \'1. in '.:. 
1. J l.J 1. J 
Now we wish to examine the left kG-module L. 
Let N be the principal kB-module, (i.e. E affords the 
trivial representation of B over k), and consider the 
kG-module r:? = kG ekB N induced from E. Then the left 
kG-module L is isomorphic (as left kG-module) to r.P. 
Hence L affords the representation (1 B)G of Gover k. 
We may regard L as the set of functions from the right 
cosets of B in G to k; then L has k-basis {fBg: Bg € G/BI 
where f Bg : G/B - k is given by 
fBg(Bg') = {1 if Bg' = Bg, 
o if Bg' f Bg. 
Further, for all g' € G, for all Bg € G/B , we have 
g'f - f 
Bg - Bg(g' )-1 
Nore generally, if f E: L, then for all g' € G, for all 
; 
Bg E G/B , we have (g'f)(Bg) = f(Bgg'). 
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By (3.1.4), ~(L) is isomorphic to Hk(G,B), which 
has k-basis taw : w € wI, such that 
(3.1.11 )awfBg = E fB' for all w E ','I and all Bg E: G lB. Bg' ~ B'tlBg g 
(3.1.12) LBI·1HA: For any f E L, and for any w E W, 
a f(Bg) = 
w 
E f(Bg') for all Bg E G/B • 
Bg' ~ Bw-1 Bg 
Proof: a fux(Bg) = E fBx,(Bg) = 
vT ~) Bx' ~BwBx E f Bx: ( Bg' ) • Bg'~Bw-1Bg 
Result now follows as every element of L is a k-linear 
combination of elements of the form f Bx 'Hith Bx E G/B • 
now take k = K, a field of characteristic p, pfO. 
Suppose that for all Wi E R, q = 0 in K. Let L = {f:G/B _ K}, 
Wi 
and then by (3.1.4) and (3.1.10) we have that 
HK(G,B) ~ EnKG(L) is the associative K-algebra with 
identitya1 generated by {aW.:wi E R} subject to the 1 
relations: 
2 
= -a for all w~ E R 
wi ..... 
(a a a •• ) =(aw aw a •• )n ' for all wi Wj wi nij j i Wj ij 
w.,w. E R, i~j, where n .. = order of W.w. in W. 
1 J 1J 1 J 
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f.1oreover, if w E '/! has a reduced expression w. •• w. with 
11 1S 
all w. E R, then a w = a •• a , and for any f E L, 1. w. w. 
J 11 1S 
E f(Bg'). 
-1 Bg'CBw Bg 
Such an algebra is an example of a O-Hecke algebra, 
which we will define below. In Chapter 4, '\'/e will examine 
the structure of a O-Hecke algebra. When k=K is a field 
of characteristic p, and all qw.= 0 in K, we will denote 
1 
the Hecke algebra HK(G,B) by HK(O). 
(3.1.13) Definition: The O-Hecke algebra HK over the 
field K of type (\v,R), where ("f,R) is a finite Coxeter 
system, is the associative algebra over K with identity a 1 
generated by {a :w~ E R} subject to the relations: 
wi ..... 
(a) a 2 = -a for all w. E R 
wi wi 1 
(b) (a a a •• ) 
w. w. wi n .. 
1 J 1J 
For all w E W, define aw = •• a , w. 
1S 
where 
w = w .•• wi is a reduced expression for w in terms of 1.1 s 
the elements of R. a
w 
is clearly independent of the 
expression for w, by (1.1.12(7» and (3.1.13(b». 
(3.1.14) PROPOSI~ION: Every element of HK is a K-linear 
combination of elements a , for w E: ~:/. 
w 
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Proof: Consider products of the form aw .•• aw .• Consider 11 1.t 
the corresponding expression w .•• w. in W. If it is 
1.1 1t 
reduced, then = w for some w E W, and 
a 
w 
• So suppose w .•• w. is not reduced; then 
11 1.t 
there exists an r, 1~r<t such that w' = 
reduced, but w'w. is not reduced. Hence by (1.1.12(5» 
l.r+1 
there is a reduced expression for ,·r' ending with w. , 
l.r+1 
say w' = w. •• Wj , where vi. 
J1 r J r 
= w. • Then 
l.r+1 
as 
= -a • Continuing in this vlay, we w. 
J r 
sho\-, a • • a w. w. 
1.1 1. t 
for some Oil = in '.~, 
with lew) = s. Hence the result. 
Ho\'1 from :-101.l.rbaki [1J, exercise 23, pace 55, '\·:e 
hsve thr..t Ia : '\~ E: H} are linearly independent over K 
u 
n 
C' = P for ~)O:l e 
'.'.'":" l' T.'.', e n " .. ~'.(~l. .,..., C."" l' + l' ~le J' "j.L C "'er '1 ""'1"-"1 r· 11~ ~ r. ('T:J ~-) lV-' l' • .1. .. ,~ _' " , ,-, v ' • , \J' L . J.. [ <:; _ • "'" c. .') , .... '-
c, 
C" = 0 1 
-Ii , 
J. 
!"I = 0 i~1 K, and the Eecl::e alC:Gora H)',(G,:l) is 
'1., 
\ ' l 
~ O-Hecke alcebra. 
In general, let G be a finite Croup '\lith a split 
('i,ln pair (G,i3,r;,R,n) of rank n and characteristic p 
\lith Ileyl groupJ, and let 1: be f'. field of characteristic p. 
r::'hen for all HiE: It, C!i'l. = 0 in ~~, and HI: (G, B) = En~'7:G (I,) 
1 
is D. O-Hecke algebra of type (\l,R) over K. 
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(3.2) Systems of Groups with (B,N) Pairs. 
(3.2.1) Definition (Curtis, Iwahori, Kilmoyer [10}): 
A system S of finite groups with (B,N) pairs 
of type (;'f,R) consists of a Coxeter system (W,R), an 
infinite set ~of prime powers q, a set of positive integers 
{ci : wi E R}, and for each q E P, a finite group G(q) 
with a (B,n) pair (G(q),B(q),N(q),R) having (W,R) as its 
Coxeter system, such that the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(1) C.=C. for w.,w. E R if w. and w
J
. are conjugate in W. 
1. J 1. J 1. 
. 
(2) for each group G = G(q) E S, 
w. 
indB(q)wi = IB(q):B(q) ~ B(q) 1.\ 
I 
Examples: S = {G(q) = SLn(q), the group of n x n matrices 
of determinant 1 over the field GF(q) of 
q elements} 
S is a system of groups with (B,N) pairs of type 01 ,R), 
where W = W(An_1). IndB(q)wi = q for all wi E R, so c i = 1 
for all wi E R. 
l·iore generally, each of the families of finite 
Chevalley groups, and twisted Chevalley groups (see 
Carter [3]) forms a system of (B,N) pairs. 
(3.2.2) Definition: For all w E W, w#1, define 
indB(q)w = \B(q):B(q) n B(q)wl 
Let indB(q)1 = 1. 
(3.2.3) LH1MA: For any wE W, w#1, 
1ndB(q)w = qC(W) 
where c(w) = ci + ••• c1 for any reduced expression 1 s 
W = wi •• wi of w with wi E R for all j. 1 s j 
(3.2.4) Definition: Let u be an indeterminate. The 
c}l2.racteristic function of S is the polynomial 
"There 't' ''l(u) = uC(w) for all Ii E: ',t, ':~1, and '-V 1 (u)=1. 
(3.3) The 'Classical' Hecke Aleebra. 
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Let S be a system of finite groups "lith (B,U) pairs 
of type (W,R). Let K be a field of characteristic zero, 
and let q E JO• Define in the group algebra KG(q) the 
idempotent b(q) 1 = -
\B(q)\ 
E x, and the left ideal 
x E: B(q) 
V(q) = KG(q).b(q). If we regard V(q) as left KG-module, 
vre see that V(q) affords a representation of G(q) over K 
with character (1 B(q»G(q). In particular, 
Qi~V(q) = \G(q):B(q)\. (see, for example, Curtis and 
Reiner [11]). 
(3.3.1) Definition: Define the Hecke algebra HK(q)=HK(G(q),B(q» 
as HK(q) = b(q).KG(q).b(q). 
(3.3.2) Lm·n.!A: Rx(q) acts by rieht multiplication on V(q), 
and if h E HX(q), the map e(h):v - vh (for all v E V(q» 
defines a KG(q)-endomorphism of V(q). The map 
is an isomorphism of K-algebras. 
The structure of the Hecke algebra HK(q) has been 
determined by II-Tahori [16J and Hatsumoto [17J, and is as 
follows: 
(3.3.3) THSOR~1: HK(q) has K-basis {~:w E W} where 
hw = indB(q)W.b(q)n(q)wb(q) 
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for any n(q)w E B(q)wB(q) for all w E W. h1 = b(q) is the 
identity element of HK(q). For any w E W, WF1, and for any 
reduced expression w = wi •• wi for w, with the w. E R, 1 s ~j 
HK(q) is generated as K-algebra with identity element h1 
by {hW.:Wi E R}, subject to the relations: 
~ 
(3.3.4) COROLLARY: For all t,v,w E: W there exist polynomials 
Zt ,v,w(u) E: Z [u] such that 
(1) for any q E P, hth = E Z (q)h 
v wE W t,v,w -we 
(2) ~ Z (u)z (u) - ~ 
wE W t,v,w w,x,y - Zt (u)Z (u) s€ W ,s,y v,x,s 
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for all t,v,x,y E W. 
Proof: (1) FoIIOl'1s from (3.3.3). 
(2) Replacing U by q for any q E f'Y, this equation 
is true by the associativity of HK(q). Since fD is an 
infinite set, the equation must be an identity in u. 
(3.4) The Generic Ring. 
The following definition is due to J. Tits: 
(3.1.1) Definition: The generic ring Acr,S(U) = Acr('ll.) 
of the system S of finite groups with (B,N) pairs of type 
i 
('d ,R) is the associative algebra over 0" = Q [uJ, 'i'lhere u is 
an indeterminate, with identity a 1 and basis {aw:w E W} 
satisfying: 
a a = {a if I (w1. w) > lew) wi w wiw 
c i c. 
u aw.w + (u 1-1)aw if I(Wiw) < lew) 1 
f or all w E \'/, and wi E R. 
Al t erna t i vely, Acr( u) is the algebra over (j "lith 
identitya1 and basis {aw:w € wi, and multiplication 
given by: 
a a - ~ z (u)a for all x,y ~ ~, 
- ... xyw W ~,f 
xy wEW" 
where z w(u) E Z[u] is the polynomial determined in (3.3.4) x,y, 
Let K be any extension ring of cr. 
(3.4.2) Definition: The generic ring AK(u) of the system 
S of finite groups with (B,N) pairs of type (W,R) is the 
algebra over K with identity a 1 and basis {aw:w E'W}, and 
with multiplication given by 
extension ring K of cr, are the associative algebras over 
rr and K respectively generated by {a :wi € R} subject to wi 
the relations: 
2 c. c. 
= u :La1 + (u :L_1 )a for all w; E R, where "1 i .... 
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a 1 is the identity element. 
i#j, where nij = order of wiw j in W. Further, for all, W E W, 
aw = aw • .aw ' where wi •• wi is a reduced expression for i1 is 1 s 
w in terms of the elements of R. 
(3.4.3) Definition: Let f:rr- Q be a homomorphism of 
commutative rings. Then define 
where Q is viewed as a (Q,O) bimodule by way of f: 
axh = axf(h) for all a,x E Q, h E ~. 
Af,cr(f(u)) is an associative algebra over Q, called a 
specialised algebra of Acr(u). It has Q-basis {1.a =a f:w E wI, 
w w, 
and multiplication is given by: 
a fa f = E f ( z - (u) ) a f 11 ,... '1 x, y, wE W x,y,w w,f or a x,y I;. ;. 
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Note that f induces a ring epimorphism f':AO(U) - Af,cr(f(u». 
EXAEPT,ES: (1) Let fq be the Q-linear map fq:cr- Q given 
by fq(u) = q, where q E ~. Then fq induces a ring 
epimorphism fq':Aa(u) - ~q,O(q) = HQ(q). 
(2) Let f1 be the Q-linear map f1:~- Q given 
by f 1 (u) = 1. Then f1 induces a ring epimorphism 
f1 • :Aa(U) - Af1 ,O( 1) ;: QU, the group algebra of 1'1 over Q. 
(3) Let fo be the Q-linear map fo:rr- Q given 
by fo(u) = O. Then fo induces a ring epimorphism 
(3.4.4) Definition(due to Green [14]): J.Jet k be a subfield 
of C, and let q E k. Then Ak(q) is defined as the algebra 
, 
over k with identity a 1 and k-basis {aw:w E wI, and with 
multiplication given by: 
where z (u) E Z [u] is the polynomial determined 
x,y,w 
Note: By (3.3.3) and (3.3.4(2» Ak(q) is the associative 
algebra over k with identity a 1 , generated by {awi :vli E R} 
subject to the relations 
2_ c i c i 
aWi q a 1 + (q -1)aWi for all Wi E R 
(a a a •• ) 
w. w. Wi n. j ~ J ~ 
i~j, where n iJ· = order of w. w. in ~:l. ~ J 
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aw = aw .•• aw. where w .•• w. is a reduced 
" ~1 ~s 
.... 1 .... s 
expression for w in terms of the elements of R. 
(3.1.5) LETJ·!A (Green [141): (1) For each q E go, there is 
a k-algebra isomorphism Sk,q:Ak(q) - Hk(q) which takes 
aw - ~ for all w E W. 
(2) There is a k-algebra 
isomorphism sk,1:Ak(1) - kW which takes aw - w for all w E W. 
NOTATION: For the remainder of this section, we will use 
the follOidng notation: 
() = Q [u] 
K = Q(u) 
o 
K = a finite field extension of K which is a 
o 
splitting field for AK(u). 
I = integral closure of ~in K 
k = subfield of C. 
(3.4.6) THEOREH (Tits - see Green [14J): AK(u) is semi-simple. 
(3.4.7) COROLLARY: AK (u) is semi-simple, hence separable 
o 
as the characteristic of Ko is zero. 
(3.4.8) THEOREr-l (Tits - see Green [14J): If q is any complex 
number such that q 'P (q) 1= 0, then AC(q) == c\i. In 
particular this holds for any real positive q. If q is 
any element of JO, then He(q) == ew. 
vie now discuss specialisations of AK(u), which 
are defined by Green [14J (section 4). 
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Definition: If P is a prime ideal of I, let Kp be the ring 
"There I-P = { i E I: i ¢ P I. Then a specialisation of K 
with nucleus P is a ring homomorphism f:Kp - C such that 
f(1) = 1 and ker f = PKp . If a E K, say f(a) is defined 
if and only if a E ~. The range k = f(Kp) of f is a 
subfield of C. 
Let f be a specialisation of K, with nucleus P 
and range k. f can be extended to a ring epimorphism 
f : AK (u) - Ak(q) 
P 
where feu) = q and AKp(U) = {wEEwswaw:sw E Kp for all w E wI. 
Then if x = E swaw E AK(U), where Sw E K for all w E W, 
\V€ W 
we say f(x) is defined if and only if x E AK (u); in this 
"p 
(3.4.9) THEOREt·! (Green [14]) : Given any specialisation 
f of K , whose nuclelm is the prime ideal Po of cr, then 
o 0 
there exists at least one specialisation f of K which 
extends foe If P is the nucleus of f, then Po = P ~ ~. 
(3.4.10) COROLLARY (Green [14]): Given any element q of C 
there exists a specialisation f of K such that feu) = q. 
If q E Q, and if P is the nucleus of f, then 
(u-q)~ = P n ~. 
Proof: There is a unique specialisation fo of Ko such 
that fo(u) = q, and so the existence follows from the 
theorem above. If q E Q, the nucleus of f is (u-q)~. 
o 
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Suppose that for every q € ~ we have a specialisation 
fq of K such that fq(U) = q. Let Pq be the nucle~s of f q _ 
If q,q' E ~, q#q', then by the corollary Pq~Pq'. 
Finally we look at some specialisations of AK(u), 
where K is an extension ring of 6. 
(3.4.11) Let Bo = (g(u)/h(u) : g(u),h(u) € cr, ulh(u)}. 
Let fo : Bo - Q be the Q-linear homomorphism of rings 
defined by fo(u) = O. Then fo induces a ring epimorphism 
f ':AB (u) - Af B (0) ~ HQ, the O-Hecke algebra over Q. o 0 0' 0 
P (3.4.12) For any q € v , let Bq = {g(u)/h(U) :g(u),h(u) E ~, 
(u-q)Xh(u)} 
Let f B - Q be the Q-linear ring homomorphism given q q 
by fq(u) = q. Then fq induces a ring epimorphism 
- Af B (q) ~ HQ(q). 
q' q 
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(3.5) The Algebra Ho• 
The algebra Ho was defined by Starkey [22} (section 
1.5). By (3.4.9) there exists a specialisation fo of K 
with nucleus P and range k (where k is a subfield of C) 
o 0 
·such that fo(u) = O. Also, P n <Y = u() = (u). fo induces 
a ring epimorphism fo':AK (u) - Ak (0) given by 
P 0 
fO'( E swaw) = E f (s )a, where Sw E Kp for all w E W. 
wE 'iT wE: ttl 0 w---w 
(3.5.1) Definition: Let Ho be the ko-algebra with identity 
a 1 and basi~ {aw:w E W} and multiplication given by 
a ay = E Zx y w(O)a for all x,y E W. x wE W " w 
From the above we see that Ho = Ak (0). 
o 
By the Iwahori-Matsumoto theorem (3.3.3), we have 
that Ho is generated as ko-algebra with identity a 1 by 
{a :w. E R} subject to the relations: 
Wi ~ 
2 
Also, 
= -a for all Wi E R Wi 
expression for w in terms of the elements of R. 
Unlike the algebra AK(u) , the algebra Ho is not 
semi-simple. However, Ho is the O-Hecke algebra Hk ' whose 
o 
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structure we will determine in Chapter 4. 
Starkey [22J has defined the decomposition numbers 
for Ho' and we will give the definition of these and 
relate them to the Cartan matrix of Ho in Chapter 5. 
Chapter 4: DECm:1POSITIOHS OF THE O-HECKE ALGEBRAS. 
(4.1) Introduction. 
Let K be a field. Let (W,R) be a finite Coxeter 
system, and let H = HK be the O-Hecke algebra of type 
('tl,R) over K, as defined in (3.1.13). By (3.1 .14) H has 
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K-basis {a :w E W}, where a = a •• a if w = w .•• wi w w w. wi ~1 s ~1 s 
with l(w) = s. ~e write a 1=1. 
(4.1.1) LEr·W:A: For all wi E R and al1 w € W, we have 
a a = {a if I ( w . w) = 1 ( w ) + 1 
wi ¥ wiw ~ 
-aw if l(wiw) = l(w)-1 
a a = {aww' if l(wwi ) = l(w)+1 w wi i 
-aw if l(wwi ) = l(w)-1 
Proof: If l(Wiw) = l(w)+1, then a = aw s by the Yl i W i w 
definition of aw.w• Similarly, if l(wwi ) = 1(W)+1 then ~ 
a
ww 
= a a • Suppose l(w.w) = l(w)-1; then there is 
i w wi ~ 
a reduced expression for w beginning with \,li: say w = 
\"There l(w) = l(w' )+1. Then Sw = aw aw" and so i 
a a = a a a, = -a a, = -awe Similarly, if 
wi w wi wi w wi w 
v1 • ';l , 
~ 
l(wwi ) = l(w)-1, there exists a reduced expression for w 
ending with wi' and in this case we get that awa
w i 
= -a • w 
(4.1.2) COROLLARY: 
(1) For all w,w' E W, a a , = + a " for some w,,'E W, 
w w - w 
with lew' I) ~ max (l(w) ,l(w'». 
(2) For all w,w' E 'i, awaw' = aww ' if and only if 
l(ww') = l(w)+l(w'). 
= (_1)1(w')a if and only if 
w 
in some reduced expression for w'}. 
= (_1)1(w)a , if and only if 
w 
(w' )-1 (ri ) ~ ~- for each r i E nJ , where J = {"li E R: 
. 
W. occurs in some reduced expression for wi. 
~ 
(5) For all w,w' E W, a a , = + a " with lew"~) > lew), 
w w - w 
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where l(w) ~ l(w'), if and only if there exists r iE' n J' 
i'lhere J = two E R:w. occurs in 
J J 
some reduced expression 
for vI'} such that w(ri ) E ~+. 
(6) Let Wo be the unique element of maximal length in W. 
Then for all w E W, awaw = (-1 )l(\,I)a 0 Wo 
and a a = (_1)1(W)a Wo w v10 
ExamEle: Let H = H(A2), the O-Hecke algehra ,·lith K-basis 
{a
w
:\" E W(A2)}, which is generated as K-algebra by {a ,aw } 
"11 2 
2 subject to the relations aw. = -aw. for i=1,2, and ~ ~ 
a a a = a a a • The multiplication table is given w1 w2 w1 w2 w1 w2 
below: set a1 =1, aw = x, a, = y. 1 .'1 2 
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........... (b) 1 X Y xy yx xyx (0..) ....... ... 
... 
1 (9-b) 1 x y xy yx xyx 
x x 
-x xy -xy xyx -xyx 
y y yx 
-y xyx -yx -xyx 
xy xy xyx -xy -xyx -xyx xyx 
yx yx -yx xyx -xyx -xyx xyx 
xyx xyx -xyx -xyx xyx xyx -xyx 
(4.2) The Nilpotent Radical of H. 
- -
Definition: (1) The nilpotent radical N of an algebra A 
is the sum of all nilpotent ideals of A. 
(2) The Jacobson radical J(A) of an algebra A 
is the intersection of all maximal ideals of A. 
(4.2.1) PROPOSITION: If A has the DCC (= descending chain 
condition) then l~ = J(A) and N is nilpotent. 
Proof: See, for example, Curtis and Reiner [11]. 
Let N be the nilpotent radical of H. Since H is 
a finite-dimensional algebra over the field K, H has the 
Dec and the ACC, and so N is also the Jacobson radical 
of H, and is the unique maximal nilpotent ideal of H. 
(4.2.2) LEr·J·TA: Let L be an ideal of H. Then either 
(a) a E: L, or 
Wo 
(b) aw L = O. o 
Proof: By (4.1.2(6)), for all x E H, xa'l = aw x = I·:a 
• 0 0 1-:0 
for some M E K. Hence, for all positive integers n, 
n ..n 
= Bw x = 1>.1 a 
o Wo 
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If ~I~O, then ~ 1= 0 and so xn~O for all positive integers 
n. So if there exists an x E L such that xa
w 
= I.lSw 
o 0 
for some 1·:1=0, 1-1 E: K, then a
w 
e:: L. Otherwise a
w 
L = O. 
o 0 
l(wO) (4.2.3) PROPOSITION: (-1) aw is an idempotent in H, o 
lew ) l(w
o
) 
and H = H(-1) 0 a
w 
e H(1 - (-1) a
w 
), where 
o 0 
lew ) 
H(-1) 0 aw - K. 
'0 
l(w
o
) 
Proof: By (4.1.2(6» we have that (-1) a w is an o 
idempotent in the centre of H, and so the direct sum 
decomposition follows by basic ring theory. The two 
summands are ideals of H, and since for all x E H we have 
lew ) 
xa = Ma , r,l e:: K, it follows that H(-1) 0 a
w 
:: K. 
Wo Wo 0 
There is a natural composition series for H, 
consisting of (t\vo-sided) ideals of R such that every 
factor is a one-dimensional H-module. This series arises 
as follows: list the basis elements {aw: w E "r} in order 
of increasing length of w - if w, w' E: ','1 have the same 
length, it does not matter in \'lhich order they occur 
in the list. Rename these elements h 1,h2, •• hl':11 respect-
ively; note that h 1=a1=1, hl;11=aw • Let Hj be the ideal o 
of H generated by {~:m>j}. Hj has X-basis {~:m)j} and 
dimension \ \., l-j+1. Then 
(4.2.4) H = H1 > H2 > •. > H \ w I = a w 0 H > 0 
is the natural composition series of H described above. 
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Hi/Hi+1 is a one-dimensional H-module, with basis hi +Hi+1' 
where h.= a for some w E \'1. Now either a
w
2
= (-1 )l(w)a 1 W W 
or aw
2 E Hi+1. In the first case, the factor ring H1/Hi+1 
1s generated by an idempotent, and in the second case 
it is nilpotent. 
(4.2.5) LEi·n·lA: The number of factors which are generated 
by an idempotent is equal to 2n , where n=IRI. 
Proof: The factors which are generated by idempotents 
correspond to elements w E 1;{ such that a
w
2 
= (-1 )l(W)a
w
• 
Let w E W be such an element. Write w = wi •• wi ' where 1 s 
l(w) = s, and let J = boT. : 1"j"s}. Then w E WJ , and by 1j 
(4.1.2(3)), w(n J ) ~ ~-. Hence W = wOt.T• Conversely, for 
2 l(WOJ ) each subset J of R, a = (-1) aw • Hence the woJ oJ 
number of factors which are generated by an idempotent 
is equal to the number of subsets of R, i.e. 2n , where 
n = \RI. 
By Schreier's theorem, any series of ideals of R 
can be refined to a composition series, and all so obtained 
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have the same number of terms in them as the natural 
series, and with the factors in one-one correspondence 
with those of the natural series. In particular, consider 
H > N> o. 
This can be refined to a composition series 
't t , 
H = H 1 > H2 > •• > ~ = N > •. > H Il,i I > o. 
, 
Now each factor Hi/H~+1' i~r, is nilpotent as H~~N, and 
, 
H ' each factor i/Hi +1, i+1~r, must be generated by an 
, 
idempotent as Hi / N ~ H/N, a semi-simple ring. Hence the 
number of factors which are nilpotent is equal to the 
dimension of N. Thus, dim N = \WI_2n , where n = IRI. 
We can, in fact, give a precise basis of N. 
(4.2.6) THEOREM: Let w € W, and suppose w#woJ for any J ~ R. 
Write w = Wi •• wi ' l(w)=s, and let J=J(w)={wi :1~j~s}. 1 s j 
l(WOJ(w) )+l(w)+1 
Then E(w) = aw + (-1) a is nilpotent, woJ (vi) 
and {E(w):w € W, W#WOJ for any J ~ R} is a basis of N. 
Proof: ~le ShO\'l that E(w) is nilpotent by induction on 
l(WOJ(Vl) )-l(w). Note that if w=woJ for some J ~ R, then 
E(woJ)=O. Suppose l(\'iOJ(W) )-l(w) = 1. Then since a reduced 
expression for w involves all Wi ~ J(w), W#WoJ(w)' there 
exists rj € nJ(w) such that w(r j ) € ¢+. So 
a 2 = (_1)1(w)-1 a • Thus, 
w woJ(w) 
So, E(w)2 = a ( (_1)1(W)-1 + 2(_1)1(w) 
woJ(w) 
= 0, as l(wOJ(w» = 1(w)+1. 
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l(w ( » 
+(-1) oJw) 
Now suppose l(wOJ(w»-l(w) > 1. Consider the 
product awaw• Since w~WOJ(w)' there exists r i E: nJ(w) 
such that w(ri ) E: ~+. As any reduced expression for w 
involves all wi E: J(w), He have awa
w 
= (-1 )2l(w)-1(W' )a
w
" 
with w' E: WJ(w) and lew') > lew). Further, J(w') = J(w). 
2 2 l(wOJ (w»+1 Then E(w) = aw + 2(-1) aw oJ(w) 
lew (» 
+ (-1) oJ w a 
woJ(w) 
(_1)I(W')a , I(WoJ (w»+1 = w + (-1) aw oJ(w) 
= (-1 )l(w') (a
w
' + (-1) l(woJ-(w') )+l(w' )+1 a' ) 
woJ(w' ) 
as J ( W )=J ( w, ) 
As l(w') > l(w), we have either Wi =wOJ (vl)' and so E(w' )=0, 
or w',fwOJ(w), and then by induction on l(\vOJ(w»-l(w), 
we have that E(w') is nilpotent. So E(H) is nill)otent. 
Finally note that we get a nilpotent element for 
each w E: W, w~wOJ for any J ~ R. The set of all E(w), w~woJ 
for any J C R, is obviously linearly independent, and there 
are \i·r\_2n elements in all, where n=\R\. Hence they are 
a K-basis for N. 
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(4.2.7) COROLLARY: ~/N is commutative. 
Proof: We show that aw.aW.-aWjaW. E N for all wi,w j E R. 
l. J l. 
If a a =a aw the result is obvious. So suppose wi Wj Wj i . 
a a Fa aw • Then we can form E(w~Wj) and E(WJ.Wi ), and wi Wj Wj i ... 
= a a -a a E N as each of E(W~Wj) w. w. w. wi ... 
l. J J 
vIe now give some examples of this basis of U. 
N has dimension 2 and K-basis taw W +aw ,aw aw +aw }, 1 2 0 2 1 0 
N has dimension 16, and K-basis: 
a +a w1w2 w1w2w1 
a +a 
"12 w 1 w 1 W 2 W 1 
a -a 
w1;12w1w3 Wo 
a +a 
w2w3 w2w3w2 
a -a 
w3w2w1w3 Wo 
a +a 
w3w2 w2w3w2 
a -a 
w3w1w2w1 Wo 
a +a 
w3w2w1 Wo 
a -a 
w2w1w3w2 Wo 
a +a.._ 
w1 w3w2 -wo 
a +a 
w1w2w1w3w2 Wo 
a +a 
w1w2w3 Wo 
a +a 
w1w3w2w1w3 Wo 
a +a 
w2w1w3 Wo 
a +a 
w2w3w1w2w1 Wo 
(4.3) The Irreducible Representations 2! n. 
We investigate the one-dimensional H-modules 
which arise from the natural composition series of H. 
Let the factor Hi/Hi+1 be generated as left H-module by 
a
w 
+ Hi +1• The action of H on this element is determined 
as follows: for each wi E R, 
a (a + H. 1) ={-(a + H.+1) if w-
1(ri ) wi W 1+ W 1 
. 0 if w- 1(ri ) E ~+ 
E: ~-
For any W E vi, let J (W)={Wi : 1 ~j~s} '·There W = w. •• wi j 11 s 
is a reduced expression for "\'1. Then 
aw,(a
w 
+ Hi +1) = (-1)1(W')(aw + Hi +1) 
if w-1 ( n J ( w' » ~ ~-
o if there exists r i E nJ(w,) 
I 
such that w-'(ri ) E ~+. 
, 
Hence the action of H on aw + Hi+1 depends on 
the element w-1 E W. 
(4.3.1) Definition: For each J ~ R, let AJ be the 
one-dimensional representation of H defined by 
A J'(a
wi) = {O if wi E J 
-1 if wi ¢ J 
For all w E W, let w = wi •• wi with lew) = s. Then 1 s 
A. J(a
w
) = AJ(aw ) •• AJ{aw ). Extend AJ by linearity i1 is 
to H. 
H For each J ~ R, let i(J)/Hi (J)+1 be the factor 
of the natural series of H which is generated by 
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aWOJ + Hi (J)+1. Then the left H-module Hi (J)/Hi (J)+1 
affords the representation }J of H. 
Since each composition factor of H is one-dimens-
ional, it follows that all irreducible representations 
of H are one-dimensional. Let u be an irreducible 
J 
representation of H. Then p is completely determined 
by the values p(a
w
) for all 
i 
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algebra homomorphism, we must 
Wi E R. Since p is an 
2 have that p.(a
wi ) = - p(awi ) 
for all \-1. E R. Let 
~ 
can describe each irreducible representation of H by 
an n-tuple (u1, •• un ), where n=\R\, with ui=O or -1 for all i. 
In particular, AJ corresponds to the n-tuple (u1, •• un) 
where u.=O if w. E J and u.=-1 if w. ~ J. There are 2n ~ ~ ~ ~ 
such irreducible representations, and they all occur in 
the natural series of H. 
·.~e determine 2n maximal left ideals of H as follows: 
for each J ~ R, form the n-tup1e (u1, •• un ), where ui=O 
if Wi E J and is -1 otherwise. Let HJ be the left ideal 
of H generated by law. -ui 1 :wi E Rl. Then IIJ = ker /l J' ~ 
and as AJ is irreducible, l'lJ is a maximal left ideal of H. 
Now, H/N is semi-simple Artinian, so if l'1e extend 
K to its algebraic closure K and consider H as an algebra 
over K, we deduce that 
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H/N = K eKe .• e K, a direct sum of 2n fields. 
(Actually, we will show that 
H/N ~ K eKe •• e K, 2n copies of K, 
regardless of which field K is.) 
(4.4) Some Decompositions of lie 
In this section we will determine two decompositions 
of H as a direct sum of 2n left ideals. 
For each subset J of R, let HJ be the subalgebra 
of H generated by taw :wi E J}. Define elements eJ and i 
oJ in HJ as' follows: 
(4.4.1) 
eJ and oJ are in the centre of HJ by inspection. 
(4.4.2) LEr'lI.:A.: Let l'loJ = l'li1 •• wis ' l(wOJ)=s. Then 
eJ = (1 + a )(1 + a ) •• (1 + a ) wi w. wi 
1 ~2 s 
and is independent of the reduced expression for w
oJ • 
Hotation: For all w E: W, if w = 
wri t e Q + aw] = (1 + aw. ) •• ( 1 
~1 
w. •• ir1. 
~1 ~t 
+ a ). 
wi 
t 
'\'lith l(w)=t, 
By the follovTing 
proof, it follows that [1 + aw] is ind epend ent of the 
reduced expression for w. 
Proof: Firstly we show that r + a w OJ] is independent of 
the reduced expression for w
oJ • Since we can pass from 
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one reduced expression for woJ to another by substitutions 
of the form (w.w .•• ) = (w.w .•• ) , iFj, where' 
1 J nij J 1 nij 
nij is the ord er of wi W j in \'1, '\~e need to show that 
[1 + a( ) J = [1 + a( ) J · w,wJ'.. w.Wi •• 1 nij J nij 
To do this, we use induction on n, n~nij' to show that 
n n-1 
[ 1 + a( ) J = 1 + ~ a( ) + ~ a( ) • wiw j •• n m=1 wiw j •• m m=1 wjwi •• m 
This is clearly true for n=1. Suppose it is true for 
all integers ~k, and suppose that k is odd. Then 
[ 1 + a ) 1 = [1 + a( ) J (1 + a ) (w~Wj •• k+1J wiw j •• k Wj 
k k-1 
= (1 + E a( ) + E a( ) )(1 + a ) 
m=1 wiw j •• m m=1 wjwi •• m Wj 
k k-1 
= (1 + E a( ) + E a( ) ) + a 
m=1 j'1 i W j.. m m=1 W j wi·· m \"1 j' 
. ;(k-1) ~(k-1 ) 
+ ~ a( ) a + E a( ) a 
m=O WiW j •• 2m+1 Wj m=1 wiw j •• 2m Wj 
;(k-1) ~(k-1) 
+ E a( ) a + E a( ) a • 
m= 1 W j wi·· 2m-1 W j m= 1 \'1 j wi·· 2m vI j 
1 Now, a( ) a = -s( ) a , 1~m~~(k-1), and 
wiw j •• 2m-1 Wj wiw j •• 2m Wj ~ 
a ) a ( W • if • •• 2m 1 w. J 1 - J 
a( W ) =1. Then 
Wj i·· 0 
C + a(Wi "jOO)k+l] 
k k-1 
= 1 + E a( ) + E s( ) 
m=1 w~ wJ' •• m W \-1 ... m=1 j i·· m 
Similarly, we get the same result if we had a.ssumed that 
k was even. 
Similarly, we can show that for all n, n<n1j , 
n-1 
+ ~ a( ) 
. m=1 w1wj •• m 
= a( ) - a( ) • 
wiw j •• n wj w1 •• n 
When n=n .. , this difference is zero. So J..J 
and 
[1 t a(WiWjoO)niJ = C + R(WjWioo)nijJ 
thus [1 + a J is independent of the reduced 
woJ 
expression for woJ chosen. 
Finally, [1 + a 1 is a linear combination of 
woJJ 
certain a
w 
with W E WJ • We show by induction on lew) 
for all w E W J that aw occurs in the expansion of ~ 
with coefficient 1. If l(w)=O, then w=1 and obviously 
a 1=1 occurs with coefficient 1. Suppose lew) > O. Let 
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w = w'w., Wi E WJ , w. E J, where lew) = l(w ' )+1. By induction J J 
a occurs in [1 + a J with coefficient 1. Choose an 
"1 I woJ 
expression for woJ ending in "1 j' and then 
C + a J = e + aWOJWj] (1 + aw ) woJ j 
Since l(W'W j ) > lew'), the only contribution to aw' from 
the last bracket is from the 1. If instead we take a from 
vi j 
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the last bracket, we get a , with 
'0[ coefficient 1. Now 
suppose aw occurs in C + a J WoJ~T j with coefficient m. Then 
ma (1 
w 
+ a ) 
Wj = ma W + rna a W Wj 
= rna - rna as w(r j ) E ~-W W 
= o. 
Thus aw occurs in the expansion of [1 + aWOJ] 
coefficient 1, and hence eJ = p + aWOJ]. 
with 
(4.4.3) COROLLARY: eJ and oJ are idempotents in the centre 
of HJ • 
Proof: For ,all wi E: R, (1 + a",.) (1 + a,y.) = 
~ ~ 
and a 2 = -a • The result follows as eJ = wi wi 
and woJ has a reduced expression ending in 
w. E J. 
J 
(1 + a ) t 
wi 
[ 1 +a 1, woJJ 
Wj for all 
(4.4.4) LEMMA: (1) If J,L <; R, oJeL = 0 if J n L i: ¢ 
and eJ oL = 0 if J n L i: ¢. 
(2) If L C; J ~ R, eLeJ = eJ = eJeL 
and 
°LoJ = oJ = oJoL· 
Proof: (1) If J n L i: ¢, choose wi E J n L. Then we can 
choose reduced expressions for woJ and woL ending and 
beginning respectively with wi. Then oJeL = •• a (1+a. ) ••• wi ~i 
and so 0JeL = O. Similarly, eJoL = •• (1+a )a •• = o. wi '''i 
(2) For each wi E J, (1+a
wi )eJ = eJ + a eJ • wi 
Since aWi = -O{wi }' (1+awi )eJ = eJ by (1). ~~so, 
aw. oJ = -oJ if wi E: J t and thus the results folloi·l. ~ 
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(4.tl..5) LEr·IT1A: Let y E: YJ for some J S; R. Then a oJ'" = a y y 
and ayoseJ =wEEW ayw ' with l{yw) = l(y)+l(w) for ~11 w E WJ • 
J 
Proof: By (1.3.4), if y E: YJ , then y = wwoJ for some wE W 
with l(Y) 
l{woJ ) 
= 1(w)+1(wo3). Hence ayos = (-1) awaw ",aw j' 
oJ ° 
and so ayoj = aye Now for all w E WJ , as y E YJ ~ XJ , 
by (1.3.2) we have l(yw) = l(y)+l(w). So for all wE WJ 
a a = a • Thus ayoJAeJ = a eJ = E a a = E a , y w yw y wE ':lJ y w wE WJ yw 
and l(yw) = l(y)+l(w) for all w E WJ • 
(4.4.6) LEl'J·lA: For y E: YJ , ay occurs in the expansion 
of ayeJoJ with coefficient 1, and ift for any w E 'tl, aw 
occurs in the expansion of ayeJ03 with non-zero coefficient, 
then w=y or l(w) > l(y). 
Proof: By (4.4.5), ayeJ 
for all w E: WJ • Then 
= E a with l(yw) = 
wE 11 yw l(Y)+l(w) 
J 
By (4 • 4. 5) ay ° J = ay ' and f or all w E: ','1 J ' \'l;t 1 , 
l(woJ ) a (-1) aw = ± awl for some w' E: ','1, \'lith yw oJ 
l(w') ~ l(Yw) > l(y). 
(4. £t. 7) THEOREr-'l: (1) The elements {ayoJeJ:y E YJ , 
are linearly independent and form a basis of H. 
(2) The elements layeJoJ:y E YJ , 
are linearly independent and form a basis of H. 
J <; R} 
J ~ R} 
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Proof: (1) Suppose that for each y € YJ and each J ~ R 
there is an element k E K such that r. ~ k a o~e ° 
Y ~ ~ J J = ~ JOt y E YJ Y Y 
Let S 
n = E ~ k a 03eJo We show that if Sn = J9l Y E: YJ Y Y 
0, . 
l(y)~n 
then ky = ° whenever l(y)=n and hence Sn+1 = 0. 
Let Y1' •• Yt be those elements of W for which l(Yi)=n. 
Then by (4.4.5), if Yi E: YJ(i) for some J(i) ~ R, 
aYioJ(1)eJ(i) = aYi + (a linear combination of 
certain a
w 
uhere l(w) > I(Yi)) 
Hence, Sn 
t 
-. E k a + (a linear combination of certain 
i=1 Yi Yi 
aW with l(w) > n). 
If Sn = 0, then as {aw:w E wI are a basis of H, we must 
have k = ° for all i, 1~i~t. So Sn+1 = 0. 
Yi 
Since So = 0, ky = 0 for all y whenever l(y) = 0, 
and 81 = 0. By induction, all ley are zero, and so 
layoJeJ : y E YJ , J C RI is a set of linearly independent 
elements. As there are I \i I of them, as E Iy J I = I 'tll, they 
JCR 
must form a basis of H. 
(2) A similar argument gives the result, since by 
(4.4.6) ayeJoJ = ay + (a linear combination of certain 
aw where l(w) > l{y)) 
(4.4.8) COROLLARY: (1) For any L ~ H, the elements of the 
set tayoJeJ~:y E YJ , J ~ L} are linearly independent. 
(2) For any L ~ R, the elements of the 
set layeJoJeL:y E YJ , L ~ J} are linearly independent. 
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Proof: (1) For any y E YJ , ayos = ay ' and so ayojeJoL=ayeJot. 
1\ A 
Then ayeJoL~ = E a 0LA • As J ~ L, L ~ J and so aw ~oi=a A wE W yw oJ WoJ 
J 
= a + (a linear combination of certain a with y w 
lew) > l{y» 
Now we may use a similar argument to that used in the 
proof of (4.4.7) to deduce that the given elements are 
linearly independent. 
(2) For any y E YJ , ayeJoJ = ay + (~ wkwaw) where 
kw E K and ~=O if l(w)~l(y). Then 
ayeJoJeL = ayeL + (~ wkwaW)eL,'kw E K given as above, 
= a + (E kw'aw) for certain k~ E X, with y wE W 
~=O if l(w)~l(y). 
Once again we can use a similar argument to that in the 
proof of (4.4.7) to get the result. 
(4.4.9) THEOREM: (1) For each a E H, and for any J ~ R, 
there exist elements ky E K such that 
aoJeJ = E k ayoJeJ . yE YJ Y 
(2) For each a E H, and for any J , R, 
there exist elements ky E K such that 
aeJ03 = ~ k a eJoje 
yE Y
J 
Y Y 
Proof: We will prove the first part by a method which 
cannot be directly applied to the second part. However, 
the method we will use to prove the second part can be 
altered slightly to apply to the first. 
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(1) As {a :w E wI is a basis of H, we may \frite a= ~ u a , 
W wE .,,/ w w 
'Hi th u E K for all w E 1>1. It is thus sufficient to express 
w 
a''10JeJ as a linear combination of the elements {ayoJeJ :y E YJl 
for all w E VI. Use induction on lew) to 
If l(w)=O, then \'1=1, and 0JeJ = 
prove this. 
lew A) 
(-1) oJ a "oJ"e 
woJ J 
2 lew A) 
as 0J~ = 0J~ = (-1) oJ a AOJ. Result is \'1 oJ true for \-1=1 
Suppose lew) > O. Let w = wiw' for some wi E R, 
w' E \1, lew) = lew' )+1. By induction, 
Y E YJ we have to express a a 0J~eJ as a combination of wi Y 
laVoJeJ:v E YJ }. Now for any y E YJ , 
(4.4.10) aWiayoJeJ = -ayoJeJ if y-1(ri ) E ~-
o if y-1(ri )=r j for some rj E nJ , 
as then a a 0'" = a oJ "a 
wi y J Y Wj 
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aw.yoJeJ where wiy E YJ if y-1(ri ) E ~; ~ 
y-1 (ri)~rj for any rj E nJ • 
Hence the result follows. 
exist elements u E K such that y 
aeJoJ", = E E u a eLoL". L9l yE YL Y Y 
" Choose any l-1 ~ R with 1·1 n J ~ ¢. Then aeJoJer.l = 0, so 
~ y~ YLuyayeLoteM = o. 
" But 0LeI~ = 0 if L n M ~ ¢. So the only non-zero terms' in 
" the above equation involve those L ~ R for '\'lhich L n N = ¢. 
for all y E: YL, r.r C L C R. Hence we have that uy=O for 
" all y E: YL, with L n J ~ ¢. So ue now have 
~ E u a eLoL". L yE YL Y Y L C J 
Let SJ = {w E w:u,,:~o, w E YL for some L C J}. Suppose 
SJ # ¢. Choose an element Yo E SJ of minimal length, and 
suppose y E YJ for some J o C J. Consider 
o ° 
= E 
L 
L S; J 
E u a eLoL'" oJ" • yE Y Y Y 0 L 
As J o C J, aeJoJoso 
= O. Then 
E E u a eL 0io f = 0 ( *) L C J Y E YL Y Y 0 
Now if L C J and y E YL, 
a 0" + E k a y J o w E W W W 
lew) > ley) 
where k E K, 
W 
and a o~ = +a , for some w E W with lew) ? ley). y cJ - W o 
Since Yo is of minimal length in SJ' the coefficient 
of Sy on the left side of (*) is ~ • As law:w E W} is 
o ° 
a basis of H, so ~ = 0 - contradiction. Hence SJ = ¢ 
o 
and aeJoJ = E ~ayeJoJ. Y E YJ 
Remark:Let z E Z. We can regard z as an element of K in a 
natural way - it is the element z1 K = 1K +1K + •• +1 K (z times) 
where 1K is the identity of K. 
(4.4.11) COROLLARY: (1) For each w E W, there exist rational 
integers uy = uy(w) such that awoseJ = y ~ YJuyayoJeJ. 
(2) For each w E W, there exist rational 
integers uy = U (w) such that a eJoJ = ~ Y ~ayeJoJ. y W yc. J 
Proof:(1) Follows from the proof of (4.4.9(1)). 
(2) List the elements Y1' •• Ym of YJ in order of 
increasing length; if i < j then l(Yi) ~ l(Y.). Let c .. be J ~J 
the coefficient of a
Yi 
in ayjeJoJ . Clearly cij is an integer 
as a eJos is an integral combination of certain elements 
Yj 
a
w
" w' E 'f,'l. Also, cii = 1 for all i, 1~i~m, and cij = 0 
if i < j by (4.4.6). Let hi be the coefficient of a
Y1 
in 
aweJo3. Clearly hi is an integer, and 
m 
hi = E kjcij j=1 
some ki E K. Hence, 
i-1 
hi = j~1kjCij 
Let 1=1. Then h1 = k 1, an integer. Now use increasing 
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induction on i to show k i is an integer for all i, 1~i~m. 
(4.4.12) THEOREf.l: (1) ROjeJ is a left ideal ofHwith 
K-basis fa ojeJ : y E: YJ }. Hence dim HOjeJ = IYJ I. Horeover, y . 
R = ~$ HOjeJ , a direct sum of 2n left ideals, where n=IRI. J ~ R 
(2) ReJoJ is a left ideal of H with 
K-basis fayeJoJ: y E: YJ }. Hence dim ReJos = IYJ \. I~or,eover, 
R = E$ ReJoJ, a direct sum of 2n left ideals, where n=IRI. J~R 
Proof: The results follow by (4.4.7), (4.4.9) and the fact 
that dim R = I VII = Ely J I • 
J ~ R 
(4.4.13) COROLLARY: HoJeJ and HeJos are indecomposable 
left ideals of H, for all J ~ R, and they are isomorphic 
as left ideals of H. 
Proof: From the theory of Artinian rings and the fact 
that HIN is a direct sum of 2n irreducible components (see 
remarks at the end of (4.3», 1 t follm'ls that H can be 
expressed as the direct sum of 2n indecomposable left 
ideals. Hence we must have that HoseJ and HeJoJ are 
indecomposable left ideals of H for all J ~ R. 
To show they are isomorphic, we first show that 
E k a eJos for some ky E K, and each y E YJ is of the yE YJ Y Y 
form y = wwoJ for some w E W with l(y} = l(w)+I(woS)' we 
l(w A) 
have that ay = a (-1) oJ a A = ayoJ. Thus y woJ 
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nO\{ define the homomorphism f J of left ideals of H 
a03eJ E HoseJ. As f J is given by right multiplication 
by 03' it is well-defined and is a homomorphism of left 
isomorphism of left ideals of H. 
(4.4.14) COROLLARY: (1) For any L C R, 
HoI, = e dim Ho" )' IYJI IxLI. E HOjeJo£, = = L -4 J J C L 
J .~ L 
(2) Por any IJ C R, 
HeL = E
e HeJoJeL, dim HeL 
.., 
IYJI \xLI. = ~ = J L~ J L, J 
Proof: Use (4.4.12) and (4.4.8). 
(4.4.15) THEOREH: For any J C R, 
ReJ = {a E: H:aawi = 0 for all wi E J} 
= {a E H:a(1 + a ) = a for all wJ." E J}. 
wi 
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~ther, ReJ = E$ HoteL' and ReJ has basis {aweJ:w E XJ } J <; L 
and dimension \XJI. Consider the map e:HeJ - RoJeJ given 
by projection. Then e:ReJ/ E H~ ~ RoseJ. Finally, 
J C L 
HoJeJ = la E: H:aal -1. = J. 
o for all wi E J,aeL =0 for 
all L::> J} 
= He n ( n ker eL ), where J J C L 
ker eL = {a E H:aeL = 01. 
Proof: Clearly HeJ , {a E H:aa = 0 for all wJ." E J}. wi 
Conversely take a E H and suppose aa = 0 for all w" E J. 
wi J. 
Then a(1 + aw ) = a for all wi E J, and so aeJ = a, and i 
= {a E: H:aa = 0 for all wi E J}. 
wi 
Similarly, ReJ = {a E H:a(1 + a ) = a for all w1" E J}. '1:1-
l. 
'i:'hen HOi eL "- ReJ for all L:2 J, and so ::$ HOL eL ~ HeJ • J £; L 
By (4.4.14), dim HeJ = \xJ \, and as dim RoLeL = \yL\, 
Ive have He J = 
Let a = E u a E HeJ , where u E K. Let u1" E J. wE: ,\i W \"1 W 
Then aa = 0, and so E u a a = O. 
wi wE 'i/ W W wi 
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Since {aw:w € wI form a basis of H, we have ~ = ~ for 
i 
all w € W with w(ri ) E ~-. Hence ~ = ~1 for all w € W, 
with w(ri ) E ~+. Now if w € W, w can be expressed uniquely 
in the form w = YWJ' where y € XJ , wJ E WJ and l(w)=l(y)+l(wJ ). 
Write wJ = ''7 .•• w. ,w. € J, l(wJ)=t. By the above we J. 1 J. t J. j 
have uy = uyw = ~w. w =.. = uYWJ = uw• 
11 1.1 12 
Hence a = ~ u ayeJ • Conversely, for each y € XJ , y€. XJ Y 
ayeJ € HeJ , and as layeJ :y E XJ } is linearly independent 
and dim HeJ = IXJ \, {ayeJ :y E XJ } is a basis of ReJ • 
Since ReJ = E$ HoteL' ReJ also has basis J ~ L 
{ay0i,eL : y € YL, L2 J}. Consider e:HeJ - H0s-eJ given by 
e( E E uwa\'Toi eL ) = • .c Ey uwawo3eJ. Since each HOi eL J s;;: L wE YL 1'1'- J 
is a left H-module, e is a left H-module homomorphism, 
and is onto. Ker e = {a € ReJ : a = 
= E 
L 
J C L 
E$ Ro"e } 
L L L 
J C L 
Finally, HoJeJ ~ la E H:aa = 0 for all ,,1. E: J, wi 1. 
aeL = 0 for all L ":) J}. Let a = ~ Z ll.._a 0 1 eL, u E: K, L yE. Y
L 
Y Y Y 
satisfy aa\'l. = 0 for all vii E: J and aeL = 0 for all L:::;) J. 1 
Since a E HeJ , ~ = 0 for all y E: YL if J ~ L. So-
a = E E u a 0 1 eL • Set S J = {w E: W: U FO, w E Y L' L ~ J J • J C L yE YL Y Y w 
Suppose SJ # ¢. There exists an element Yo of minimal 
length in S J; suppose Yo E: YH, H? J. Then aeH = O. 
ayol eL eM = ayeL e1-1 = ay + (a combination of certain aw' \>1 E :0[, 
with l(w) > l(Y)) 
Then ae..1 = 0 gives E E \1.._a 0L" eLeI ... = O. As Yo is of 
-1\ J C L Y"=---YL Y Y '1 
; 
minimal length in SJ' the .coefficient of in the left 
side of the last equation is U • By the linear independence 
Yo 
of {a :w E \'1}, \ve must have \1.._ = 0 - contradiction. 
w Yo 
Hence SJ = ¢ and a = E u a oJeJ E: HoseJ. Thus y E: YJ Y Y 
(4.4.16) THEOREJ.l: For any J C; R, 
ROJ = {a E :I: a (1 + a ) = 0 for all \'1 i E: J}. Wi 
ROJ has basis {aw:w E: Yr/ iSJ}, dimension lXJl and 
ROJ = 
by projection defines an isomorphism 9: HOJ/E HOL = HeJoJ • JeL 
Finally, ReJ-oJ = fa E: ROJ : aOL = 0 for all L~J}. 
Proof: Clearly RoJ , {a E: H:a(1 + a w. ) = 0 for all w. E: J}. 1 1 
Conversely take a E H such that a( 1 + a ) = 0 for all Wi --,,; , Co 
~ 
J. 
Then aa = -a for all wi E J; in particular, 
wi 
l(wOJ) aaw = (-1) a, and so a = aoJ • Hence a E HoJ , and oJ 
HOJ = {a E R:a(1 + a w.) = ° for all wi E J}. ~ 
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Let a = E u a E HoJ , Uw E K. Then a(1 + awi ) = ° wE'tlwW 
for all ,\'1i E J; thus 
If w(ri ) > 0, the coefficient of aw on the left side is ~, 
so u = ° if H(r.) > O. If "r(r.) < 0, the coefficient of 
w ~ ~ 
a\v on the left side is ~ + uW\'l. -~ 
~ 
= u = ° as wwi 
\-TW. (r.) > 0. Hence a = 
~ ~ 
/' ,.. 
Conversely, if y E {w E W:w E YL, L C J} then ay E ROJ • 
• , 1\ 
Thus {ay : Y E Yi' L ~ J} is a basis of ROJ • So 
dim ROJ = ~ ~ ,,\Yt \ = lXJI. Obviously Be SeioL ~ HOJ , L C J J C L 
- -
and considering dimensions they must be equal. Hence 
{ayeioL: y E Yi: L:?J} is also a basis of ROJ • 
The rest of the proof follo\OTs similar lines as 
(4.4.15), and uses the proof of (4.4.9(2)). 
(.1..4.17) LEI·ilIA: Let '-V J be the charact er of the 
representation of R on HoJeJ • Then 'f J takes values as 
follm-ls: For each w E W, let '\'1 = \,1 i •• w. be a reduced 
1 ~t 
expression for w, and set J(w) = {wi.:1~j~t}. Then 
J 
where NJ ("l) = the number of elements y E YJ such that 
y-1 (nJ(w» ~ ~-
Proof:Use (4.4.10). 
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(4.4.18a) LEIll'lA: Let 'J be the character of the representation 
of H on HeJ • Then 'J takes values as follows: for w E W 
let w = w .•• w. be a reduced expression for w. Set 
~1 ~t 
J(W) = 
where MJ(W} = the number of elements x E XJ such that 
X-'(nJ(w» ~ ~-. Also, MJ(w) = JEC; L NL(w). 
Proof: ReJ has basis {aweJ:\"l E XJ }. For any wi E: R, , 
a a eJ = "-a eJ if w-
1 (r.) < 0 
wi W W ~ 
a e where W wE X if w-1(r~) > 0, 
wiw J 1 J ~ 
and w-1 (r i ) ~r j for any r j e: n. 
o if w-1 (ri)=r j for some rj E: nJ , for then 
The result now follows. 
( 4.4. 1 a:,) LEi'lI·iA: Let }l J be the charact er of the 
representation of H on ROJ • Then }lJ takes values as 
follows: for each w E: W, let w 
expression for ,." and set J (w) 
= wi • ."'1 be a reduced 1 t 
= { \-1 i . : 1 t:; j ~ t }. Th en 
J 
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\-There LJ(W) = the number of elements z E ZJ such that 
Z-1(n J (w» ~ ~-, and ZJ = {w E: i'I:,\i(n J ) ~ ~-}. Note that 
ZJ = U "YL • L C J 
Proof: ROJ has basis { aw : '\'1 E Z J} • :?or all w. E R, l. 
a wi~ = taw if w-1 (ri ) <0 
a if w- 1 (ri ) >0 wiw 
If W E ZJ' wi E Rand w-1(ri ) > 0, then "'iw E: ZJ' for if 
rj E nJ , w(r j ) = -s for some s E ~+, and wi(s) < 0 if and 
only if s=ri • But if s=ri , w-
1(ri )= -rj - impossible. 
The result how follows. 
(4.4.19) COROLLARY: (1) 'J = E '-Y L for all J C; R. 
J ~ L 
(2) P J = E "VI, for all J ~ R. J ~ L 
A direct sum decomposition of H into indecomposable 
left ideals is equivalent to expressing the identity of H 
as a sum of mutually orthogonal primitive idempotents. 
Let 1 = E qJ and 
J ~ R 
- be the 
decompositions of 1 corresponding to the decompositions 
RqJ = H03eJ and HPJ = HeJoJ. There does not appear to be 
a specific expression for the qJ or the PJ in terms of 
{ayOjeJ : y E YJl or layeJoJ:y E YJ } respectively, but in 
Appendix 3 we give some examples of {qJl and {PJ1. 
(4.4.20) THEOREl·l: Let {qJ: J ~ R} be a set of mutually 
orthogonal primitive idempotents with qJ E HoseJ for 
1'1 is the nilpotent radical of H, nOjeJ = NqJ is the 
unique maximal left ideal of HqJ' and HqJ/NqJ ~ K. 
HqJ/lrqJ affords the representation AJ of H defined in 
(4.3.1). Finally, H/N = E$ HqJ/NqJ ~ K eKe •• e K, 
J £; R 
2n summands, where n = IRI. 
Proof: By the theory of Artinian rines, nqJ is the 
unique max~mal left ideal of HqJ' and H/u =J ~eRHqJ/NqJ. 
we must have HqJ = HoseJ for all J C R. Then 
NqJ = NHqJ = NHoJeJ = NoJeJ is the unique maximal left 
ideal of HqJ. But 
left ideal of HoJeJ , by looking at (4.4.10), and so 
one-dimensional H-module generated by aw ,,03eJ + NqJ oJ 
which affords the representation AJ of H, and since 
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every eiement of HqJ/NqJ is of the form ka,'l "oJeJ + HqJ for oJ 
some k E: K, HqJ/lIqJ ~ K for all J ~ R. Rence the result. 
(4.4.21) THEOREr·~: Let {PJ: J ~ R} be a set of mutual.l.y 
orthogonal. primitive idempotents with PJ € HeJoj for 
N is the nil.potent radical of H, NeJo3 = HPJ is the 
unique maximal left ideal of HPJ' and HPJ/j~PJ ~ K. 
HPJ/l'TPJ affords the representation ~"T of H defined in 
(.1.3.1). Finally, H/i~ = I~ IB •• IF K, 
Froof: ~e h2ve similar relations to (l.A.10) for the 
(,1..!.1 0)' T,et 'J -( Y T FJ.iid 
.' 
a a. e 0" = 
Hi Y J J -8. e O~ y J <.' 
H. ~ h. Then 
1. 
. ./"' -1 ( ) .... 0 1..L Y r i <--. 
o if y-1 (r i ) = r i for some r i E: nJ v v 
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';;}-.e rerwlt nO'.7 follo'is usinc the :proof o~;' (4.~. :C") 
since 
l' TTe 0 A O.L n T J" • 
. ' 
,... IT} . 11. 0::. '- lS a y naximal le~t ideal 
(~1.4. ~2) JJET·l:..t\: {kay! 1-1 JOJAeJ:k E: In e.nd {ka" ',r e.,.o:r:k C hI 
o 0 "o"oJ " v 
are minimal submodules of Ho~eT and HeToJ" respectively, U , u 
ilhere v'o ..... oJ is the unique element of maxir.1[;.l lencth in YJo 
~hese minirn~l left ideals both af~ord the rerr~sentation 
Ay of H, vlhcre J = bTi E: R: there exists '''j E: J \'lith 
WoVlj = Hi'vO }' or, alternatively, nJ is defined by 
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J':roof: The 8uhr1Od'lues [iven [ire clearly rni'Y1.imal hy (1.3.5) 
, 
(1.3.7). qince 
- 'y-
';:. -,T· 
Examples: 
(1) H of type (W(A1),{w1}) 
H = {k11 + k2aw1 : k1 ,k2 € K} 
J 
¢ 
e 
-J-
1 
o 
-J-
1 
Then H = H(1 + a ) e H(-a ), where H(1 + a ) has 
w1 w1 w1 
basis {( 1 + a'i )}, and H( -aw ) has basis {a }. notice 1 1 w1 
that in this case the two decompositions are identical, 
i. e. 
H has K-basis 1,aw ,aw ,aw w ,aw w ,aw w w • 121221121 
J e 
-J-
¢ 1 
{w 1 } 1 + a VT 1 
{w2 } 1 + aw 2 
{w1,w2} ( 1 + aw )(1 + aw )(1 + aw ) 1 2 1 
0 
-J-
1 
-a w1 
-a 
w2 
-a • 
w 1 w 2"11 
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Then H = H (-a ) a H ( -a ) (1 + aw ) ED H (-aYT ) (1 + aw ) w1w2w1 ''11 2 1 2 
e H(1 + a )(1 + aw )(1 + aw ) w1 2 1 
e H(1 + a )(1 + a )(1 + aw ) w1 w2 1 
where H(-aw1W2W1) has K-basis {a }, H(-a )(1 + aM ) 
w1w2w1 w1 °2 
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has K-basis taw (1 + aw ), aw w (1 + aw )}, 1 2 2 1 2 
H(-aw ) (1 + aw ) has K-basis taw (1 + aw ), aw ,\-1 (1 + aw )}, 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 
H( 1 + a )(-aw ) has K-basis taw - a , a + .aw w w }, w2 1 1 w1 '\'1 2w1 w2w1 1 2 1 
H( 1 + aw )(-aw ) has K-basis taw - a , a +awww }' 1 2 2 w1 \-12W1 w1w2 1 2 1 
and H(1 + aw )(1 + aw )(1 + aw ) has K-basis 1 2 1 
{(1 + aw )(1 + a )(1 + aw )}. Also, 1 w2 1 
H(-a
w 
)(1 + a ) ~ H(1 + a
w 
)(-a
w 
) as left ideals and 
1 w2 2 1 
H(-a~ )(1 + aw ) - H(1 + a )(-a ) as left ideals. \'2 1 w1 w2 
(1) By the same methods we also have that 
and 
both being direct sum decompositions of H into 2n right 
ideals, ';Ihere n=\R \. Further, we have that eJoJH has 
K-basis {eJoJa -1: w E: YJ }, and that ojeJH has K-basis w 
{oJeJa -1: wE: YJ }. All the results for the left ideals 
w 
HeJ , HOJ , ReJos and noJeJ have analog~es for the right 
ideals eJR, oJR, oJeJH and eJo3H respectively. 
Then a eJoJ~ = ayw aw eJ o3 = 0 unless J=¢. Suppose there y oJ oJ 
exists an element Wi E: J such that w. w. = w.w. for all 
~ J J ~ 
w j E: ·~13. Then ayoJeJ = O. So we cannot get similar results 
using the elements ay eJ o3 and ayoJeJ where y ~ YJ. 
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(4.5) The Cartan I'latrix of H. 
an indecomposable left H-module. Thus IUJ:J ~ R} are. 
the principal indecomposable H-modules. {UJ / rad UJ:J ~ RI, 
where rad UJ is the unique maximal submodule of UJ~are 
irreducible II-modules, such that NJ = UJ / rad UJ affords the 
representation AJ of H. 
Definition: The Cartan matrix C of H, where H is of type 
('i,R), '-lith IR\ = n, is a 2nx2n matrix with rows and 
columns indf3xed by the subsets of R, and if vTe vTrite 
cJL = the number of times 111L is a composition factor 
of UJ. 
( 4.5. 1) THEOREl":: For all J, L S;;; R, 
cJL = \YJ n (YL)-1 I = IYL n (yJ )-1 I = cLJ • 
Hence C is a symmetric matrix. 
Proof: UJ has K-basis layoJeJ = ayeJ:y E YJ }. Let Y1' •• Ys 
be all the elements of YJ v~itten in order of increasing 
length; if i > j then ley i) ~ I(Y·). Then set 
. J 
UJ(i) = { ~ k ay eJ : ky E K}. UJ(i) is a left ideal j ~ i Y j j j 
of H for all i, and UJ(i) > UJ (i+1) for all i, 1~i~s-1. 
Then UJ= UJ (1) > UJ (2) > •. > UJ(s) > 0 is a composition 
series of UJ , with UJ (i)/UJ (i+1) being an irreducible 
H-module with basis ayieJ + UJ (i+1) and affording the 
irreducible representation AL' defined in (4.3.1 )., 
where we determine L as follows: recall (4.4.10). 
Let Wj E Rand Yi E YJ ; then 
a a eJ = -a eJ if y,-1(rJ,) < 0 Wj Yi Yi l. 
o if Y i -1 (r j) = r k for some r k E n 
a e where wJ'Yl.' = Yl for some Yl E YJ 
,-1 jY i J 
with i < 1, if Yi-1 (r j ) > 0 but 
yi -
1 (r j ) # r k for any r k E n 
Hence AL : a -{-1 if Y, -1 (r.) < 0 w. ]. J 
l J 
o if yi - 1(r j ) > 0 
-1 That is, Yi E YL• 
Hence cJL = the number of elements Y E YJ such 
that y-1 E YL• 
= !YJ n (YL)-1 I = IYL n (yJ )-l I 
( )-1 -1 (Y )-1 since if y E YJ n YL ,then Y E YL n J • 
Some examples of the Cartan matrix for various 
types of H are given in Appendix 4. 
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Definition: Let E be a centrally primitive idempotent in H. 
Then the block B = B(E) is the clnss of all finitely 
generated H-modules V satisfying EV = v. 
t 
Since 1 = ~ e., a sum of pair'.ds e orthogonal 
. 1 l. 1= 
centrally primitive idempotents in H, then any H-module V 
can be written V = 1.V = ts E e.V. So if V is indecomposable, 
i=l l. 
v = eiV for some ei and V E B(ei ). Thus every non-zero 
finitely generated indecomposable H-module is in a unique 
block. Furthermore, if V E B = B(e), then for all v E V, 
ev = v. 
Definition: Let e1and e2 be primitive idempotents in H. 
Then we say e1 and e2 are linked if there is a sequence 
e1 = e. ,ei , •• e. = e2 of primitive idempotents such ~1 2 J..n 
that for each j, Hei and He. have a common irreducible j 1j+1 
component. 
(4.5.2) LEI·~.'i.A: The primitive idempotents e1 and e2 of H 
are linked if and only if He1 and He2 are in the same block. 
Proof: See Dornhoff [12], theorem 46.2. 
Definition: If e is a centrally primitive idempotent in H 
and B = B(e) is the corresponding block, then the Oartan 
matrix of the algebra He = eHe is the Oartan matrix of 
the block B. 
(4.5.3) THEORET:! (Dornhoff [12J, theorem 46.3): Let A be 
a finite-dimensional algebra over the field K, and let 
B1 ' • • Bm be all of the distinct blocks of A. IJet 0 be the 
Cartan matrix of A, 0i the Cartan matrix of Bi • Then 
(1) with a suitable arrangement of rows and columns, 
r 
(0) C2 C = • (0) • C
m • I.. 
(2) for any i,1~i~m, it is impossible to arrange the 
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rows and columns of Ci so that Ci ~J for some 
matrices A and B. 
(4.5.4) THEOREI.'!: Let H be the O-Hecke algebra over the 
field K of type 01 ,R), where W is indecomposable. Then 
if IRI > 1, H has three blocks. If IRI = 1, then H bas 
two blocks. 
Proof:If IRI = 1, then~"/ = i~(A1) and H = H(1 + aw )' H(-aw )' 1 1 
where R = {w
1
}. Both (1 + a ) and (-aw ) are primitive w1 1 
idempotents as well as being central. Hence H has only 
two blocks. 
NOvT suppose that IR I > 1. e + aw 0] = eR and 
l(wo ) (-1) aware primitive and centrally primitive 
o 
1 
idempotents in H and so correspond to two distinct blocks. 
The other primitive idempotents in H, i.e. {qJ:J#¢,R} as 
in (4.4.20), determine at least one other block. We 
will show that provided W is indecomposable the Cartan 
matrix C' corresponding to the indecomposables UJ for J#¢,R 
and the irreducibles T·~L for L~¢,R cannot be ex:pressed 
in the form C' = [~1 ~J' 
Suppose that C' can be put in the form above. Let 
S1 = {J C R:UJ and 1'~J index the rows and columns of C1} , 
S2 = {J C R:UJ and NJ index the rOi-lS and columns of C2}. 
Suppose for some J C R, \JI=n-1 (where n=IR\), that J E 31• 
Then we show 
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(1) for all L C R with \L\=n-1 , L E S1. 
(2) by decreasing induction on IJI for all J~¢,R that 
A . (a) Suppose J = {w1, •• Wj , •• wn } and L = {w1, •• wj +1 , •• wn }, 
where the nodes corresponding to Wj and wj +1 in the graph 
of Ware joined. Then the order of Wj Wj +1 is greater 
than 2. Now wOJ = Wj E YJ and woL = Wj+1 E YL• Since the 
order of Wj Wj +1 is greater than 2, we have that wj +1wj E YJ 
and WjWj+1 E YL; that is, wj +1wj E YJ ~ (yL)-1. Hence 
J E S1 if and only if L E S1· 
Hence if there is some J E S1' with \J\ = n-1, 
then all L with IL\ = n-1 are in 31 by the above. 
(b) Suppose that for all J C R with IJ\ > m that J E S1. 
Choose L C R with \L\ = m. We show L E S1. Suppose 
L = I w. , •• wi } with 1 ~i1<i2< •• <im~n. Since \'1 is 
1.1 m 
indecomposable, L#¢,R then \YL \ > 1. Choose some wi E L j 
" and wk E L such that wi.wk has order r, where r~3. Then J 
w. W "L E YL (as W o"L(r. )I:r. for any r~ E n L' since ~j 0 ~j 1. • 
otherwise wot(ri )=ri for some r i E nL implies that 
J 
r. = r. and woAL is a product of reflections corresponding 
lj ~ 
to roots orthogonal "-to r i ., and so for all wk E L, 
J 
wi .wk = wkwi . - contradiction). iTo\" consider 
J J 
('i'. W L",)-1 = woI,wi • Suppose '~i E L, wi I: ,., .• Then ~j 0 j 1 1 ~j 
WOL"T~J.(rl·l) E ~+. Also 'i "Lw, (r. ) E: A---. n " 
• 0 lj ~j ~ ~uppose wk E L. 
If u=O, i.e. if w. wk = wkw. , then w ~Lw. (rk ) € ~-. 1j 1j 0 1j . 
If u > 0, as wo£(rk ) = -ri for some r i E: nt, and 
wOL(rij ) E: $+, wO£(rij ) F ria for any ris E: nL, we have 
w ~Lw. (rk) E: $+. Hence woALW. o 1j 1j 
M = {L- {w.}} 1j 
" U {lik E: L: 
1\ 
E: Yr,I' where 
w. wk has order> 2} 1j 
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= {L- tw. }} 
1j U {wk E: L: the node corresponding to wk 
in the eraph of W is joined to that 
corresponding to w. }. 
1j 
No~ IMI > ILl if the node corresponding to wi. is joined 
J 
A 
to at least t"TO nodes corresponding to elements of L,' and 
then L E: 31 by induction. 
IJet Pi be the node of the graph of '.1 which 
corresponds to w. C 't:' 1 ~ i~n. Then suppose Pi. is joined 1 '- ... 1..' 
J 
to only one Pk for all \"k 
1\ 
E: L. Then the above argument 
A 
ShOVlS that L = {w i1 ' • • w i
m
} and 1,1 = {w i1 ' • • wi j , • • \'1 i
m
' wk } 
belong to the same Si' where i=1 or 1=2. Since IL\ ~ n-2, 
ILl ~ 2. Let wk and wk be any two elements of L, such 1 2 
that there exists a sequence Pk1 = Pjo,Pj1,··Pjr = Pk2 of 
nodes such that Pji and Pji+1 are joined for all i, ~i~r-1. 
and Pji corresponds to an element of L for all i,1~i~r-1. 
If r = 1, then Pk and Pk are joined. Without loss of 1 2 
generality, we may suppose there exists wi € L such 
s 
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that Pi is joined to Pk • Then let 1>1 = {L - {wi 1} U {wk }. s 1 s 1 
M and L belong to the same Si' and by the above, as M 
has an element wk such that wk ,\i i and wk wk both have 1 1 s 1 2 
A 
order> 2, where w. ,wk € H, wi f: wk ' then N € S1. 1S 2 s 2 
If r = 2, then L a'Yld 1,: are in the same Si' where 
1·1 = {L - {w. }} U {wk ,wk }, and by induction N E 81• J 1 1 2 
If r > 2, define Lo = L 
L1 = {L - { w. }} U (Wj }, 
J1 0 
• • • • • 
= {Lr - 3 - {Wj }} u {w j } r-2 r-3 
Then Lo' L1, •• Lr _2 are all in the same Si' and by the 
above, L
r
_2 E S1. 
Hence L E S1. ~hen S2 = ¢, and so H has precisely 
three blocks. 
(4.5.5) THEOREE: Let H be a O-Hecke algebra of type (~'l, R ) • 
Suppose \'1 is decomposable, and let ';1 = "'1 1 x 1:12 x •• x \'1 , r 
"There each l~li is an indecomposable Coxeter group, and 
the corresponding Coxeter system is (\'/i ,Ri ). Let Hi be 
the O-Hecke algebra of type (\'11 ,R1 ), and let mi be the 
number of blocks of Hi. Then H has m1m2 •• mr blocks. 
t 
Proof: Suppose that 1 = ~ ei where the ei are mutually i=1 
orthogonal centrally primitive idempotents in H. Then 
the number of blocks of H is equal to t. 
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Now for all w E Wi' w' E Wj , where 1~i,j~r and i#j 
vIe have that awaw' = aww ' = aw'w = a""aW ' and so it follows 
that if fi is a central primitive idempotent of Hi' then 
f 1 •• f r is a central primitive idempotent of H. Suppose 
t (i) . 
1H = E f .. where for a fixed i,lf.j:1~j~t(i)} is a set 
. . 1 ~J ~ ~ J= 
of mutually orthogonal central primitive idempotents in Hi. 
t(1) t(r) 
Then 1H =. E ••. E f 1j •• f rj , a sum of mutually J1=1 Jr =1 1 r 
orthogonal central primitive idempote~ts in H, and so H 
has t(1)t(2) •• t(r) blocks, where t(i) = mi. 
Chapter 5: DECOliP08ITIOHS OF THE GET';ERIC !!1l!Q. 
Let A = AB (u) be the generic ring of the system 
o 
S of finite groups with (B,N') pairs of type (\i,R), where 
B = {g(u)/h(u): g(u), h(u) E Q[u], uXh(u)}. A is the 
o 
associative algebra over Bo with basis {aw:w E wI, and 
multiplication is given by the following: for all wi E R 
and all w E W, we have 
Also, if w % W .•• w. is a reduced expression for w E W, 
~1 ~s 
then aw = aWe •• aw • ~1 is 
NOli each group G(q) E S h~s a parabolic subgroup 
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GJ(q) for each subset J ~ R, and GJ(q) is itself a finite 
group with a (B,N) pair of type (WJ,J). 
(5.1) Definition: Let AJ = AJ B (u) be the generic ring , 0 
of the system SJ of finite groups with (B,n) pairs of 
type (~'lJ,J) with (J the same as for 3, and {ci:wi E J} 
are the same as in S. Each G(q) E S determines a GJ(q) E SJ. 
(5.2) Jefinition: For all wE W, w~1, let w = '.r u n. • •• t i ~1 s 
be a reduced expression for w, and define 
Cw = ci1 + •• + cis· 
If w=1, let c 1 = O. (see also (3.2.3». 
(5.3) L~J:A: Cw is inde:pendent of the reduced expression 
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for '\01, and since all ci are positive integers, Cw is 
a positive integer for all w E W, W#1. 
Proof: Since we can get froe one reduced expression for w 
to another by substitutions of the form 
(w.w.Wi •• ) = (w.w.wj •• ) l. J n. . J l. n .. l.J l.J 
I'lhere n .. = the order l.J of Ii. w . in \0[, we l. J need to show 
c. + c. + c i + •• (nij terms) = c. + ci + c j + •• (nij terms) • l. J J 
If nij is even this is obvious. If n .. l.J is odd, then wi 
and w
J
' are conjugate in ~'Y{ } and so cl.' = cJ" and Wi,'\olj 
again the result is obvious. 
(5.4) Definition: The characteristic function of SJ for 
all J ~ R is the polynomial 
Cw f(u)J = E U E Z[u). 
W E WJ 
(Compare (3.2.4». f(U)¢ = 1. 
(5.5) Definition: For each J ~ R, define 
( 1 ) eJ 
1 E awe = -
f(u)J w E WJ 
( ) cm" (2) oJ 1 E (_1)1 W u oJa where = -
f(u)J w E W w J 
woJ is the unique element of maximal length in WJ • 
eJ and oJ are elements of AJ • 'tie will now show 
that they are central idempotents in AJ • 
= 
1 
f(u)J 
+ L 
f(u)J 
C i Similarly eJaWi = U eJe 
(2) a oJ 
wi 
1 
= -
f(u)J 
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(5.7) COROLLARY: eJ and oJ are idempotents in the centre 
of AJ , for all J ~ R. 
Proof: Follows from (5.6). 
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(5.8) LET-rEA: Let J ~ L C R, and let x~ = {Y1'· .ye }, where 
x~ = {w E: W L : W ( n J) E: ~ +}. ( By (1.3. 2) the s et X~ is 
a set of left coset representatives for i'lL mod WJ , and 
each element of WL can be expressed uniquely in the form 
are a set of right coset 
s 
(2) 0L = 1- E 
f(u)L i=1 
I(Yiw)=l(Yi)+l(w) and so 
l(,fW oL) = I( (y i )-1) + t. 
representatives for 'ilL mod ';{J. 
I (y. ) I ( ) cy . "nf L 
Z (-1) ~ (-1) w u ~ ° a a. 
w E: W Yi W J 
Then 
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c = c + c as c 1 = 
wwoL Yi YiwwoL (Yi)-
Now for all w e: WJ , wwoL = (wwOJ)(woJwoL) and 
c = Cww + Cw w • Hence wwoL oJ oJ oL 
1 s 
E 
f(u)L i=1 
For the other equality, note that for li e: WJ , 
(5.9) COHOLLARY: For all J ~ L ~ R, 
Proof: Use (5.8) and (5.7). 
(5.10) LE!·TIJ\ : If J, L ~ R and J n L -# ¢, then 0JeL = 0 
and eJoL = o. 
Proof: Let M = {wi} • Then 
1 c 0 
.... eM = (u i1 - all. )(1 + aw ) !'! • 2 (f(U)H) ~ i 
1 c. cia = 
-
(u ~1 +u 2 
- a aw. ) = 0 (f(U)H)2 wi -ff • ~ ~ 
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Similarly eJoI0J<1 = O. The result now follows using (5.8). 
NOTE: From the definition of A, it is clear that for all 
w,w' E ~l, l'1e have a a ,= E k a , k E: (J., 
w W ''I' 'E W w" w" --w" 
summed over certain ''I'' E W for which 
\l(w)-l{w')\ ~ lew"~) ~ l(w)+l(w'). 
(5. 11) LEI·IT,:!.: ( 1) For al~ y E Y J' 
ay03eJ = 1 a + (a ,linear combination of terms 
f(u)Jf{u)J YWoJ 
aw ''lith lew) < l{YWOJ) ). 
(2) For all y E YJ , 
a e OA - 1 a + (a linear combination of terms 
Y JJ-' y f(u)J f (u)3 
a
w 
with lew) > ley) ). 
I 
l(y)=l(y,\,lOS)+l("loJ). Then for all wE \'13' l(Y"loJW)=l(YWoJ)+l(w) 
By (5.6(2» we have 
1 ('\'1 .,) ayOJ~ = (-1) oJ a o~ YWoJ J 
1 (''1 oJ) 
= (-1) 
f(u)S 
= ~ a + (a cOl'!lbination of terms ai .T, 1{",) < l{y». f(u)J Y 
1("1 .... ) 
30 a oAe = (-1) oJ 
y J J f(u)Jf(U)J 
C .n. A l(W) in'1oJ 
E E (-1 ) U a"tM.l " •• nV. 
"1 E '.-1 J v E ~:1 J " . oJ·1 
Since l(YWoJ) = l(y)+.I(woJ )' aya,\,1 = ayw • How for all oJ oJ 
"1" E ':1 "lith 1(,'1") ~ I(Yi'loS'w)+I(v) = I(YW03)+1(H)+I(V) 
.,;; 1 (yw OJ) +1 ( U OJ) + I ( 11 oJ ) • 
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Hence a can only occur iii th non-zero coefficient in 
YWoJ 
a product aywOJwav where l(w)=l(woS) and l(v)=l(WoJ), that is, 
io1here W=io1OJ and v=woJ • NOvl if w~wOJ' for all v E \'lJ' 
a a = ~ k "a", summed over certain w" E \-l '\-lith ywosw v w w 
l(w") ~ 1(YW03)+1(w)+I(V) < 1 (Y,\,loJ) • Hence 
a o"e = 1 a + (a linear combination of terms 
Y J J f(u)Jf(u)J YWoJ 
a", I'd th l(io1) < l(ywoJ) ). 
(2) Since Y E Y J' then for all w E Y1J , I(YW) = l{Y)+l(w) 
and a a = a • Then yw yw 
1 
NOiv if w#1, W E WJ1 aywav = ~ kw' ,aw" summed over ce~tain 
Wi' E W with l(yw)-l{v) ~ l(w") (since v E WJ' l(y) ~ lev»~. 
As I(Yw) > ley) and l(v) ~ l(woS)' I(YWOJ)=I{y)-I{Wo3)' 
I(Y'\'i03) < l(yw)-I(v) for any v E 1'1J. From (1) I'le have 
a 0" - --L 8.... + (a combination of terms aw' l(i'1) > I{YiioJ"». y J - f ( u) S ~ woJ 
1 Hence ayeJoJ = a" + (a linear combination of f(u)Jf(u)S YWoJ 
certain a~'T' 
.. 
(5.12) TREOREH: (1) The elements tayoJeJ:y E YJl are 
linearly independent, for all J ~ R. 
(2) The elements tayeJoJ:Y E YJ } are 
linearly independent, for all J ~ R. 
Proof:(1) Suppose we have a relation E b a 0geJ = 0, 
y E: YJ Y Y 
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E byayOJeJ • Then if Sn = 0, Y E: YJ 
l(y) ~ n 
by (5.11(1)). by = 0 for all y E YJ with l(y)=n, 
as law: w E ',n are a basis of A, and so Sn_1=0. 
Let m be the length of the maximal element of YJ • 
Then S =0 is the given relation. By decreasing induction 
m 
it follows that by = 0 for all y E: YJ • Hence the given 
elements are linearly independent. 
(2) spppose we have a relation E b a eJoJ~ = 0, 
y E: YJ Y Y 
where the by E: Bo. Set S = E byayeJOJ . Then if Sn = 0, n y E: YJ 
l(Y) ~ n 
by (5.11(2)) by = ° for all y E YJ with l(y)=n, as 
law:w E: vT} are a basis of A, and so Sn+1=0. The relation 
given above is S = 0, where m is the length of the 
m 
shortest element in YJ • Thus by induction, all by=O, and 
so the given elements are linearly independent. 
are linearly independent and hence form a basis of A. 
(2) The elements layeJoJ:y E YJ , J ~ R} 
are linearly independent and hence form a basis of A. 
Proof: (1) Suppose '>1e have a relation E E b a o"'e = 0 
Y Y Y J J J ~ RyE: J 
1'1here the by E: Bo. \~e may suppose there exists 
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at least one non-zero coefficient b such that b = g(u)/h(u) y y 
with uJg(u) and u/h(u), g(u), h(u) E Q[ul. 
Consider the specialisation f of B defined 
o 0 
in (3.4.11). fo induces a ring epimorphism fo':A - HQ, 
the O-Hecke algebra of type (If ,R) over Q. In particular, 
writing the standard basis elements of HQ as lhw:w € wI 
and the idempotents defined in (4.4.1) as EJ and OJ 
respectively, we see that fo'(ayoJeJ) = hyOJEJ • Now 
apply foe to the given relation: 
E ~ fo{by)hyOJEJ = O. J <;;R y E YJ 
As {hyOJEJ:y E YJ , J ~ R} are linearly independent, fo{by)=O 
for all yEW. But ker fo = uBo ' and we have supposed that 
at least one of the non-zero coefficients by was not in uBo• 
Hence all by are zero, and the given elements are linearly 
independent. 
(Note: If all b E uB , then the original relation y 0 
becomes u E E b' a o-'e = 0 for some by' E Bo' J~R yEY Y yJJ 
J 
and as n is an inteeral domain and A an algebra, we have 
o 
(2) Use a similar argument. 
We would like to express A as a direct sum of left 
ideals of the form AOjeJ or AeJoJ . ~;otice that for all 
y € YJ , ayoJeJ € AOJ eJ and ayeJ03 E AeJ03' and so 
dim AoJeJ ~ \YJI and dim AeJoJ ~ \YJI. If we can ~how 
that dim AoJeJ = \YJ \ and dim AeJoj = \YJI for all J ~ R, 
then {ayoJeJ : y € YJ } is a basis of AoJeJ and 
!ayeJoS: y € YJ } is a basis of AeJoJ ; the~ by (5.13) 
He have A = E9 AoJeJ and A = E@ AeJoJ• 'Ive beein by J ~ R J ~ R 
examining AeJ and AOJ for all J ~ R. 
(5.14) T:1ECREE: AeJ = (a E A:ao{w.}=O for all Wj 
J 
E: J) 
= {a E A:ae{w.}=a for all Wj E: J}. 
J 
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AeJ has bas~s layeJ : y E xJl a~d di8cnsion IXJ \. Furt~er, 
{ayoieL: y E YL , J ~ L } is a bqsis of AeJ and 
Ae - ~ J - -
J C 
Proof:Clearly, AeJ E: la E A:ao{\-T.}=O for all Wj E: J}. J 
Conversely, suppose a € A satisfies aOt }=O 
'1,'; • for all w. E J. J 
c. J 
= u J a for all H j E: J, E'_nd so aeJ= 
1 
- E aa • 
f(u)J wE: 1;IJ ,., 
c 
But aa,.; = u "la for all "T E: "'J' and so aeJ = a. Then 
a € AeJ , and AeJ = la € A:ao{w.}=O for all Wj E: J}. 
J 
Clearly also, AeJ ~ {a £ A:ae!w.}=a for all Wj E: J}. 
J 
ae{ }=a gives a(1 + a ) w. w. 
J J 
c. 
= (u J + 1 )a, and thus aa." 
"j 
so as before, AeJ = la E A:ae{w.}=a for all 
J 
"'. E: J J) • 
Let a 
c. 
gives i: b a (u J 1 
w € ".I ,., w 
c. 
= u J a , 
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c. 
l: u Jb a 
wE'll Wvl 
c 
+ (u j-1)a ) = o. 
W 
Since {aw:w E: ','I} is a basis of A, the coefficient of each 
a W is zero. Suppose \'/(r j ) > 0; the coefficient of aw is 
c. 
u Jb 
W 
c. 
- u JbWV1 • J 
As this is zero, b =0 • Similarly if u(r.) < 0, the 
\-1 HW j J 
coefficient of a,'l gives us that bw=b,.;w j • 
IJet x E XJ and "1 E 1.1J. Then writing w = wi1 • .wit ' 
l(w)=t, w. E J for all j, we see that 
1j 
b = b 
Then a = 
x xw i1 
- .. = b xw • 
and as {aXeJ:x E xJl is linearly independent, it is a basis 
of AeJ • Thus dim AeJ = \XJ \. 
Finally, for all L ~ J we have AOL eL ~ Ae J' and 
set of linearly independent elements in E AoteL' so 
J S;; L 
also in AeJo Since dim AeJ = IXJ \, this set is also 
(5.15) THEOREH: AOJ = {a E A: a e {w . } =0 for all \.[ . 
,... J} :;:. 
J J 
= {a E: A: ao {w . } =a for all w. ,... J} ;;:. 
J J 
AOJ has basis tayoJ:y E XJ } ar~d dimension \XJ I. ?urther 
Proof:Clearly AOJ ~ /a E A:ae{wj}=o for all '''j € J}. 
Conversely, suppose a E: A satisfies ae{wj}=o for all vlj 
Then aa = -a for all w
J
. € J, and so aa
w 
= (_1)1(w)a 
Wj 
for all H E: TilJ • Then aOJ = a, and so a E: AOJ • ~hus 
= {a E A:ae( }=O for all wJ. E J}. \'1 j 
Similarly we can show that 
AOJ = {a E: A:ao{wjl=a for all Wj E J}. 
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E J. 
HOil let a = E wbwaw € AOJ • Let Wj E: J; then ae{\"lJ.)=O 
w E 
gives E b awe 1 + a,.,.) = O. So 
w E: W W J 
c . 
(u J-1)a ) = O. 
I v1 
Since (aw:w E "I'll is a basis of A, the coefficient of each 
a
w 
in the above expression is zero. Suppose w(r j ) > 0; 
c 
the coefficient of a is b
w 
+ u jb 
H WWj 
c. 
= O. Thus b = -u Jb , 
W WWj 
when ,·T(r.) > 0. If w(r.) < 0, the coefficient of a
w 
is 
J J 
c c 
b + b + b (u j-1) = b + u jb = 0. 
W WWj W WWj W 
Let x E XJ and w € WJ , with w = wi •• wi ' l(w)=t, 1 t 
J, and then: 
c. 
l.1 
b = -u b 
x xw. 
l.1 
Hence a = 1: X f(u)JbxaxoJ' 
x€ J 
for all x E XJ • As {axoJ:x € 
they are a basis of AOJ' and 
= •• = 
and conversely each ax oJ E AOJ 
XJI are linearly independent, 
dim AOJ = \XJ \. 
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so 
is a set of linearly independent elements in E AeLoL, J ~ L 
so also in AOJ e Since dim AOJ = \XJ \, this set must 
also be a basis of AOJ' and hence AOJ = 
( 5 e 16) rrB:SOREE: (1) For all J ~ R, Ae J = 
(2) For all J ~ R, AOJ = 
Proof: Let a E A, then a03eJ E AoJeJ ~ AeJe Since 
{ayoieL:Y E YL, L = J} forms a basis of AeJ , there exist 
elements b; E Bo such that 
aOjeJ = 1: ~ byayoLeLe IT ~ L Y E YL 
Then aoJeJoJ = ~ E b a 0ieL03 = 1: b a 0JeJoJ J ~ L Y E Y Y Y y E Y Y Y L J 
u~incinal ideal domain, 
- -
dim AeJoJ ~ dim AoJeJoJ ~ \YJ1e 
But we have previously sho~~ dim AeJ o3 ~ IYJI, and so 
dim AeJ o3 = IYJle Hence {ayeJoJ :y E YJ } is a basis of AeJoJe 
Similarly, layoJeJ:y E YJ } is a basis of A03eJe ?hus 
AeJoJ = AOJ / E AOL as left A-modules for all J ~ R. J C L 
Proof: As AeJ = ~e AoteL' define the left A-module J c; L 
homomorphism f:AeJ - AoJeJ by projection. Clearly f is 
onto, and ker f = E$ AOieL = E AeL• Also as J C L J C L 
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AOJ = E
e Ae£oL' 'ie can define a left A-module homomorphism 
J ~ L 
g:AOJ - AesoJ by projection, and so the result follOlvs. 
(5.18) COROLLARY: (1) A = E$ AoJeJ J c; R 
where AoJeJ has 
basis layoJeJ:y E: YJ } and dimension \Y J I. 
(2) A = Ee Ae"o vThere Ae:J0J has J ~ R J J I 
basis layeJoJ:y E: YJl and dimension \YJ I. 
Proof:Follows from (5.16) as in its proof vIe got that 
~: Let K be any extension ring of 00' and let AK = AK{U) 
be the generic rine over K. Then AI" ~ K @3 A, and vIe also 
\. 0 
have the decomposition of (~.18) for A~ ... In narticular, 
J.. • 
if K = Q{u), then we have the decompositions of (5.18) 
of AK as a direct sum of 2n left ideals, n=\R\. 
lTote also that the left ideals of AK for any 
extension of Bo which occur in the decompositions given 
in (5.18) are not necessarily indecomposable left ideals. 
(5.19) COROLL.~~Y: For all J ~ R, AoJeJ and AeJoj are 
isomorphic A-modules. 
Proof: By (5.16), AoJeJoJ = AeJ03 for all J ~ R and 
AoJeJoJ has basis {ayoseJoJ:y E YJJ. Consider the 
A-module homomorphism't' J: AoJeJ - AOjeJoJ given 
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by right multiplication by oJ. If ~ Y uyayoJeJoJ E AoJeJoj' 
Y J 
then~ J: ~ ~a ojeJ ~ E ~_a ojeJoJ, and so y E YJ Y Y y E YJ Y Y 
\..f.J J is onto. Eoreover, as'f J(ayoJeJ ) = ayoJeJoJ for all 
y E YJ , and the {ayoJeJoJ:y E YJ } are a basis of AOjeJoJ , 
it follm;s ,that 'f' J is one-one. Hence 'V J is an isomorphism 
(5.20) RWlARK: 
c 
'VToJ 
Then ayeJ = a eJu by (5.6) YWoJ 
\'lhere for all 
Also, for any W E \'IJ' WF1, ayweJ = E k ,a , where 
'\'1' w W 
kw' E B 0' summed over certain w' E: \'1 '\011 th 
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terms a'-T "lith lew) > l(ywoJ». 
Thus it fo110\'1s that {ayoJeJ:y E: YJ} are a set of , linearly 
independent elements in AoseJ, and so are a basis of AoJeJ 
since 1Y31 = IYJI for all J ~ R. 
+ ( a linear 
combination of certain terms aw' with 
Thus {ay eJ o3: Y E YSI are also a basis of AeJoJ for all J C R. 
; 
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(5A) Some Specialisations of K = Q(u). 
For any extension ring K' of 0" = Q [u], let ~, = AK, (u) 
be the generic ring of the system S of finite groups with 
(B,N) pairs of type (W,R) over K', with identity a 1 = 1 
and basis {a :w E W} as in (3.4.2). Let K = Q{u). Define 
w 
the idempotents eJ , oJ for each J eRas in (5.5), a~d then 
by (5~18) and the note after it, we have the following two 
decompositions of AK into direct sums of left ideals: 
and 
where AKojeJ has dimension IYJI and basis layoJeJ:y E YJ } 
for all J ~ R, and AKeJoJ has dimension IYJ ' and basis 
layeJoJ:y E YJ } for all J C R. 
Now for all J ~ R, and for all y € YJ , the element 
ayoJeJ has the form 1 (an element of A6) and the 
f(u)3 f (u)J 
element ayeJo3 has the form 1 (an element of Acr). f(u)J f (u)3 
extension ring K' of IT if 1 and -- are both elements 
f(u)3 
of K'. If KI is an extension ring of 0- Hhich is contained 
Ax,' then they are linearly independent over K', and AK, 
has a decomposition ~, =J ~·RAK,oJeJ' where AK,ojeJ 
has dimension lYJI and basis layoJeJ:y € YJ }. j~ote that 
(ayojeJ : y E YJ , J ~ R} are all defined in AK, if and only 
if {ayeJos:y E YJ , J C RJ are all defined in AK,. Hence 
AK, also has the decomposition AK, =J ~·R AK , eJoJ '\ihere 
all J <; R. 
are defined in AKt • Then '\'1e say AK, has the Solomon 
decomposition property, SDP. 
Let P be a prime ideal of ~, and let 
~ = {alb: a E cr, b E cr-p}. Then Kp is a subring of K 
1,'hich contains (5. A specialisation F of K v1i th nucleus P 
is a ring homomorphism F:Kp ~ C with kernel PKp and 
image k , a subfield of C. F induces a ring epimorphism 
o 
F:~ ... Ak (F(u)). (see (3.4.4)). 
p 0 
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HOI" let F be a specialisation of K \'1i th nucleus P 
and image k • Suppose --1- E K~ for all J C R. Then AK 
o f(u)J - P 
has the SDP, and we have the decompositions 
AK = Z$ AT.r eJoJ ... P J; R r .. p 
\'lhere llYpoJeJ has dimension \YJI and basis {ayoJeJ:y E: YJl 
and ~:peJoJ has dimension IYJI and basis layeJoJ:y E: YJ } 
for all J S; R. NO\f F induces a ring epimorphism 
F:AK - Ak (c), where F(u) = c E: C. Let F(eJ ) = E and P 0 J 
epimorphism. Further, F induces nodule e~imorphiscs F
J 
and 
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and FJ ' as follo~s: 
FJ:AK 03 eJ - Ak {c)OjEJ defined by FJ{aoJeJ)=F{a)OJEJ p 0 
and F J' :AK eJoj - Ak {c)EJOj defined- by FJ ' (aeJ o:r)=F(a)EJ 03 p 0 
\-lhere a E Ax for all J ~ R. Since F is an epimorphism 
p 
F: ~ .... Ak
o 
(c) , it follm'ls that 
where Ako{c)03EJ and Ak (c)EJ03 are left ideals of Ak (c) 
o 0 
; 
{ayEJ 03: y E YJl respectively. 
EXAKPLES: 
(1) Let P = urr and let F:Kp"" C be the Q-linear map defined 
by F(u) = O. Then the image of F is Q, and F induces an 
epimorphism F:Ar-p .... Ao.{O) ~ HQ, the O-Hecke al£ebra of 
type (W,R) over Q. If EJ and OJ are the idempotents defined 
in (4.~.1), then we see that F{eJ ) = EJ and F(oJ) = OJ 
for all J ~ R, and the resulting deconpositions of HQ 
Hhich -we obtain are the S8X}e as obtained in (4 • .i. 12) • 
(2) JJet P = {u-1)(j' and let F:Kp .... C be the (i-linear map 
c: efined by F{u) = 1. Then the image of F is Q, and F 
induces an epimorphism F:~ - AQ(1) = QW. For all J ~ R, p 
F{e ) = --L ~ .. / W and F{oJ) = ...J.-
J IwJI w 'J IwJ \ 
which are the idempotents defined in (1.4.1). Then, letting 
A = Qi1, we have the decompositions 
and A = EQ AE 0" 
J C; R J J 
"There A03EJ and AEJOJ' are left ideals of A, of dimension 
respectively. Hote that the second decomposition is the 
one given in (1.4.2). 
(3) Por any q E: va, let P = (u-q) <Y. Let F:Kp - C be the 
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Q-linear map defined by F(u) = q. Then the inage of F is Q, 
and? induces a rine epimorphism F:AKp - AQ(q) = HQ(q). 
The ideopotents EJ and OJ in HQ(q) are as follows: 
1;" _ 1 E 
"f ~ ,uJ - \GJ(q):B(q)1 W E: 
'J 
1 l( ) l(woJw) 
OJ = E (-1) W q hw 
\GJ(q):B(q)1 w E: "11J 
and HQ(q)EJ03 are left ideals of HQ(q) of dimension IYJl 
and bases {hyOJGJ:Y E: YJ } and {hyEJOj:Y € YJ } respectively. 
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(5B) Decomnosition numbers of He>!-
The algebra Ho defined in (3.5) is not semi-simple, 
and .{UJ = HooJeJ : J ~ RJ is a t'ull set of the isomorphism 
classes of principal indecomposable Ho-modules. Also, 
{1:J = UJ / rad UJ : J ~ R} is a full set of isomorphism 
classes of the irreducible Ho-modules. The Cartan matrix 
C of Ho is defined in (4.5), and if C = (cJL), then 
cJL = the number of times HL OCCllrS as a composition 
factor of UJ • 
notation: 0- = Q [u] 
K = Q(u) 
o 
K = a finite field extension of K which is 
o 
a splitting field for ~ = AK(u) 
I = integral closure of rr in K 
k = subfield of C o 
AB = AB(U) is the generic ring of the system S 
of finite groups with (B,N) pairs of 
type (,,'l,R) over B, where B is any 
extension ring of ~. 
f = a specialisation of K \1i th nucleus P and o 
range ko such that fo(u) = 0; fo induces 
a rine epimorphism f ':AK - Ak (0) = H o P 0 0 
(5B.1) THE()P.Er~ (Dornhof! [1 2], no. 4.8. 1 (i v) ): If I:! is any 
finitely generated AK-module, then T·: ~ XK for some finitely 
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eenerat ed Kp-free Ax -module X, 1'1here XK = K ex x. 
,P P 
Proof: Since I is a Dedekind domain, Kp is a principal 
ideal domain. Let H have K-basis m1, •• mn and let {aw:w E: wI 
be a Kp-basis of Ax: • Then {1 K ® awn-I E: ~v} is a K-basis of p 
AK = K ~K AK • Let X be the AK_-submodule of H generated 
p p -.P 
by all (1 K ~ a )m .• Then K OK X = H. Since l>l is w ~ p 
Kp-torsion free, so is X; Kp is a principal ideal domain, 
and so X is Kp-free. 
(5B.2) Definition: Let {Xi}~=1 be a set of Kp-free AK -modules 
p 
such that {; (Xi )K} are a set of irreducible AK-modules. 
(5B.3) Definition: The decomposition matrix of Ho' D = (diJ ), 
is an sx2n matrix (where n = IRI) with entries d. J , 1~i~s, ~ I 
J ~ R, defined by: 
diJ = the number of times HJ occurs as a composition 
factor of f '(X.). 
o ~ 
Since P () cr = uCf, vIe can define idecpotents eJ and 
oJ in AK as follows: 
P 
eJ 
1 E = 
-
a 
f(u)J ,-1 E: i~ w 
(5B.4) J c 
1 (_1)1(w) ,.,1-1 oJ = E u oJ aw f(u)J wE: \,1 J 
with notation as in (5.5). For all J C R, define the 
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(5B.5) LE;,~~ (Uornhoff [12], 4.6.1): Let A be any ring, 
e an idempotent in A, and V an A-module. Define 
f;eV - HomA(Ae,V) 
by f(v)(ae) = aev for all v E: eV, a E: A. Then 
(1) f is an isomorphism of additive cro~ps. 
(2) if A is an R-algebra for the cornnutative ring R, 
then f is an R-isomorphism. 
Proof: Clearly f is a group homomorphism. If fey) = 0 for 
so~e v E V, then 0 = f(v)e = ev =V so f is one-one. If 
2 h E: HomA(Ae,V), h(e) = h(e ) = eh(e), so h(e) E eVe Then 
f(h(e» = h so f is onto. 
(5B.6) THEOREf.1 (Dornhoff [12], 48.4): Let UJ be a principal 
indecomposable Ho-module, and V any finitely generated 
Proof: There exist 
3 E A such that J,K K 
= dimk Boma (UJ,fo(V» o 0 
= d~~omAK«DJ)K,VK) 
idempotents EJ E Ho' EJ,Kp E AKp 
UJ = HoEJ' (UJ)K = At: EJ K and p P' ~P 
and 
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generated Kp-free Kp-module. Let d = dimK HomA (AK EJ K ,V). P Kp p 'p 
TJow HornAK (AKEJ ,K' VK) ~ HornAK (AK( 1K~ EJ ,Kp) , VK) 
~ (1 K0 EJ,Kp)VK ~ K ®KpEJ,KpV. 
Since EJ,KpV is Kp-free, this last has dimension d. 
Finally, HomHo(HOEJ'foey» ~ EJfoeV) - fo(EJ,KpV) and 
this last has dimension dover k • 
o 
(5B.7) LEr,IHA (Dornhoff [12J, 48.5): Let A. be any ring, 
P a projective A-module, and assume that 
O-L.!ln]N-O 
is an exact sequence of A-modules. Define 
a*: HomA(p,L) 
- HomA (P,I·1) by a*(f) = a.f 
b*: HomA(p,H) - HomA(p,lT) by b*(g) = b.g 
a* b* Then o - HomA(p,L) - HomA(P,H) 
- HOIDA(P,N) - 0 is an 
exact sequence of abelian groups. 
(5B.8) T"qEOREN (Dornhoff [12], ~8. 6 ): Let UJ = HoEJ for 
some idempotent EJ E Ro. Let V be a finitely eenerated 
Ho-module, and assume I'~L occurs nL times as a composition 
factor of V. Then nL = di~k ~V. 
o 
Proof: Since V is a finitely generated Ho-module, there 
exists a sequence of subrnodules 
such that y. is a Ho-module for each j,O~j~n+1, and ~j 
- Hi ' an irreducible H -module. Then we j 0 
have an exact sequence of Ho-modules 
o -+ V. -+ Vi. -+ I-I. -+ O. 
l.j+1 J ].j 
Then for each J ~ R, 
is an exact sequence of abelian grou.ps. In particular, 
NOvl if J F L, Ho~ (UJ,HL) = 0, and if J = L, then o 
Proof: Since Ax is semi-simple, 
(UJ)K = E a.J(X. )K' ~'lhere the a iJ E: Z. 
. i=1]. ]. 
Since K is a splittinc field for AK' 
HornAK «Xi )K' (X j )K) = fK if i=j 
L(O) if i~j 
and so a iJ = dirnKHomAK«UJ)K,(Xi)K) 
= dimk Ho~ (UJ,fo(X.» by (5B.6) 001. 
= dimk EJfo{X.) = d. J • o ]. 1. 
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(5B.10) THBOREH (Dornhoff [12J, 48.8(ii»: C = ntn, 
where Dt is the transpose of D. 
Proof: By definition of cJL ' cJL = dimk ~UJ. Thus o 
CJL = dimk HomH (UL,UJ ) by (5B.5) o 0 
= dimKHomA «UL)K,(UJ)K) by (5B.6) K 
= dim~omA ( ~ diL(Xi)K' ~ djJ(Xj)K) by (SB.9) 
K l. J 
= E d·Ld. J • i l. l. 
EXANPLE: Let Ho be of type (1<l(A3 ) , {l'11 ,W2,i'13}). Then from 
Starkey [22J, appendix 6, we have that the decomposition 
; 
matrix D of H is as follows: 
o 
D = 1 o o o 
o 1 1 1 
o o 1 o 
o o o o 
o o o o 
o o o 
o 1 1 1 
o 1 2 
o 1 1 1 
o o o o 
o o 1 o 
o o o o 
o o o o 
o o o o 
o o o o 
o 1 o o 
1 1 1 o 
o o o 1 
o o o o 
o o o o 
o 1 o o 
o o o o 
1 1 1 o 
1 2 1 o 
1 1 1 o 
o o o 1 
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i'lhich is the Cartan matrix of Ho given in Ap'n_ endl.· x 4 (3) 
y , no. • 
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Chapter 6: 1!lli RELATIVE STEINBERG MODULES Q! ! 
FINITE GROUP WITH (B,N) PAIR. 
Introduction: 
Let G(q) be a Chevalley group over the field GF(q), 
where q=pn for some prime integer p, and n > O. Steinberg [23] 
showed that G(q) has a remarkable irreducible character of 
degree equal to a power of q. Later, Curtis [8J showed 
that any finite group G with a (B,N) pair has an irreducible 
character p which is equal to Steinberg's in the case 
G = G(q), and p may be written as an alternating linear 
combination of characters induced from characters of 
parabolic subgroups of G: 
)l = k (_1)!J!(1 )G J~ GJ 
where 1G is the principal character of the parabolic 
J 
subgroup GJ which corresponds to the subset J of R. 
Solomon [21] shows that this formula has a homological 
source when IRI~2, i.e. that p corresponds to the 
representation of G on a 'homology module' for a particular 
simplicial complex. 
(6.1) The Relative Steinberg Modules of a Finite Group 
with a (B,N) Pair. 
Definition: The relative Steinberg character of type J of 
a finite group G with a (B,N) pair, where J ~ R, is the 
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character 
~= 
where 1G is the principal character of the parabolic 
K 
subgroup GK of G. 
When IJI~2, we will show that PJ corresponds to 
the representation of G on a 'homology module'for a 
subcomplex of the complex considered by Solomon above. 
The Tits Complex of G (refer to Tits [26]) 
Let G be a finite group with (B,N) pair of rank n, 
and let G1 , •• Gn be the maximal parabolic subgroups of G 
containing B. (If R = {w1, •• wn J, then for each i = 1, •• n, 
let Ri = {w1' •• ~i, •• wn}' and set Gi = GRi for all i.) Let 
Vi be the collection of cosets gGi, for g E G, and let 
V = V1u V~ •• U vn. Then the Tits complex of G is a simplicial 
complex ~ of dimension n-1 which has V as its set of vertices. 
A collection S of vertices is a simplex of ~ if and only 
if n v is non-empty. If Sand S' are collections of vertices 
~S 
which are simplexes, we say S is a face of S' if every vertex 
of S is a vertex of St. 
The Tits Complex of G with respect to GJ~ 
1 n Let G , •• G be the maximal parabolic subgroups of 
G containing B, numbered so that G1, •• Gr contain G
J
, but 
r+1 n 
none of G , •• G contain GJ.(In this case, we have that 
J = {w1,··wr ))· Let VJ= V1u V~ U Vr 
•• • Then the Tits 
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complex of G with respect to GJ is a simplicial complex 6 J 
of dimension r-1 which has VJ as its set of vertices. 
A collection S of vertices of VJ is a simplex of 6 J if 
and only if n v is non-empty. If S and S' are collections 
vES 
of vertices of VJ which are simplexes, then S is a face 
of S' if every vertex of S is a vertex of S'. 
Note that if J = ¢, b.¢ =6. Moreover, for each J C R, 
~J is a subcomplex of Ll. In particular, if J,K ~ R, and 
J C K, then 11 K is a subcomplex of 
i ip 
Let S = {g. G o, •• gi G }, 
~o p 
1~i < i1< •• ~i E::r be o p 
a collection of vertices of VJ which form a p-simplex ~ 
io ip 
cr = (g. G , •• gi G ), 1 E::io< i{ •• <:ipE::r. ~o p 
There is a natural G-action on ~J defined as follows: 
. io ip A 1f ~= (gi G , •• gi G ) is a p-simplex of ~J' g ~ G, 
o P i i 
define the p-simplex grr=(ggi G o, •• ggi G p) of ~J. gcr is 
o. p. P 1. P 1. 
a p-simplex of llJ as n gg. G J= g n g; G J is non-empty 
. 0 1. j 0 ..... J= J = J 
as (J is a p-simplex of 6 J. 
Note that we have defined an ordering on the simplexes 
of /:). J by insisting that the vertices of a simplex be 
written in the order above. 
1\ 
For each subset L = {wi , •• wi } of J, define the o p 
standard p-simplex ~L as follows: 
io i 
O:L = (G , •• G p), where 1 ~i < l' < i ~ 
o 1 •• < p""r. 
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(6.1.1) LEMI-!A.: Each p-simplex 0" of ~J is conjugate under G 
A 
to precisely one O"L' for some L ~ J, \L\ = p+1. 
i i 
Proof: Let 0"= (gioG o, •• gipG p), 1:Et.io<.ifC: •• C:ip,,-r, be any 
p-simplex of ~J. Then there exists g € G, gFO, such that 
pi. i. i. 
g € n g. G J. Then gG In g. G JF ¢ for each j, and so 
. 0 1.. l.J' J= J 
i . i . io ip io ip 
gG J= gi G J for all j. So 0"= (gG , •• gG ) = g(G , •• G ), 
j 
0"= gaL' where L = {w. , •• wi }. 1.0 P i. e. 
Now suppose IT = g1ITL = g2aL ,.with g1,g2 € G, and 
1 2 
A -1 h f L1,L2 C J. Then ~L = gaL' where g = g1 g2 € G. T us, or 1 2 
i j(i) 
each wi € L1- there exists Wj(i)€ L2 such that G = gG • 
So g € Gj{i) as 1 E Gi ; continuing in this way we get that 
g E n Gj, and hence g(TL = ()L = crL • Hence the result. 
w j€L2 2 2 1 
(6.1.2) LEMMA: (1) {g E G: g(TL= aLl = ~. 
(2) If cr= gaL' then Ix E G: cr = xaLl = sGL. 
i Proof:(1) gaL= crL if and only if g EnG =~. 
wiE L 
(2) Let cr = gcrL. Then gcrL = xOi if and only if 
g-1 xcrL = crL. By (1), crL= g-1 X O"L if and only if g-1X E GL, 
i. e. g(JL= XUL if and only if x E ~. 
(6.1.3) PROPOSITION: There is a one-one correspondence 
between simplexes cr of ~J and cosets gGK of G with J ~ K C R 
and g E G, given by 
i i 
a = g(G O, •• G p) _ P i g( n G j) = 
j=O 
A 
gGK' where K = {wi , •• wi }. 
o p 
Definition: A simplex of dimension r-1 in ~J is called 
a chamber. The chamber as = (G1 , •• Gr ) is called the 
fundamental chamber. 
In the remainder of this section, we will prove 
the following two main theorems: 
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(6.1.4) THEOREM 1: Let LlJ be the Tits complex of a finite 
group G with a:' (B,N) pair with respect to a parabolic 
subgroup G J ' with I J' = r~2. Then the homology groups of II J 
with integral coefficients are: 
HO(ll.J) ~ Z 
H1(~J) = 0 for any i with 1~1~r-2, or i)r. 
H
r
_1(LlJ ) ~ Z e Z 8 •• 8 Z (t summands) 
-1 
where t = E \B:B () BW I. If E:: W - 1±1} is the 
w E: YJ 
alternating character of W and as is the fundamental 
chamber of llJ' then the {r-1 )-chains 
• 
• 
• 
are cycles. If b11 , •• b1i . are coset representatives for 1 
• 
• 
• 
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Note: If G = G(q) is a finite Chevalley group, t = E ql(W). 
w E: YJ 
(6.1.5) THEOREro1 2: Let I1 J be the Tits complex of a finite 
group G with a (B,N) pair with respect to a parabolic 
subgroup GJ , with IJI~2. Then the action of G on ~J 
defines a Q[G]-module structure on Hr-1(~J) e Q which 
affords the character 
PJ = E (-1)IK-JI(1 G )G. K K 
J~KE;R 
We call the G-module ~-1 (11 J) e Q the relative Steinberg 
module of type J. 
(6.1.6) L~~: For each K ~ R, 
G = U BwGK we: XK 
where XK is defined as in (1.3.1). 
(6.1.7) COROLLARY: Each simplex cr of ~J has the form bwcrL 
/\ 
for a unique subset L of J and a unique w E: XL. 
Let DJ denote the set of chambers of ~J. We say 
Definition: If CT E: ~J' define DJ(cr) = tc E: DJ : (J< el, where 
, < ' means 'is a face of'. 
Definition: For (J E ~J' define 1(0') = min l(w), over all 
w 
" w E: W for which C1 can be written cr = bWO"L' some L C J. 
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It is easy to see that 1(0) = lew) where a = bwU 
L' 
'" with L ~ J and w E ~. 
(6.1.8) PROPOSITION: Let ~ = bwrrL E6J , with wE XL' bE B, 
1\ L' S. Then DJ(O) = {b'ww'OJ: w' E X~, b'ww'GJ ~ bWBW'GJ.l, 
" 
where x~ = {w E WI} w( nJ ) ~ ¢+}. 
This ~ollows because i~ J ~ K, i~ w E XK and b E B, 
(6.1.9) LEMMA (Solomon [21J): Let <Y E: ~ = fl ¢. Then 
(1) there exists a unique Co E D(cr) = D¢(cr) such that 
l(c ) ~ l(c) for all c E D(a). 
o 
(2) if c E n(cr) and l(c) = l(co) + m, then there exist 
Proof: (1) Suppose rr= bwITK, w E XK, ~or some K ~ R. Then 
D(O) = {b'ww'O"R; w' E WK, b'ww'B ~ bwBw'B} and if w' E WK, 
l(ww') = lew) + lew'). Then Co = b~R has the required 
properties. 
(2) Suppose c E D(CY). Then c = b'ww'~R' for some b' E: B, 
w' E WK, where b'ww'B ~ bwBw'B. Let w' = Wi •• wi ' lew') = s, 1 s 
and Wi E R for each j. Since w E Xi' w, E WK, we have that j 
l(ww') = lew) + lew'), and so l(c) = l(co) + lew') = l(co) + s. 
For j = 1, 2, •• s, set C j = b' Wl'1 i •• wi CTR• Then each c j E: D ( 01 , 1 j 
and l(C j ) = l(co) + j. It remains to show Cj' c j +1 are 
adjacent for j = 0,1, •• s-1. Since wwi •• wi (ri ) E ~+, 1 j j+1 
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set K = R-{wi I, and then b'wwi •• wi crx is a face of j+1 1 j 
dimension n-2 of both c j and c j +1 • Hence the result. 
(6.1.10) PROPOSITION: Let s E ~J. Then if s = bwcrL with 
W E X£" 
(1) there exists a unique Co E DJ(a), Co = bw6J, w E XJ , 
such that if c E DJ(s), c = b'w'~J' w' E XJ , W'FW, then 
l(c ) < l(c). 
o 
(2) if c E DJ(s), CFCo ' then there exists a sequence 
co'c1 , •• cm=c E DJ(S) such that ci ,ci +1 are adjacent for each 
i = O,1, •• m-1 and l(ci ) < 1(ci +1 ) for each i = O,1, •• m-1. 
1\ 
L Proof: (1) Since s = bwcrL , w E XL' DJ(S) = lb'ww'crj: Wi E XJ , 
b'ww'GJ ~ bwBw'GJ }. Co= bwrr3 has the required properties, 
" for if w' € X~, l(ww') = lew) + l(w'), since w E XL. 
( 2) Regard s as an e1 ement 0 f 6. ~. By ( 6 • 1. 9) there 
exists a unique co=bw~R € D~(s) such that if c E D¢(s), CFO
o
' 
then l(co) < l(c). For c = b'ww'cr3 E DJ(s), where b'ww'GJ 
" L C bwBW'GJ and w, € XJ , consider c = b'ww'~R E D¢(e). By 
(6.1.9), if l(w') = m, there exists a sequence 0 ,0" •• 0 = c 
o m 
of chambers in D¢(s) such that 0i,oi+1 are adjacent and 
l(c.) = 1(0 ) + i for all i, 0~i~m-1. If w' = w .•• wi ' ~ 0 ~1 m 
Wij E R, then OJ = b'WWi1 •• wij (JR. Now define co 'c1, •• cm = c 
as follows: Co = bwrrJ 
C j = b'WWi1··wijcrS = b'ww(j) cr3' where ww(j) ~ XJ , 
l(ww(j» = lew) + l(w(j», and l{w{j» ~ lew .•• w
i 
). 
~1 j 
We show by induction on j, for j > 0, that 
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(a) c. 1'c. are either equal or adjacent. J- J 
(b) c j € DJ(s) 
(c) if Cj _1 ,C j are adjacent, then 1(c j _1) < l(C j ). 
Then by omitting repetitions we have the required 
sequence of chambers. Now Co = bwrr3 € DJ(s). Consider 
c1 = bIWWi1~J- If Wi1 € WJ ' then Co = c1- So suppose wi1¢ WJ • 
Then w € XJ U {Wi I' so WWi1 € XJ - Hence c1 = btwwi1~J € DJ(s), 
1 
l(C
o
) < 1(c1 )- Moreover, Co and c1 are adjacent as they 
both contain bw~_{w. }. 
J.1 
Suppose that for all k < j, we have that ck_1,ck 
are both in"DJ(s) and are either equal or adjacent, and if 
they are adjacent, 1(ck_1) < l(ck). Now c j _1 = bIWW(j-1)~J' 
1\ 
for some w(j-1) € x~, and c j = b'WWi •• wi ~J. If wi €,WJ , 1 j j 
then C j = Cj _1. So suppose Wij¢ WJ • Then we ~an write 
wwi •• wi = ww(j)wJ , where wJ € wJ ' w(j) € X~, and 1 j 
l(ww(j)WJ ) = 1(w) + 1(w(j» + l(wJ ). Then c j = b'ww(j)6J € DJ(S) 
" 
as w(j) € X~' b'ww(j)GJ C bWBw(j)GJ • c j _ 1 and c j are adjacent 
as b'WW(j-1)~J_{W } = b'wwi •• wi ~5-{w } is an r-2 i j 1 j-1 1j 
dimensional face of both. 1(C j _ 1) < l(c j ) by (1.3.8). 
Let L1(J) be the set of s € ~J such that s < c for 
(6.1.11) Lm~~: ~(J) = ~J -{c1,·.ct }, where c1 , •• ct are 
all the chambers of the form bW()J' b € B, w € YJ • Further, 
~(J) is a subcomplex of ~J. 
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Proof: Clearly c1, •• ct ¢ ~(J). Suppose a is a proper face 
of, say, c1 • We may suppose a ia of dimension r-2~ Then 
1\ 
S = bwcrJ-lw
i
}, for aome wi E J, with w E X~lw1}' b E B. 
So W ¢ YJ • But DJ(s) = {blwwlrrJ : Wi E X~{wi}, blwwIGJ~bwBwIGJ}. 
In particular, s < c = bwrr3' w E X~IWi}' W ¢ YJ • So s E ~(J). 
Definition: If s E llJ' let ~(s) be the subcomplex consisting 
of s and its faces. 
Definition: Let Ll (J)k' for kE Z+, be the subcomplex of 
~(J) consisting-of all s E ~(J) such that there exists 
a chamber c = bwrr3 E DJ , l(w)~k, w E XJ with s < c. 
( 6 • 1 • 1 2) LM:A.: .6 (J) 0 = ~ ( (,)$) • 
Proof:Clearly 1(63) ~ Ll(J)o. So suppose s E ~(J)o. ,Then 
" s = b''1(JL' for some L ~ J, w E XL. Now 
~ 
DJ(S) = {bIWWI~J: w' E x~, blwwlGJ C bwBwIGJ }. Since 
1\ 
s E ~(J)O' rr$ = b'ww'~J for some b' EE, w' E x~. But 
ww' E XJ , and l(ww') = lew) + lew'). Hence w = 1, w' = 1, 
and s = (JL. Thus a E ~(crJ). 
(6.1:13) LE!l11-lA.: Let c E D(J) = the set of chambers of 11 (J), 
and suppose c = bw~, wE XJ , lew) = k> O. Let s1, •• sr 
be the r-2 dimensional faces of c numbered such that 
s1'·.sp E ~(J)k_1' 
and ~ ( c) n h ( J ) k-1 
Proof: (a) Suppose l(wwi ) = 
Then 1<p<r-1, 
lew) + 1, with w. E J. Then 
l. 
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w E X~{Wi} and bwa3-fwi} is a face of maximal dimension 
in c. 
'" = lew) - 1, with wi E J. Then (b) Suppose l(wwi ) 
w = W1(i)w2(i), with w1(i) E X~{w.}' w2 (i) E X~{wi} and J. 
lew) = 1(w1(i» + 1(w2(i». Then bw1(i)crS_{w.} is a face J. 
of maximal dimension in bwITS' and 1(w1(i» < lew). 
" Now suppose w E Yi' with L ~ J. Assume that the 
" wi E ~ are numbered such that w1 , •• wp are the reflections 
" in L, and wp+1, •• wr those in J-L. Let s1 = bW1(i)~J-{wi} 
if 1~i~p, and Sj = bwcrJ_{w.} for p+1~j~r. Then s1'·.sp E~(J)k_1 
; J 
but sp+1, •• sr ¢ Ll(J)k_1. As k> 0, 1~p~r-1. 
For any i~p, si e:: 11 (J)k_1' so f(si) C; ~ (J)k_1. 
p , 
Hence .u ~(si)' ~(c) n ~(J)k_1. Conversely, take any 
J.=1 p 
t e:: ~(c) n ~(J)k_1' such that t ¢ i~1 ~(si). Obviously, t#c 
as t e:: Ll(J)k_1' and t cannot equal any of sp+1, •• sr' as 
r 
none of these are 1n Ll(J)k_1. Since ~(c) = c U u l(si)' 
i=1 
we must have that t < Sq , t < s , •• t < Sq for some 
1 q2 u 
s , with p+1~q.~r for all i. As c E DJ(t), there exists qi J. 
a unique Co E: DJ(t) such that l(co)~l(c') for all c' E DJ(t). 
Now Co ~ c as t E ~(J)k_1' and so 1(co)~k-1. By (6.1.10) 
there exists a sequence of chambers co 'c1, •• cm=c in DJ(t) 
such that ci ,c1+1 are adjacent for all i, O~i~m-1, and 
1(c1 ) < 1(ci +1). But then cm_1ncm is an r-2 dimensional 
simplex conta1ned in cm_l and in cm' and so must contain t. 
So for some j, 1~j~u, cm_1ncm = Sqj. Then as Sqj < cm_1, 
and l(c 1) < l(c ) = k, s E: ~(J)k 1 - contradi"ction. 
m- m qj -
p 
Hence ~(c) n ~(J)k 1 = U ~(s.). 
- . 1 ~ 1.= 
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(6.1.14)LEr·~lA: Let K be an abstract simplicial complex. If 
s1, •• sm are simplexes of K with at least one common vertex, 
m 
then U ~(s.) has the homology of a pOint. (See Hilton and 
i=1 1. 
Wylie [15J for a proof). 
(6.1.15) COROLLARY: ~(c) n ~(J)k_1 
homology of a pOint. 
Proof: Since P < r, the {si l l=1 have at least one cornmon 
vertex. 
I (6.1.16) L~~: Let K be a simplicial complex which is a 
union K = L U L1 U L2 U U Ln of subcomplexes. Suppose 
(a) each Li has the homology of a point 
(b) each L n Li has the homology of a point 
(c) Li n L j , L when i#j. 
Then K and L have isomorphic homology groups. 
Proof: Use induction on n. True for n=O. vTrite K = K1 U Ln' 
where K1 = L U L1 U L2 U •• U Ln_1, and by induction K and K1 
have isomorphic homology groups. Also, K1 n Ln has the 
homology of a point. Consider the Mayer-Vietoris exact 
sequence (see [15J): 
••• - Hp(K1 n Ln) - Hp (K1).Hp (Ln ) - Hp(K1 U Ln) _ 
Hp_ 1 (K1 n Ln) - ••• 
Ho (Ln)~Z. Thus if p > 1 we have 
0- Hp (K1) - Hp(K1 U Ln) - 0 
i.e. Hp(K1) ~ Hp(K1 U Ln) 
If p::1, we have 
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0- H1(K1) - H1(K1 U Ln) - Z - Ho (K1)eZ - Ho (K1 U Ln) - O. 
We must show: H1 (K1) ~ H1(K1 U Ln} 
and Ho (K1) ~ Ho (K1 U Ln) 
But H (K1 U L ) ~ Z$Z ••• eZ, r copies, where r is equal to o n 
the number of connected components of K1 U Ln. Since 
; 
H (L ) ~ Z, L is connected, and as Ho(K1 n Ln) ~ Z, there o n - n 
is a vertex v of K1 such that v is connected to every 
vertex of L • Hence the number of connected components 
n 
of K1 U Ln equals the number of connected components of K1• 
That is, Ho(K1 U Ln) ~ Ho(K1). Hence consider 
o - H1 (K1) ~ H1 (K1 U Ln) f- Z ! Ho (K1 ).Z ~ Ho (K1 ). 
ker ..L. = 0, so..l... is a monomorphism. S is a proj ection, and 
so ~ is an injection. Thus ker ~ = 0, and 1m p= O. 
So ker (3 = H1 (K1 U Ln) ~ 1m oL.. • cI.. is an isomorphism and 
Now fix an integer k> O. Let a1, •• am be all the 
chambers of !J. (J) for which l(ai ) = k. Let K = D, (J)k' 
L = ~(J)k_1 and Li = ~(ai). Each ~(ai) has the homology 
of a pOint, each ~(ai) n Ll(J)k_1 has the homology of 
a point, and ~(ai) n ~(aj) for i~j 1s in ~(J)k_1. So by 
(6.1.16), ~(J)k and ~(J)k_1 have isomorphic homology 
groups. Now L1(J)o = ~(rrJ) has the homology of a point, 
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and so it follows by induction that ll(J)k has the homology 
of a point for all non-negative integers k. But 
L1(J) = ~(J)k = ~(J)k for all integers k~ko' for some 
o 
integer ko' and so ~ (J) has the homology of a point. 
Definition: Let K be an oriented simplicial complex. Let 
C (K) be the group of p-chains (with coefficients in Z), p 
d:C (K) - C 1(K) the boundary operator for all p, Zp(K) p J?-
the group of p-cycles of K, B (K) the group of p-boundaries p 
of K, and H (K) = Zp(K)/B (K) the pth-homology group of K. p p 
Proof of THEOREM 1: 
Recall that Ll(J) = ~J-{c1' •• Ct}' where c1, •• ct 
are all the chambers of the form b\-r(fS' b E: B, w E: YJ • 
\'[e have Cp(.6(J)) = Cp(6J ) for all p=O,1, •• r-2, 
and so Hp(~J) = Hp(~(J)) for all p=O, •• r-2. Since ~(J) 
has the homology of a point, HO(~J)=Z' and Hi(~J)=O for 
Now Cr _1 (.6 J ) = Cr _1 (Ll.(J)) e Z e •• e Z (t copies of Z). 
Consider d:Cr _1 (Ll (J)) e ~ - Cr _2( Ll (J)) = Cr _2( 6 J ) 
t 
and d' :Cr _1 (L1 (J)) - Cr_2(~(J)). Since Hr _2( LlJ ) = Hr_2(~(J)) 
= 0, im d = im d' = Zr_2( b.J ) = Zr_2(Ll (J)). But 
Hr _1(Ll(J)) = 0, so ker d' = 0. 
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Thus ker d = Z • Z •••• z (t copies). Hence 
Hr _1 (d J ) = Z • Z •••• z (t copies). Further, we have 
Hi(LlJ ) = 0 for all i)r. 
so zi = w(i)z1. So it is sufficient to show that z1 is 
an (r-1)-cycle. Consider first d(~J): 
« 
1 r» ; ( )i+1( 1 ~i r) d(~J) = d G , •• G = ~ -1 G , .• G , •• G 
i=1 
r i+1 
= 1:1(-1) ~J-{wil· 
NOvl z1 = E E(w)w 3wCYj = E E(woj)E(w)wCrj = E(w0 3)z, we: w,.. 0 we: W,. 
, J J 
where z = E E(w)wUS. So it is sufficient to show that 
wE WJ 
z is an (r-1)-cycle. Now 
d(z) r i+1 = E E(w)w E (-1) crJ_{w.1 
wE WJ 1=1 1 
r 1+1 
= E (-1) E E(w) wIT3_{w I. 
i=1 we: WS i 
" For each w E WJ' either l(wwi ) > lew), and w E x1w.}' or 
1. 
l(wwi ) < lew), and then w has the form w = wtwi with 
1 (w) = 1 (w t) + 1. So 
E E(w)wcrj_tw J = E E(w) wCY5_{w I + '~~w"E(w)wrrJ_{Wil 
wE: \q J i wE W S i"~ J 
l(wwi»l(w) 1(ww1)<1(w) 
= E E(w)w~J {w } - .~EW,..E(W)~J-tw1} = o. 
wE Wj - 1 "~J 
1(WWi »1(w) 1(WW1»1(w) 
Hence z is an (r-1)-cyc1e, and thus z1, •• zl are all (r-1)-
cycles. Each zi has an expression 1n which there 1s a unique 
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simplex, Yi~J' whose length is strictly greater than the 
length of any other simplex which occurs with non-.zero 
coefficient in the expression for z1' and hence 1t follows 
that the t distinct (r-1)-cycles given are linearly 
independent and so form a basis for Hr _1 ( I1J ). Thus we 
have proved THEOREr-1 1. 
(6.1.17) Conditions for ~ (r-1)-chain to be ~ cycle. 
We have already that 
( 1 r» r ( )i+1' d 0"5) = d«G , •• G = i:1 -1 0"3-{wi }· 
Consider an;arb1trary {r-1)-chain c = E ~ bwO"~, where wE X --ow J 
J 
bE B 
r 1+1 
= E ~wbw t (-1) ~J-{w}. 
we: XJ 1=1 i 
~w E Z. Then d(c) Now 
bE B 
each w E XJ can be written uniquely in the form w = w1 (i)W2(i): 
() JU{w J with w1(i) E X~{wi}' w2 i E XJ i, and 
lew) = 1(w1 (i» + 1(w2(i». Then 
r i+1 
d(c) = t (-1) t ~wbw1(i)0"~{w }' 
i=1 we: XJ i 
bEB 
and so d(c) = 0 if and only if the coefficient of each (r-2)-
simplex bWrrS_{wiJ' w E XJU{w
i
}, is zero. Hence d(c) = 0 if 
and only if for each (r-2)-simplex bwcr3_{wi), w E XJU{W
i
}, 
1~i~r, we have t ~'ww' = o. 
w' E:: r!U{wi } J 
b'ww'GJ ~ bwBwlGJ 
Rewrite this as ~w + 1: ~I I = O. So if 
1#w' E X~{w1} ww 
b'ww'GJ ~ bwBw'GJ 
w E YK for some K f. J , then abw ' for any b E B, can be 
expressed as a sum of ~'W,IS, with l(w') > l(w). Hence 
we conclude that each ~w can be expressed as a linear 
combination of (~'y: y E YJ , b ' E BJ. 
Proof of THEOREM 2: 
Each g E G induces a non-singular linear 
transformation of Cp(~J) &ZQ, ~-1(~J) 8 ZQ, and 
H
o
(L1J ) @ZQ, giving rise to characters ¢p' Sr_1 and eo 
respectively. By the Hopf trace formula, we have 
r-1 (-1)r-1 er_1 + eo = E (-1)P¢ • p=o p 
G acts as a permutation representation on the 
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oriented simplexes of Cp(Ll J ), and the orbits are subsets 
" 0L = (gOL: g E G, L ~ J}. 
So ¢p is the character of the permutation representation 
of G on Cp(~J) 9 ZQ. Let XL be the character of the 
permutation representation of G on 0L· Then ¢p = i XL' 
" summed over all L , J with 
r-1 
E (-1)P¢ = - E 
p=O P ¢#L ~ 
ILl = p+1. Hence 
,,(-1) ILlxL. 
J 
Now eo is the character of the representation of G 
on HO(~J) 8 ZQ. As ~J is connected, eo is the principal 
character of G, that is, 90 = 1G• 
G acts transitively on 0L. Let UL = lu E G:uaL= aLl. 
Then u E UL if and only if u E ~. So UL = Gi. xL ·1s the 
character of the permutation representation of G on 0L' and 
so corresponds to the character of the permutation 
representation of G on Gi: that is, xL = (1G~)G. Thus 
L 
- 1: ~(_1)ILlx = _ E (_1)\LI(1 ,,)G ¢~L ~ J L ~L C; J GL 
E (_1)IR-KI(1 G )G K K = -
J~K<R 
= -
1: (_1)IK-JI(1 G )G(_1)r K K 
J.:;K<R 
I 
Hence (-1)r-1 er_1 = 1: (_1)r-1(_1)IK-JI(1 G )G - 1G K K 
J~K<R 
That is, e
r
_1 = I: (-1) ! K-J! (1 G )G, and THEOREJl1 2 has K K 
J~K<R 
been proved. 
(6.1.18) COROLLARY: The restriction of ~J to Q[B] is 
given by fJ/B = E (1 w-1)B 
wE: YJ BlB 
Proof: B permutes the basis elements of Hr _1(Ll J ) 8 ZQ in the 
-1 
same way as B permutes the cosets of BlBw in B, for w E YJ • 
(6.1.19) COROLLARY: The space of B-invariant vectors in 
H
r
_1 (~J) GZQ is of dimension !YJ !. 
(6.1.20) COROLLARY: Let K be any field. Let ~J be the 
Tits complex of a finite group G with (B,N) pair with 
respect to a parabolic subgroup GJ of G, with IJI = r~2. 
Then regarding Z as a subring of K in a natural way, we have 
that Ho (f1 J ) 8 ZK ~ K 
Hi (~ J) GtZK = 0 for all i, 1 ~iEtr-2, and i~r 
H
r
_1 (~J) 8 ZK;; K eKe •• e K (t copies) 
\~here t = E I B: B n BW I. Further, the action of G on b. J 
w E: YJ 
defines a K[G] -module structure on Hr _1 (~J) 8 ZK which 
affords the character 
where 1G is the principal character of GLe 
L 
Note: We call any K[G]-module M which affords the 
character ?J above, where K and G are as in (6.1.20), 
a relative Steinberg module of type J. Corollary (6.1.20) 
gives us one such module N = Hr _1(d J ) .ZK whenever IJI=r~2. 
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(6.2) A Degenerate ~ 2! the Relative SteinberR Modules. 
The Coxeter complex C of a finite Coxeter'system 
(W,R) can be viewed as a degenerate form of the Tits 
building of a finite group G with a (B,N) pair (G,B,N,R) 
whose Weyl group is W. The maximal parabolic subgroups 
w1, •• wn of W (where n=\R\) are used to define the simplicial 
complex C in the same way that the maximal parabolic 
1 n A subgroups G , •• G of G are used to define Ll. Similarly, 
we can define the Coxeter complex CJ! of W with respect to 
WJ , for J ~ R. 
i 
Using similar arguments to those for the relative 
Tits complex 11 J of G with respect to G J' we have the 
following results: 
(6.2.1) THEOREM 1: Let CJ be the simpliCial Coxeter complex 
of a finite Coxeter system (W,R) with respect to a parabolic 
II 
subgroup WJ of W, with \J\=r~2. Then the homology groups 
of CJ with integral coefficients are as follows: 
Ho(CJ ) ;: Z 
Hi(CJ ) = 0, if 1~i~r-2 or i~r. 
H
r
_1(CJ ) ;: Z e Z 8 •• 8 Z, t summands, 
where t = IYJI. If E : W - {±1} is the alternating 
character of \'1, and OJ is the fundamental chamber of OJ' 
then the (r-1)-chains z1 = t E(w)Yiwcrj, for 1~i~t, where 
we: WJ 
YJ = {Y1, •• Yt}' are cycles which form a basis for Hr _1(OJ). 
(6.2.2) THEOR~~ 2: Let CJ be the Coxeter complex of a 
finite Coxeter system (W,R) with respect to a parabolic 
" subgroup WJ of W, with IJI=r~2. Then the action of W 
on CJ defines a Q[W]-module structure on Hr _1(CJ ) 8 ZQ 
which affords the character 
EJ = E (_1)IK-JI(1 w )W K K 
J~K~R 
where 1W is the principal character of WK-K 
1'5 
(6.2.3) COROLLARY: Let A = Q[\·r] , and let eJ and oJ be the 
idempotents.defined in (1.4.1). Then there is an isomorphism 
given by mapping the basis elements {Yio3eJ:1~i~t} of 
AoseJ to the basis elements {zi:1~i~t} of Hr _1(CJ ) ~ Q, 
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Chapter 7: ON THE DECONPOSITION OF THE HODULE L. 
(7.1) General Decomnositions of L. 
Let G be a finite group ,,,ith a (B,N) pair (G,B,N',R) 
of rank n "lith '.'leyl group vl. Let K be a field. Let J.1 be 
the principal LB-module (that is, f.i affords the representation 
1 B of B); then KG 8KBri is the I:G-module J'P induced from Y·1, 
and affords the representation (1 B)G of G. Let G/B denote 
the set of right cosets of B in G ~nd let L be the set 
of flIDctions f:G/B - K, as in (3.1), after (3.1.10). 
L becomes a left KG-module by defini!lg for all x E G the 
function xf E L, given by (xf)(Bg) = f(Bgx) for all Bg E G/B• 
(7.1 .1) Ti-iZOREI·I: L is isomorphic, as left KG-module, 
Let H = EnKG(L). Then by (3.1.10) "Ie have that 
H is generated as K-algebra l1ith identity a 1 by {ali. :Wi E R} ~ 
subject to the relations: 
2 a = q.a1 + (q.-1)a for all w4 E R wi ~ ~ wi ~ 
W'. 
"There qi = I B: B n B 1\ for all "i E: R. 
(a a a •• ) = (a a a •• ) for all 
\-1. "1. ";1. n. . U. '\"1. 'U. n. . ~ J ~ 1J J ~ J ~J 
\"ii' llj E: R, i~j, vlhere n ij = order of vTiW j in .... '1. 
For all "1 E: '';, define a = a •• a , l'1here W = 'f. •. \'{ 4 is 
w w. w. ~1 ~s 
11 18 
a reduced expression for \'1. Then H is the K-algebra with 
identity a 1 a.l1d K-basis {aw: u E: i'l} , "lith an associative 
multiplication given by 
aw. aw =tw. w if 1 ( wi "1) = I ( '\'1 ) + 1 
1. 1. 
qia"l w + (qi-1 )aw if l(wiw) = l.(w)-1. ' i 
for all w E W, w. E R. 
l. 
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Now let S be a system of finite groups with (B,N) 
pairs of type (W,R). Then for each G=G(q) E S, where q € to, 
w. c i 
'\ve have qi = 'B(q) :B(q) n B(q) 1.1 = q for al.l Wi € R. 
There are two cases to consider: 
(1) Suppose that the characteristic 'of K is not equal to p, 
where q = pS for some positive integer s. We will assume 
that K is a field of characteristic 0 in this case, and then 
H ~ ~(q), as defined in (3.3). 
(2) Suppose that the characteristic of K is equal to p. 
Then H ~ ~(O), which is defined in (3.1). 
In chapters 4 and 5 we have given some decompositions 
of HK(q) and 11{(O), 1vhich are as follOvTS: 
(1) Hy.(q) = Ee EJ03I1<:(q) and HK(q) = 
~ J ~ R J 
where for all J f: R, EJ and OJ are defined as follOl'lS: 
EJ 
1 E =- a 
f(q)J '" E i'l '\'1 J c 
OJ 1 
.., (-1 ) 1 (",) \'lvT oJ 
a"l =- 1.. q f(q)J 1'1 E 11 J 
"There for all J ; R, eJ and oJ are defined b7: 
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eJ = '" ~ "1!IJ aw = C + awOJ]' with notation as in (4.4), 
lew ) 
o = (-1) oJ a • 
J woJ 
i~1decomposable rieht ideals of 11~( 0) • 
(7.1.2) T330REI·~: Let V be a module over a ring R. Then a 
direct sum decomposition of V, V = E8 Vi' is equivalent 
i E: I 
to uriting 1V as a sum of mutually orthogonal idempotents 
E e i , in Ena(V). i E: I 
Proof: suppiose V = E$ Vi' a direct SlU!l of R-submodules 
i E: I 
of V. Then for each v E V, v = E v. uniquely for some 
i E I ~ 
Vi E Vi. Consider the map ei:V - V given by ei(j ~ rVj ) = Vi 
ei is an R-endomorphism of V, and ei
2 
= ei P 0 if Vi P O. 
If ipj, then eiej = O. Finally, 1V = E ei • i E I 
Conversely, suppose that 1V = E e., l'1here the 
i E I ~ 
ei are mutually orthogonal idempotents. Define Vi = eiv for 
each i E: I. Then for all v E V, v = 1Vv = E eiv. Hence i E I 
v = E 
i E I 
V.. To ShOll that this Stun is direct, ue have to ~ 
shoH tha.t the expression v = E eiv is unique. Suppose 
i E: I 
= e j (; ~ I eiv) = eJ.( Z e.v(i)) = e.v(j) = v J. 1 • • ~ i E I 1 J 
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Hence V = e E V .• 
iEIl. 
Denote by L(q) and L(O) the KG-module L when K 
is a field of characteristic 0 or characteristic p 
respectively. Then llle have 
HK(q) ~ EnKG(L(q)) 
and ~(O) ~ EnKG(L(O)). 
In the follm'ling \fork, if lie do not nish to consider the 
characteristic of K, we will just ,~ite L. 
(7 1 3) COROLL.ARY: (1) L(,q) = Ee E O"L(q) and 
• • J ~ R J J 
L(q) =. Ee OJEJL(q) are decompositions of L(q) as direct 
J ~ R 
sums of KG-submodules. 
(2) L(O) = Ee eJo3L(0) and 
(T ~ R 
L(O) = E$ o3eJL(O) are decompositions of 1(0) as direct 
J ~ R 
sums of indecomposable KG-submodules. 
Proof: The decompositions of HK(q) and ~C(O) correspond 
to expressine the identity of ~(q) and the identity of 
F1{(O) as sums of mutually orthogonal idempotents: if, say, 
in I~(O) Vle have 1 = E PJ' 'fhere PJ E: 03eJRx(0), and the J ~ R 
elements PJ for all J ~ R are a set of mutually orthogonal 
primitive idempotents vlith PJHK(O) = 03eJrlx:(0), then by 
(7.1.2) ue have that L(O) = E8 PJL(O). Since for all 
J C R 
J £; R vIe have that PJL(O) = PJHI{(O)L(O) = 0jeJHK(O)L(O) = 
= °3eJL(0), the required decomposition follows. SimilarlY 
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in the other cases. 
(7.1.4) Definition: Let fEe be the function of L defined by: 
fBg(Bg') = 0 if Bg' ~ Bg 
1 if Bg' = Bg 
Then {fBg: Bg E G/B } is a K-hasis of L, and is called the 
set of characteristic functions of L. 
(7.1.5) LEI·lJ.!A: fB generates the KG-module L. 
Proof: Any element of L is a K-linear combination of 
elements fEg' for some Bg E G/B • Since for all g E G we have 
f Eg = g-1 fB , fB generates L as KG-module. 
(7.1.6) COROLLARY: (1) EJ03fB and 03EJfB generate the 
KG-modules EJOJL(q) and OJEJL(q) respectively. 
(2) eJoJfB and oJeJfB eenerate the 
KG-modules eJOjL(O) and 0JeJL(O) respectively. 
(7.1.7) PROPOSITION: (1) EJL(q) = {f E L(q):O{w.}f=O for all 
l. 
\,1i E J} = If E IJ(q):Eh.,.}f = f for all 1'1i E J}. EJL(q) has 
c l. 
dimension E q w = \G(q):GJ(q)\ and basis 
w E XJ 
{EJ fB\.'b: \'1-1 E XJ , Bwb ~ B''lB}. Furt:ler, let l':J be the 
principal KGJ(q)-module. Then EJL(q) and the KG-module EJ
G 
are isomorphic KG-modules. 
(2) eJL(O) = If E L(O):olu.}f=O for 
l. 
all Wi E J} = {f E L(O):e{wi}f = f for all Wi E J}. 
c 
eJL(O) has dimension I: q \'1 = fG(q) :GT(q) I and basis 
\<1 E: XJ c.; 
{ -1 eJfBYlb: yl E: XJ , Bi'lb ~ BYTB}. Further, let HJ be the 
principal KGJ(q)-module. Then eJL(O) and the KG-module 
HJ
G 
are isomorphic KG-modules. 
Proof: (1) Clearly EJL(q) ~ {f E: L(q):O{w.}f = ° for all 
~ 
w~ E: J}. Conversely, let f E L(q) satisfy O{ }f = ° for ~ if i 
c. 
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all w. E J. Then (q ~1-aVT.)f = ° for 2.11 Wi E: J; that is, 
~ ~ 
c 
for all Wi E J. Hence for all ''1 E: ;'l J' a,.,f = q ''If. 
c 
1 q"lf f = ---- E = ,and so 
f(q)J w E: ~IlJ 
c. 
Si~ilarly, if E{w.}f = f, then (1 + aw.)f = (q ~+1)f, 
~ ~ 
c 
and hence a f = q if, and it follO'T.'1s that 
\'1. 
~ 
EJL(q) = {f E: L(q) :E{Yl.}f = f for all Wi E: J}. 
~ 
Since {fBwb : w E: '-;I, Bwb ~ ByrB} form a K-basis of L(q), 
let f = E E kBwbfB b E: EJL(q), l'1here the kBwb E: K. 
"I E:;v Bwb C; BwB ''1 
Let Wi E: J; then O{w.}f = ° gives 
~ 
NOvl for all w E 1:1, a f = ~ fB • SUPIJose 
Wi Bwb Bg <; Bi'liBwb g 
w- 1 (ri ) > O. Then Bui Bvlb ~ Bi'TiwB, and {Bg ~ Bi'1i B",b} 
= {BVli Wb l ~ BwiB\,Tb}. Suppose that w- 1 (ri ) < O. Then u = 
for some Wi E: \,1 with l(yl) = 1(1'1' )+1. Then 
Bw i Bwb ~ ~'1B U B,., i wB, and {Bg S;;; B,'l i BVlb} = Bi'T i 'vb U {B''1b' ~ 
B"l . Bw' b : Bwb' 1= Bwb}. ~ 
HOyT consider the coefficients of the fB' on the 
' .. 10 
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left hand side of equation *. Suppose w-1 (r i ) > O. Then the 
c. 
coefficient of f ;s q ~~ - ~ k" B b • b ~ B b'· 
'oT \"T Bwi wb' C BwiBwb wi W 
Since {fBvb:v E W, Bvb ~ BvB} is a basis of L(q), the 
coefficients of the fBvb occurring on the left hand side 
of * must all be zero. Thus, if w-1 (r i ) > 0, 
c i 
q ~vlb - Bw. wb' ~ EI.,.. Bwb k BWi''1b' = O. 
~ ~ 
(a) 
(Wi w)-1(ri ) < 0, and so the coefficient of f Ew . wb ' on the 
c. ~ 
left hand side of * is q ~ k B, .•. "Tb' - k '\...1 - ~ 
... ~\ Bllu Bg C; kB • B,\,T. Bwb' g 
~ 
Bg F Bwiwb' 
Since B,.,..wb' C Bw.Bwb, Bwb' = Bwb, and {Bw;wb" C Bw.Bwb'} ~ - ~ . - ~ 
= {Bw.wb" C Bw.Bwb}. Then (b) can be ''1ritten: 
~ - ~ 
(b) 
c1 (q +1 )kBw . wb , - lC b - ~ k Bw wb lt = 0 (c) ~ J3W B,.,. . wb" C BioT Bwb i ~ - i 
Subtract (c) from (a): 
c. c1 (q ~+1 )kBv1b - (q +1 )kBw \-lb' = O. i 
c. -1 
Since q ~+1 F 0, kBwb = k Bw . wb'. Hence for all 1'1 E: X {,.,.. } , l. ~ 
for any Bwb C; Br1B, Ic b = kB b' for all Bv1. i.,.b' C EvTl.' BioTb. ~w \-l.W ~-
l. 
-1 NO'i let i.,. E: XJ • Then for any w' E: WJ , ue have 
and some 
l(-t,,')+l(w). Let y E: H. Then y = w;c for 
x-
1 E: XJ with l(y) = l(wJ)+I(x). Let wJ = 
be a reduced expression for ,\'1J ; for 1 (;j(;S, '\'1. E: \'/ • Choose l.j J 
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any coset BwJwb ' ~ BrIJBWb: then B,'1b' = B"tib and by the above 
~WJ'ibl - k - Bw. •• w. rIb I 
~2 ~s 
=k ,= •• = BWi •• w. wb 3 ~s 
k Bwb' = k Bwb • 
1 
=-
f(q)J E E wJ E WJ Bg ~ BWJBwb 
fBg' and so 
f = E E kBwbEJf(q)JfBwb. 
w- 1 E: XJ fulb ~ BwB 
Conversely for all 
W-1 E: XJ and all Bwb ~ BwE, EJfB'ib E EJL(q). :TOi'l for any 
-1 W E XJ , f Bwb occurs with non-zero coefficient in EJfBwb 
but in no other EJfBw I b" where (w") -1 E XJ , 'ii th Bw' b' I: Bwb. 
(See (1.3.2) for this.) Hence {EJfBWb:w-1 E XJ , B"Tb ~ EwB} 
is a set of linearly independent elements which generate 
i 
EJL(q), and so is a basis of EJL(q). Thus 
c 
dim EJL(q) = E q W as c = c 1 for all w E: W. 
w E XJ w w~ 
Finally, let G/GJ denote the set of right cosets of 
GJ in G and let LJ(q) be the set of functions f:G/GJ - K. 
LJ(q) becomes a left KG-module by defining for all x E G 
the function xf E LJ(q) given by 
(xf)(GJg) = f(GJgx) for all GJg E G/GJ • 
Let HJ be the principal KGJ-module. Then as in (7.1.1), 
LJ(q) is isomorphic as KG-module to r.1J G. 
where 
Now LJ(q) has K-basis ffG wb: ",-1 E XJ , GJ \.'b ~ GJi"TB} J 
fGJVlb is given by 
fGJWb<GJg) ={: if GJg = GJwb 
if G Jg I: G J",b 
Then the map ¢:EJL(q) - LJ(q) ~1'ven by ~(E f ) f 
L> I¥ J Bwb = GJHb 
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-1 for all vI E: XJ , Bwb ~ Bi'TB, extended by linearity to 
EJL(q), is clearly an isomorphism of KG-modules •. 
(2) Similarly, by noting that for all "I E: W, w~1, 
c 
q w = O· K ~n • 
(7.1.8) PROPOSITIOn: (1) OJL(q) = {f E: L(q):E{w.}f = 0 
~ 
for all wi E: J} = {f E: L(q):O{w.}f = f for all wi E: J}. 
c ~ 
OJL(q) has dimension E q w, i'There ZJ = bT E: W:w( nJ ) 
w E: ZJ 
(2) 0JL(O) = If E: L(O):e{w.}f = 0 
~ 
for all wi E: J} = If E: L(O):olw.}f = f for all wi E: J}. 
c ~ 
0JL(O) has dimension E q W', where ZJ is given in (1). 
,., E: Z J 
Proof: (1) Clearly OJL(q) ~ If E: L(q):E{wi}f = 0 for all 
Wi E J}. Conversely, let f E: L(q) satisfy E{w.}f = 0 
~ , 
for all wi E: J. Then (1 + awi)f = 0 for all wi E J; that 
is, a f = -f for all wi E J. Hence if W E: \~J' awf = (-1 )l(w)f, 
wi 
so OJf = f, and f E: 0JL(q). Then 
OJL(q) = If E L(q):E{wi}f = 0 for all wi E J}. 
c. c. 
Similarly, if O{Wi}f = f, then (q ~1-awi)f = (1+q ~)f, 
and so a f = -f, and so also 
i'l i 
0JL(q) = {f E: L(q): °1 }f = f for all w. E J}. wi ~ 
where 
Suppose f = E E k f E: 0 L(o), 
w E: \'1 Bwb C; BivE Bivb B,.,b J-
the kBi'1b E K. Then E{1'1.}f = ° for all wi E: J a-Yld so 
~ 
f + E E kB b a f =0 f or all v1i E: J. Tha t i'1 E: W Bwb ~ B"TB w i'li Biib is, 
f + E 1: E k f - ° for all Ii.; E: J. 
"I E 'II Bwb ~ B\'lB Bg ~ EfT. Bi'lb Bwb Bg - ... 
~ 
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-1( 1 HOI'T if w r i) > 0, then B'''i BI'Tb <; Blli "TB, and (wi w)- (r i) < 0. 
If w-1{ri ) < 0, then w = wiw' for some w' E W with 
lew) = l(w" )+1, and (v1' )-1 (ri ) > 0. 1.:oreover, 
{B"'i ''lb l C BwiBwb} = BYT'b U {Bwb' <; B\"iJ3l.1'b, Bwb ' -# Bwb}. 
Suppose w- 1 (r i) > O. Then f Bwb occurs on the 
ri£ht side of the last equation ,vi th coefficient 
~ + E k Since {f-n..Tb: '" E VI, ,
··b b' eBB b Eli. \'1b ' • .Dh 
• BW.I·1 "1. vI ~ ~ ~ 
B",b C EwB} are a basis of L{q), this coefficient is zero. 
Thus lL + E k = ° for all w E it, 
-13wb B\'T . llb I eBB b Bw . Ivb' 1 - Wi w 1 
w-1 (ri ) > O;J BvTb ~ BwB, vIi E J. 
Sunuose w-1(r.) < O. Then as the coefficient 
...... 1 
of f Bwb is zero, we have 
~ b + k B,'1 wb + E k BI'1b I = 0. w i Bwb I <;; Bw i BIT i wb 
Bwb'-#Bwb 
i.e. k b + E kBTb l = O. Bv1 i ,\<1 Bvlb I C; Bw i Bl'1 i I'Tb l, 
But this is the same type of equation as above, as 
(Vl.w)-1 (r.) > O. 
~ 1 
-1 Hence for all "'iE J, for all '" E X {Hi}' for all 
:3wb C BvlB, k b + E kB"T.wb l = 0. 
-13'-1 El'1 i '-1b I C Bl'1 i Blvb Y 1 
-1 Let x E XJ and w E \'IJ , W-F"10J • There exists w j E J 
that (lTX)-1 (r.) > 0, and so for any Bwxb ~ :alaB, J such 
~b + E kB b
' 
= O. Bw . "TXb' C Bli. BliXb wJ' wx J - J 
Do the same for each BwJ.l1Xb' C BVT :rhrvb ""ro . u~ ed .1. j fA , ~ V1 WjWrwoJ. 
This process terminates, and if i'loJ = w'w, "There 
l(W
oJ ) = l(w') +l(w), w'e have 
kBwxb + (_1)1(W')+1 E k - 0 
BH' oJxb I C Biv I Bwxb BvT oJxb ,- • 
lew) = lew J)+l(x), then for any B'\'lb C BwB, k Bwb can be 
expressed as a linear combination of {kB b': 
"'oJx 
BWojXb
' 
C BWoJwJBiVJxb}. Now for each x-1 E: XJ , for each 
BYl
oJxb ~ BwoJXB, define FB xb = E (-1 )l(w)f • 
'i' oJ W E: vi J Bw'Xb 
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lew ) 
E (-1) oJ k F • 
BwoJxb ~ BWoJXB BwOJXb BwoJxb 
Then 
f = 
Conversely, for all wi E J, E{w }FBw xb = 0, for all 
i oJ 
x-
1 E XJ and all BwoJxb <; B,\'ToJxB. Hence {FBWOJXb: x-
1
, E XJ , 
BWoJXb ~ BWOJXB} is a basis of 0JL(q), and so 
c 
woJx 1 dim OJL(q) = E q • Now clearly if x- E XJ then 
-1 x E XJ 
(iv OJx) -1 ( n J) ~ ~-. Conversely, suppose that '\'1 E vi and 
w- 1 (n J ) ~ ~-. Then (WOJw)-1 E XJ ' and so i'l = ii'OJx-1 for 
some x E XJ • Thus dim OJL(q) = 
(2) Done similarly. 
(7.1.9) PROPOSITIOn: (1) EJL(q) = 
0JL(q) = E$ 0LEiL(q) for all J ~ R. 
L2J 
(2) eJL(O) = E$ 
L2J 
0JL(O) = E$ 0LeiL(O) for all J C R. 
L2J 
eLoiL(O) and 
Proof:(1) For eachL~J, ErPiL(q) ~ EJL(q). So 
Ee ~OLL(q) ~ EJL(q). But EJL(q) = EJHrr(q)L(q) and so 
L ::::) J 
Hence EJL(q) = E$ ~OLL(q). Similarly, as 
L=>J 
OJHrr(q) = Eli 0LEJ,~(q), "le get OJL(q) = Ee 0LEJ,L(q). 
L~J L~J 
(7.1.10) COROLLft~Y: (1) For all J ~ R, 
c c 
dim EJOjL(q) = 1: q "1 and dim eJ 0 3L(0) = E q w. w € YJ W € YJ ' 
(2) For all J C R, 
c 
Proof: (1) dim EJL(q) = E q w. ':le show by decreasing 
wE XJ 
c 
induction on \J\ that dim EJOJL(q) = E q w. 
w € YJ 
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Suppose J = R. Then EnL(q) = ~O¢L(q) has dimension 
c 
so dim ~O¢L(q) = E q '''. 
,., E Y
R 
Suppose \J\ < \R\. EJL(q) = ES ~OLL(q). By 
L:!J 
c 
induction, dim E1PiL(q) = E q W for all L:> J. Hence 
w E YL 
dim EJ03L(q) = dim EJL(q) - E dim Et0iL(q) 
L:}J 
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c 
= E q w', as XJ = U YL, a disjoint w E: YJ L 2J 
union. 
c 
Similarly, dim eJoSL(O) = E q w. 
w E: YJ 
c (2) As dim 0JL(q) = E q w, and 
\'l E: ZJ 
0JL(q) = Eft 0LEiL(q), "Te ShO't-l by decreasing induction 
L:)J 
c 
on \J\ that dim OJEJL(q) = E q w. 
W E: YJ 
If J = R, ZR = Y¢ and 0RL(q) = 0RE¢L(q) and so 
c 
dim 0RL(q) ~ E q w. Suppose that J C R. Then 
W E: Y¢ 
ZJ = U .... YL = "U Y'L' both being disjoint unions. L ~ J L:J J 
c 
= E q ~ by the above comments on ZJ. 
w E: Y3 
(7.1.11) COROLLARY: (1) EJOJL(q) ~ EJL(q) / E ELL(q) and 
L:)J 
eJ 03'L(O) ~ eJL(O)/ E eLL(O) for all J ~ R. L:JJ 
(2) OJEJL(q) ~ OJL(qJ / E 0LL(q) and 
L::>J 
0J e3L(0) ~ 0JL(O)/ E 0LL(O) for all J ~ R. 
L:JJ 
(7.1.12) COROLLARY: (1) EJO$L(q) affords the character 
)l = E (_1)IL-J\ (1 )G 
J L2 J GL 
of G = G(q) over K. 
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(2) eJOjL(O) affords the 
character PJ = E (_1)IL-JI (1 )G of G = G(q) over K. L:! J GL 
Proof: (1) Use decreasing induction on IJI. 
Suppose J = R. Then ~L(q) = {f E L(q):f(Bg)=f(Bg') 
for all Bg, Be' E: G IB} = {constant flLtlctions of L(q) I. 
,.., ~ () ~f d ~ G . 1 (1 G) G • 
. -.>0 ilL q ai or s the character 1G OI ; l.e. uR = G = 
Suppose IJI < IRI. Then 
= EJ 03L(q) e E~ ~OiL(q). L:JJ 
affords the character (1 G )G of G by (7.1.7), TJ 
and by induction ~OLL(q) affords the character ?L of G. 
Hence EJOJIJ(qJ affords the character ?J' of G, "There 
G PJ ' = (l G ) - E?L J L::>J 
nOvT if I'l ='J, the coefficient of {1 G )G 
I'I 
Z (_1)11-:-LI. 
L 
JC L ~f.1 
{wi , •• wi I, Suppose H = J U \vi th iii. E: 1 r J 
Then - E (-1) l1-1-LI = 
L 
1 _ r + r{r-1) 
2 
in this is 
" J for all j, 1~j~r. 
•• + (-1) r-1 
JC LC J'~ 
+ (_1)r rO _ (_1)r rC 
r r 
whdre r = Ir-~-JI and for any positive integer k ~ r, 
r (r)l ID JI G Ck = - - • Then PJ' = uJ = E (-1) - (1 G ). (r-k) 1 (k) 1 L -;> J L 
(2) Done similarly. 
(7.1.13) COROLLARY: If PJ is the character of G given 
in (1) or (2) of (7.1.12), then for all J ~ R, 
(1 G )G = E PL. J L2J 
Proof: Use the inversion formula, (1. 1 .4). 
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(7.1.14) THEORm1: (1) EJOJL(q) ~ 03EJL(q) as left KG-modules, 
for all J ~ R. 
for all J ~ R. 
given by left multiplication by OJ is an isomorphism of 
right ~(q)-modules, and OJEJOJRx(q) = 0JEJRx(q). 
Define q; J: EJOJL(q) - OJEJL(q) by left 
multiplication by OJ. q; J is well-defined and is a 
homomorphism of left KG-I!lodules. t' J is onto, as 
OJEJOjL(q) = 0JEJOJRK(q)L(q) = 0JEJ~(q)L(q) = OJEJL(q). 
As dim EJOJL(q) = dim OJEJL(q), f J is one-one. Hence 
for all J ~ R, EJOJL(q) = 0JEJL(q). 
(2) Done similarly, using (4.4.13). 
(7.1.15) PROPOSITION: If J = R or R-{wi } for any wi E R, 
(1) EJOJL(q) = {f E: EJL(q) :Ey,~ = 0 for all N:) J}, and 
(2) eJo3L(O) = {f E: eJL(O) :er.f = 0 for all 1-: :::>J}. 
Proof: Clearly, for any J ~ R, v1e have th2.t 
EJOJL(q) " {f E: EJL(q):EHf = 0 for all H::>J}, and 
eJosL(O) ~ {f E: eJL(O):er-f = 0 for all H:JJ}. 
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The result is obviously true if J = R. So suppose 
J = R-{wi } for some wi E: R. Let f E: EJL(q) = ~L(q) e EJ03L(q) 
by (7.1.9(1)). Suppose that f = fR + f J , "There fR E ~L(q) 
and f J E: EJOJL(q); assume ERf = O. Then clearly EafJ = 0, 
and so ERfR = fR = O. Hence f = f J and 
EJ03L(q) = if E EJL(q):Enf = oJ. Similarly, if J = R-{wi }, 
eJojL(O) = {f E: eJL(O):eRf = OJ. 
For. the rest of this section, we will consider 
. 
both L(q) and L(O) together, writing them as L, and writing 
the corresponding idempotents EJ , OJ and eJ,oJ respectively 
I 
as eJ , oJ' for all J ~ R. Then for all J ~ R, lie have that 
(7.1.16) LEr·WlA: If f E: L, J C R, then for all g E: GJ , 
eJf(Bg) = eJf(B). 
Proof: eJf E: eJL, and the result follows by (7.1.7), as 
we can consider eJf as a function on the right cosets of 
Hence any element of eJL is determined by its values 
-1 on the cosets Bwb, where w E: XJ and 3wb ~ 3u3. Suppose 
f E: eJL; then eJf = f. Let f.I::)J and suppose that eEf = O. 
Since eI.{ E: eI.:L, ey.! is determined by its values on the 
h -1 1 cosets Bwb, were w E XH and Bwb ; EwB. Now let \-1- E: XJ.I 
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and Bwb C; BwB. Then eHf(Bwb) = 0 gives 
E ~ f(Bg) = O. 
v E: Wr.! Bg C; BvBwb 
Now each v E: '''I-! has the form v = v(l )v(2), where v(l) € WJ , 
(v(2»-1 E: x~, and lev) = 1(v(1»+1(v(2». So the above 
equation becomes 
E E E f(Bg) = 0; that is, 
v-1 E x~ wJ E: WJ Bg ~ BwJBvBwb 
E E E E f(Bg') = 0 
v-1 E xM Bg ~ BvBwb wJ E WJ Bg' ~ BWJBg J 
Since eJf = f, f(Bg) = f(Bg') if gg,-1 E GJ , we have that 
E E f(Bg') = f(q)Jf(Bg), and so 
wJ E: WJ Bg' ~ BWJBg 
E f(Bg) = 0 
Bg ~ BvBwb 
Now if K is of characteristic 0, f(q)J ~ 0 for all J C; R, 
and if the characteristic of K is p, 1'There q = pS for 
some positive integer s, then f(q)J = 1 in K for all J C R. 
Hence for all w-1 E XH and all Bwb ~ 3wB, 
E 
v-1 E XN J 
~ f(Bg) = 0 
Bg ~ BvBwb 
Now let L J = If E: eJL: eI;f = 0 for all I: =>J}. Then 
if f E L J , w- l E XI'~ for some 1·1:::> J and Bwb ~ EwB, then 
E f(Bg) = O. 
Bg t; BvBwb 
1\ 
Suppose J = {w l , •• wr }, and let Hi = J U {wil, 1<i~r. Then 
for each r.1i and for each coset Bwb ~ BwE \-There w-1 E: XI-:.' 
1 
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E f(Bg) = 0 
Bg <; BvBwb 
Since eJL, v1e may consider any f E: L J as a function 
on the cosets of GJ in G, and then [!] becomes: 
Consider the Tits complex LlJ of G with respect 
to GJ , as in (6.1), and in particular, consi~er th~, 
homology module ~-1(~J) ~ K. Suppose lJl~2. By (6.1.17) 
E k C bW()JA , where the l{w E: K, is an 
b''lB ~ BwB bw 
(r-1 )-cycle of I:J.. J (with coefficients in K), if and only if 
for each Ml."' for each w E: X and for each bwB ~ BwE,' Hi 
gG J S; bwBvG J 
H 
Comparing 00 and @] for each v E: X i and each J 
( -1 -1 -1 W' E: 11,1.' ''Ie have that f G JV \-1 b ) satisfies the same 
l. 
equations as ~wv • Hence for each (r-1)-cycle 
E E k~w bmJj of ~J' define the function 
w E: XJ bwE ~ EwE 
c = 
fC E: L J by fC(GJv-1w-1b-1) 
and b'>1VB ~ BwvB. Similarly , given any funct ion f E: L J' ' .. 1e 
can define an (r-1)-cycle c(f) E: LlJ by 
~ k C bwCY" 
bwB ~ BwB bw J Hhere for all w E: XJ and 
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c f( -1 -1) all bwB ~ BwB, kbw = GJw b • Then if c1 , •• ct are 
c 1 ct a basis of Hr-1(~J) e K, f , •• f must be linearly 
independent elements of ~ J' and if f 1, •• f s are a basis 
of i J' then c(f1), •• c(fs ) are linearly independent (r-1)-
cycles. Thus dim L J = dim Hr _1 (A J ) ® K = dim eJoJL, 
where \J\ ~ 2. Hence if \3\ ~ 2, 
(7.1.17) THEOREH: For all J ~ R, 
eJojL = {f E eJL: eI-lf = 0 for all H::J J} 
(7.1.18) THEOREr-l: For all J <; R, where IJ\ ~ 2, 1.1\ = r, 
Proof: ','Ie have a K-space isomorphism 
given as follows: if c = E !: k~w bwO" J' 
w E XJ bwB <; BwB 
where the k~w E h, and c E Hr _1 ( b. J) @ K, define 
TJ(c) = f C , where for all cosets GJ',r-1b-1 of GJ in G, 
... 
)~ 
c ~ kbw f -1 -1' a linear combination bwB ~ BwB GJvl b 
of the characteristic functions of eJL. 
Further, TJ is a KG-module isomorphism, for if g E G, 
c E H
r
_1 (6 J ) 8 K, c = !: w E XJ 
E k~w bW~J' then 
bwB C BwE 
gc = E k C b cr bwB ~ BwB bw g w J' that is, 
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E E c gc = k -1 bWO"j. Then 
.- XJ bwB ~ Bi'lB "1 Co g bw 
gfC = E E k C gf G w-1b-1 wE: XJ bwB ~ BwB 
bw 
J 
= E E k C f 
w E: XJ bwB C BwB bw 
G -1 b-1-1 JW g 
= E 1: k
C f 
G
J
W- 1b-1 = 
f gc • 
w E: XJ bwB C BwB 
g-1 bw 
(7.1.19) COROLLARY: If K is a field of characteristic p 
and G is a finite group with a split (BIN) pair of 
characteristic p, 
,.. 
then for all J C R with IJI = r ~ 2, 
H
r
_1 (.Ll J ) ~ K is an indecomposable KG-module. 
Let GJ be a parabolic subgroup 
(1 )GJ = E ~(J), where ~(J) = 
B L~J L L 
of G. Then 
L ~ H C J 
\'There the 4{J) are ordinary characters of GJ if the 
characteristic of K is 0, and Brauer characters if the 
characteristic of K divides q, where GJ = GJ(q). 
GL. 
(1 ) ~ = 1: 
B M C 
= 
Li = J U {Wi}. Then 
as KGL -modules, i 
(L i ) ~I" ,where L. '1 
~ 
and 
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(7.1 .20) PROPOSITION: \'11 th notation as above, 
G 
Proof: (J) Li (~'1) = 
(-1) In-f.rl 
GL 
= ~ (1 ) i 
N GN 
H~H~J 
GL (-1) I N-}1 I 
= E (1 ) i 
N GN 
11 ~ N C Li 
wi f/. N 
(-1) IN-HI GL . 
= E (1 ) ~ 
N GN 
N C N C L. 
- - ~ 
+ 
(L.) (L.) 
= ~I\·! ~ + ~I· u~ { } 
'V • '1 W. 
~ 
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(7.2) On the Composition Factors of L(Q)~ 
We restrict attention in this section to the 
CF!se where G is a finite group ,·Ii th a split (B,N) pair 
(G,B,N,R,U) of rank n and characteristic p, and with 
Weyl group W. Let K be a field of characteristic p. Then 
L = L(O) = 
a direct sum of indecomposable KG-modules. This decomposition 
arises from the direct sum decomposition of A = EnKG(L) 
as A = ~~ eJoJA, where eJoJA is a right A-module of 
J ~ R 
dimension lYJl over K and basis {eJoJa -1: y E YJ }. List y 
the elements Y1' •• Ys of YJ in order of increasing length; 
s 
if i < j then I(Yi) ~ l(Yj). Let AJ '1 = { E k j eJ OJ8 ~1:kj~ KI. 
, j=i Yj 
Then AJ ,1 = eJoJA >AJ ,2 > •• >AJ,a >0 is a composition 
series for eJ oJA of right A-modules. 
Consider the corresponding series of KG-submodules 
(7.2.1) 
A L (7.2.2) LEr·mA: J,i /AJ,i+1L is generated as KG-module 
Proof: Result follows as fB generates L as KG-module. 
(7.2.3) L:E:·TA: For all i, 1~i~n, aw.fB = SifB' vThere 3 i is ~ 
defined in (2.3.2). 
Proof: We show both a f d S f W }3 an . 'P i .. ~ -,) are f~mctions in L 
vlhich take value 1 on BV'i B a.nd 0 outside, and hence are 
equal. 
aw fB(Bg) = ~ fB(Bg') i Bg' ~ BloTi Bg 
={1 if B ~ BwiBg 
o othervlise. 
then for some b E B, Bg = Bwib, and 
BwiBwib ~ B = (BwiBwi ~ B)b = (BwiB n Bwi)wib 
= Bw.w.b = B. 
1 1 
Thus if and only if Bg C BwiB. 
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-1 -1 Now fB(Bguni) = 0 unless Bguni = B, i.e. unless Bg = Bni u , 
-1 -1 and then g E Eni B = BwiB. Conversely, suppose g E Bni B, 
-1 -1 
and let g E Bni u for some u E Xi. Then 
( -1 -1 ) S.fB(Bg) = E fB Bn. u u'n. = 
1 u' E X. 1 1 
1 
-1 ) -1 -1 n i fB(Bn i uni = 0 unless n i uni E B. But n i uni E Xi ' and 
n. n. 1 
Xi1 = U 1 n V C V. So fB(Bni - uni ) = 0 unless 
n i -
1
uni E B n V = 1. So SifB(Bg) = fB(B) = 1. Hence SifB 
-1 -1 takes value 1 on Bni B = BWi Band 0 on BnVl B if w;tfwi • 
The result now follows. 
(7.2.4) THEOREr.T: AJ,iL/AJ,i+1L is generated as KG-module 
by a weight element of "Teight (1 B' {i1 ' •• in} ), ,.,here 
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i j = 0 if Yi-
1{r j ) > 0 and i j = -1 if Yi-1{rj ) < 0: that is, 
if AJ ,i/AJ ,i+1 is isomorphic to the A-module affording the 
representationAL' where Yi- 1 € YL, then AJ,iL/AJ,i+1L 
is generated as KG-module by a weight element of weight 
= {O if W j € L" 
-1 if Wj € L. 
Proof: AJ,iL/AJ,i+1L is generated as KG-module by 
= b{eJoJa _1 f B) + AJ ,i+1 L 
Yi 
= eJoJa _1 f B + AJ ,i+1 L• 
Yi 
Hence eJoja -1fB + AJ,i+1L is U-invariant and affords 
Yi 
the character 1B of B. 
Now for each Wj E R, consider 
Sj{eJoJa _1fB + AJ ,i+1 L) = SjeJosa _1fB + AJ ,i+1 L 
Yi Yi 
= eJoJay._1SjfB + AJ,i+1L as Sj € KG 
~ 
= \_(eJoJa _1 f B + AJ ,i+1 L) Yi 
° if Yi-1(r j ) > 0. 
From now on, ue assume that K is'a splitting field 
for the subgroup H of G. 
(7.2.5) COROLLARY: AJ,iL/AJ . 1L has a unique ,~+ 
maximal submodule Aj,iL/AJ . 1L such that ,J.+ 
Proof: Use (2.4.21). 
(7.2.6) THEOREI~: Let G be a finite group Hith a split 
(B,n) pair (G,B,N,R,U) of rank n and characteristic p, 
and let W be the "leyl group of G. Let K be a field of 
characteristic p uhich is a splitting field for the 
subgroup H of G. Let 1-1 be the principal KB-module, and 
I'.p the KG-module induced from I1. Then the irreducible 
" and Pi=-1 if "1i E: J, occurs as a composition factor 
of I~F "lith multiplicity at least IYJ I. 
Proof: Consider the composition series for A obtained 
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by taking a composition series for each eJo3A, for all J ~ R. 
This gives us a corresponding series of KG-submodules.Let 
A = A 1 
for A. 
> A2 > A3 > •• > A\':ll > 0 be the composition series 
Then each Ai/Ai+1 is an irreducible right A-module, 
generated by eJoJay + Ai+1 for some J ~ R and some y-1 E: YJ • 
This affords the representation AN of A, w'here y E: Y
u
-
The corresponding factor in the series of KG-modules, 
AiL/Ai+1L, (as L ~ 1.P as left KG-module), is generated \ 
as KG-module by a "1eight vector 
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eJoJayfB + Ai+1L 
of \'leight (1 B ;1l1' •• Jln)' rThere Pi = 0 if wi E: N, and Pi =-1 
if wi E N, by (7.2.4). By (7.2.5), AiL/Ai+1L has as a 
composition factor the irreducible KG-module H( ). 
1 B;P1 , •• JAn 
Each such element y E Y1.T gives rise to r'l( 1 .,1 lJ) in .~ B'r1 ,. ·'-n 
this ,·my, and so H(1 ° ) = H(1 N) occurs in 
B,].l1 ,. °Prt B' 
the composition series of T.rt with multiplicity at least IY1;1. 
(7.2.7) THEOREH: '.'lith G and K as 
is an irreducible submodule of L, \'There vlov/oJ is the unique 
element of maximal leneth in YJ • 
Proof: The KG-module ~1 of (2.4.3) is the same as the 
B 
KG-module L uhich \~e have discussed in this section, 'and the 
KG-endomorphism T of.J 1 is the same as the KG-endo-
n B 
morphism a
w 
of L, where e(n) = w. Hence for each J ~ R, 
J the submodule e
w 
L is an irreducible KG-subDod~ue of L, 
o 
vlhere QJ is defined as in (2.4.12) in terms of the elements 
\'10 
a E A = EnKG (L) in place of the elements Ti for all vIi E: R. \'1i 
lile .... 1111 prove the theorem by sho~1inc that for 
all J ~ R, eJ' L 
Wo 
(2.4.13). 
II = J Then en L . - d . bl submod:" P-
• W 1S an 1rre UC1 e -~-
o 
of L, and by (2.4.14) and (2.4.17) 1'1e have 
L: a w. f = 0 for all 'iL E: J, 1. l. 
(1 + a )f = 0 for all ~ Wi 'i " E Jl. 
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IT { } So 9w L:S f E: eJL: er,! = 0 for all H=> J = eJoJL by o 
(7.1.17). How eN E: A, and if a E: A satisfies afB == 0, then '\'10 
"Ie must have a = O. So eI~o E: eJoJA. Let 
By (2.4.17), s.eN fB = {_eN fB if wi E: N ~ '\-lo 'oJ' 0 
o if wi E: N. 
N H N Thus since sie~ fB = e SifB = e a fB for all wi E: R, 
o '\'10 v10 Wi 
" we have 
Wo wi Wo eN a = {_eN if wi E: N 
o if 
; 
Now, for all y E: YJ , 
e o"a 
J J (w.y)-1 
~ 
(1 ) 
I 
= r j for some r j E: n J 
if y-1(r;) > 0 and y-1(r.)Fr. 
.L ~ J 
1\ 
If vi. E: N, then ;'le must have, comparine; (1) and (2), that 
~ 
ky = 0 for all y E: YJ '-lith y-1 (ri ) > O. Hence 
Further, if 1-li E: H, then comparing (1) 2.nd (2) lie get 
( a ) ky = 0 if Y -1 (r,) < 0, and y -1 (r.) = -r, for s om e r J' E n J • 
1. ~ J 
(b) If y-1 (ri ) < 0 and y-1 (r i ) ~ -r j for any rj EnS' 
then k = k y. Y vIi 
(c) If y-1 (ri ) > 0 and y-1 (ri ) ~ rj for any rj E nJ , 
then ky = k",.y. 
l. 
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Choose y E Y J such that ky ~ O. Then y-1 (nN) < 0, 
and y-1 (ri ) ~ -r j for any r i E: nn' "lith rj En. Hence 
for all r i E: nN, either y-1 (ri ) < 0 but y-1 (ri ) I: -rj for 
n -1) any r j E J or y (ri > O. 
If y-1 (r i ) < 0 and y-1 (r i ) 1= -r j , some rj E n3' for 
all r i E: nl~J then y-1 (n) < 0 and so y-1 = w'o. So y = "'0 
and J = ¢. In this case s¢ = a Wo iva and the result is true. 
r. E nr such that l. J.i suppose there exists Hence 
y-1 (r.) > O. If y-1 (r.) ~ r. for anv' r. E nJ , then ' l. l. J v J 
k = k y. Continuing in this uay, vIe end up i'lith an 
y "Ti 
element Yo E YJ , ~ o~ 0, such that Yo -1 (n L) < 0 for 
'" n -1 ( ) some L 2N, and if r i E 1/ then Yo r i = r j for some 
• 
rj E nJ • Then by (1.3.7(1», yo-1 is the unique element 
of maximal length in YL, so Yo-1 = wowoL• Then 
" 
Yo = 't'lor?o = WoWot· But Yo E: YJ , a!1d so J = L. 
That is, N' = J = i. So Yo -1 ( n fi) < 0 and if r i E n i; 
then y -1 (r.) = r J. for some r. E nJ • In particular, there a 1. J 
is no r1.' E nn ''lith yo-1 (ri ) < O. Hence k is the only Yo 
non-zero coefficient ~~d 
eJoja(w w )_1 k , for some k € K. 
o oJ 
Hence eJoJa _1L is irreducible. 
(wowOJ ) 
(7.2.8) COROLLARY: For all J ~ R, eJ is a scalar Wo 
mLutiple of e-o~a • 
J J (W 1'1 _)-1 
o oJ 
~;le nOl': know "That I \., I of the composition factors 
of L are, but there may be others .... ·,re will give some 
examples later. 
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Consider the natural composition series of A, given 
by (4.2.4). Let 
A = 1 1 > 12 > •• > 11\11> 0 
be this natural composition series. Then for all j, 1~j~IWI, 
1 j is a tv1o-sided ideal of A and 1 j /1 j +1 is a left and 
a right A-module, i-There 11',~1+1 = o. 
This gives us a series of KG-submodules of L vThich 
are also A-submodules of L: 
L = 11 L > 12L > •• > I 1 ~11 L > o. 
If I j/I j +1 is generated as A-module by ail + I j +1 for some 
"T E U, then 1jL/1 . 1L is generated as A-nodule and as J+ 
l:G-module by awfB + I j+1 L. 
(7.2.9) LEHi·:A.: avlB + I j +1L is a ,'1eicht vector of ."eight 
(1 B;P1, •• Pn) where ~i = 0 if w(ri ) > 0 and ~i = -1 if 
w(ri ) < O. Hence IjL/1j+1L has a unique maximal KG-s'Jbrnodule 
I'L j /I j +1L such that 
as KG-modules. 
Proof: a,/B + I j +1L is clearly U-invariant and affords 
the character 1B of B. 
Si(awfB + I j +1L) = SiawfB + I j +1L 
= awSifB + I j +1L 
= a''1a W
i
f B + I j +1L 
= t-(awfB + I j +1L) 
o if w (r.) > O. 
~ 
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Hence a,.lB"+ I j +1L is a "eight element of "Teight (1 B;?1'· .Pn) 
where Pi = 0 if w(ri ) > 0 and Pi = -1 if w(ri ) < O. 
The rest follows by (2.4.21). 
Hence using the natural composition series of A, 
I'le also get that H(1. n 11) occurs as a composition 
B' r1 ' • • rn . 
factor of the KG-r.lOdule r.:G \,li th multiplicity at least I Y J I , 
,.,here J = {Wi E: R:P.i = O}. 
EXAl·1PLE3 : 
(1) Let G = SL2(p), the group of 2x2 matrices of 
determinant 1 over the field GF(p) of p elementsJ G has 
a split (B,N) pair with B(p) the subgroup of upper trian[Ular 
matrices, N(p) the subgroup of monomial matrices, and 
R(p) the subgroup of diagonal matrices_ 1" = :rep) /H(p) 
and ~:T is the '.1eyl group of type A1 ; also \'1 ;: S2-
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Let K be a field of characteristic p which is a 
splittine field for R(p). Let L be the KG-module induced 
from the trivial KB(p)-module. Then 
L = (1 + a )L i a L 
w1 '\'T 1 
l;here (1 + a
w 
)L is an irreducible I:G-rnodule of diLlension 1 
1 
and '\'leight (1BiO), and a L is an irreducible KG-module 
w1 
of dimension p and Height (1 B;-1). 
(2) Let G = SL3 (p), the group of 3x3 matrices of determinant 
one over the field GF(p) of p elements. Then G has a split 
(B,N) pair, \-There B is the subgroup of upper triangular 
matrices, N is the subgroup of monomial matrices, H is 
the subgroup of diagonal matrices and the Weyl group W of G 
is of type A2• Write R = {w1,w2}. 
Let K be a field of characteristic p which is 
a splitting field for H, and let L be the KG-module 
induced from the principal KB-module. Then: 
L = (1 + a )(1 + a )(1 + a )L e (1 + 8 W )aw L w1 w2 w1 1 2 
Now, (1 + a )(1 + aw )(1 + aw )L is an irreducible KG-w1 2 1 
module of dimension 1 and weight (1 B;O,O), and a L w1w2W1 
is an irreducible KG-module of dimension p3 and weight 
(1 B;-1,-1). 
(1 + a )a L is an indecomposable KG-module 
w1 ''12 
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of dimension p2 + p. It has an irreducible submodule 
(1 + a )a a L of weieht (l E;-l,O). By unpublished 
'0[1 "'2 w1 
. p2 + P 
work of Braden, d:un H{ 1 ;-1,0) = 2 and 
2 B 
dim N( 1 B;O,-l) = p ; p • The factor module 
(1 + aw ) a,y L / (1 + a ) a "1 L contains an isomorphic copy 1 2 w1 w2~1 
of r.1(l
B
;O,-1)' and considering dinensions, 
(1 +a )a L/( ) "'I"'f 
w1 w2 1 + aWl aW2"i1 L = '!( l Bi O,-l). So "Ie 
have the following situation: 
There is a similar situation for the indecomposable 
KG-module (1 + a )a L, as follows: 
'12 w1 
'M {O, {1 + aw2 )a"11 L !'! ( 1 B ; -1 , ° ) 
1\W {I (1 + a ) a 1 w L l'l{ 1 B;0,-1) w2 v 1 2 
° 
In this example, there are only Iwl composition 
factors of L. 
(3) Let G = SP4(P), the group of 4x4 matrices T over the 
field GF{p) 'ihich satisfy Ti:ET = E, where E = 010 
-1 
o 
o 
o o 
o 0 
o -1 
o 
o 
1 
o 
G has a split (B,n) pair, and the ',leyl group -.l of G is of 
• 
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Let K be a field of characteristic P "Thich is a 
splitting field for the subgroup H of G, and let L be 
the KG-module induced fron the principal KB-module. Then: 
The irreducible KG-submodules of L are (for p > 2) 
(a) 
(b) (1 
p(p+1)(2p+1) 
6 
(c) (1 + a
w 
)a
ll 
"1 w L, of weight (1 B;-1,0) and dimension 2 1 2 1 
p(p+1)(p+2) 
6 
(d) a L, of dimension p4 and l1eight (1 B;-1 ,-1). w1w2''11H 2 
So Vie need only consider the indecomposable 
submodules (1 + a )a Land (1 + a )a L. ':1e have 
w1 w2 w2 w1 
a series of KG-submodules of (1 + a'l )aw L as follows: 
, 1 2 
(1 + a. ) a L > (1 + a w ) a w w L > (1 + a'I'T ) a,,, w w L > o. 
'iT 1 \of 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 
The top factor, (1 + aw1 )aw2L/(1 + a w )aw w L , contains 1 2 1 
a copy of K(1 ;0,-1)' the middle factor 
B 
(1 + aw )aw w L / (1 + a)a L contains a copy of 1 2 1 w1 w2w1w2 
Tol( 1 B; -1 ,0)' and the botton factor (1 + a ) a L '" I~ 11. 
vi Of W W =', ( 1 B ., 0, - • 1 \ 2 1 2 
hence 
there are composition factors of dimension p{p-1){p-2) 
6 
to be accounted for. 
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Similarly, (1 + a )a L contains H(1 --1 0) with 
'i2 '''1 B' , 
multiplicity at least 2 and H(1 ;0,-1) with multiplicity 
B 
at least 1. In this case there are composition factors 
of dimension p(p-1)(2p-1) to be accounted for. 
6 
HOvT. the irreducible KG-modules vlhere G = Sp 4 (p) 
and K = GF{1') are in one-one correspondence with points 
(a,b) in the restricted fundamental region ° ~ a ~ 1'-1, 
° ~ b ~ 1'-1. Let d(a,b) be the dimension of the irreducible 
representation of the algebraic group Sp 4 (C) l'1i th 
dominant "i'Teieht (a,b). d(a,b) is given by l,'1eyl's dimension 
formula, and is as follows: 
= (a+1)(b+1)(a+b+2)(a+2b+3) 
6 
Let M(a,b) be the irreducible ~G-module correspondin~ to 
the pair (a, b), ° ~ a ~ p-1, ° ~ b ~ p-1, and let 
mea, b) = dim H(a, b). If P > 2, then "le have 
m(O,O) = d(O,O) = 1 
m(p-1 , p-1) = d (1 ) = p4 p- ,p-1 
m(p-1,O) - d = p(p+1)(p+2) 
- (p-1,O) 6 
m(O,p-1) = d (0, p-1) = p(p+1)(2p+1) 
6 
m(p-3,O) - d = P (E::1 ) Ce-2) 
- (p-3,O) 6 
m(O,p-2) 
- d ) = p(p-1)(2p-1) 
- (O,p-2 6 
The corresponding points occur in the restricted 
fundamental region as follows: 
b 
I 
I 
I 
I 
(p-1,p-1) 
(0,p-1) 
a 
p-1,O) 
~-----#---? (p-3, 0) 
I " 
" I , 
I ' 
" 
, 
, 
, 
From (2.4.22), I-1( 0,0) corresponds to lI( 1 B; 0, 0) , 
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M(P_1,P_1) corresponds to M(1
B
;-1,-1)' 
B(p_1,O) corres~onds to ~(1B;-1'O)' 
and H( 0, p-1) corresponds to I·: (1 B; ° ,-1 ). 
Conjecture: (1 + a w )aw L contains H( 3 0) "dth 1 2 p- , 
multiplicity 1, and (1 + a
w2 )aw1 L contains H(O,P_2) vlith 
multiplicity 1. 
Example: \fuen p = 3, m(p-3,O) = m(O,O) = 1, and 
m(O,p-2) = m(O,1) = 5. Clearly H(O,O) is the only 
possibility for an extra factor of (1 + a )a L.
o 
,., 1 ,., 2 
(4) Let G = SL4(p), the group of 4x4 matrices of 
determinant one over the field GF(p) of p ele~ents. ~hen 
G has a split (B,n) pair, \-lith B the subgroup of upper 
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triangular matrices, N the subgroup of monomial matrices, 
H the subgroup of diagonal matrices and the ~,~eyl group 
W of G is of type A3 • Write R = {w1,w2,w3}. 
Let K be a field of characteristic p lvhich is 
a splitting field for H, and let L be the KG-module 
induced from the principal KB-module. Then: 
L = 
[ 1 + a w w w w w JL is irreducible, of dimension 1 w1 2 3 1 2 1 
and Height (1 B;O,O,O), and a L is irreducible, w 1 "12 i'l 3 vl1 w 2 ''11 
of dimension p6 and weieht (1 B;-1,-1,-1). 
11 + aw ,.T wJaw L has dimension p3+p2+p , and contains L 1 '2 1 3 
H( )' M( ) and E • 1B;O,O,-1 1B;O,-1,O (1 B;-1,O,O) 
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andH (1 B;-1 ,0,-1)· 
r + a la L has dimension p3+p 2+p , and '''2w3w2J '''1 
contains roT(1 B;0,0,-1)' I':(1 B;0,-1,0) and r'1(1 B;-1,0,0)-
(1 + a)a L has dimension p5+p 4+p3, and w1 w2w3w2 -
contains H(1
B
;0,-1,-1)' r'1(1 B;-1,0,-1) and f.I(1 B;-1,-1,0). 
(1 + a)a L has dimension p5+2p4+p3+p 2 , and 
w2 w1w3 
contains N(1
B
;0,-1,-1)' r'1(1
B
;-1,0,-1) twice, r,r(1
B
;-1,-1,0) 
and H ( 1 B ; ° ,:"1 , ° ) -
(1 + a)a L has dimension p5+p4+p3, and 
w3 w1w2w1 
• 1\.' !"" and l~ , conta~ns J'1(1
B
;0,-1 ,-1)' '"(1 B ;-1 ,0,-1) '!(1 B;-1 ,-1 ,0)-
We look at the cases when p=2 and p=3. 
p=2 p=3 
dim H(1 B;0,0,-1) 
4 10 
dim H(1
B
;0,-1 ,0) 6 19 
dim H(1
B
;-1,0,0) 4 10 
, 
dim r·: ( 1 B ; 0, -1 , -1 ) 20 126 
dim r.\ 1 B ; -1 , -1 , ° ) 20 126 
dim r~(1B;-1 ,0,-1) 15 69 
The case ;E=2 
\fe must have that (1 + a)a L, (1 + a)a L 
w 1 ,.,. 2"'3 w 2 \i 2 W 1 '\'13 
and (1 + a,,, ) a w w W L each contain t .. l0 copies of 3 1 2 1 
H(1
B
;O,O,O). 1:1e then have all the composition factors in 
this case. 
The case p=3. 
r1 + a ] a L and n + a w w J a L have no ~ w1w2w1 w3 L w2 3 2 w1 
other factors other than those already given. 
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e + aW1wJaV12L must also contain tHO copies of ~1(1B;0,0,O)· 
Both (1 + a)a L and (1 + a)a w L have other 
w1 w2w3w2 w3 w1w2 1 
factors of total dimension 30, and (1 + a )a w L has 
w2 w1 3 
other factors of dimension totalling 32. 
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Appendix 1: CLASSIFICATION QE FINITE COXETER SYSTEMS. 
Let (W,R) be a finite Coxeter system. The graph 
D of (W,R) is a graph where the nodes are in one-one 
correspondence with the elements of R, and the number of 
bonds connecting nodes Pi and Pj is equal to nij-2, where 
nij= order of wiw j in W, for all Wi' Wj E R. Pi and P j are 
not connected if and only if wiwj=wjwi ' i~j. 
If (W,R) is indecomposable, then its graph D=D(W) 
is connected. If (W,R) is not indecomposable, then its 
graph D is a disjoint union of connected components: 
where each Di is a non-zero connected graph. Each Di 
determines a subset J i of R, and hence a parabolic 
subgroup WJ of W. Then, \'1 = WJ x WJ x •• x WJ ' a direct i 1 2 s 
product of subgroups. 
THEOREM: Let (W,R) be a finite indecomposable Coxeter 
system. Then the graph of (W,R) must be one of the following: 
0--0--0-- •• -0--0 
P1 P2 P3 Pn- 1 Pn 
0-0--0- •• -0::::::0 
P1 P2 P3 Pn- 1 Pn 
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Ps 
P1 P2 P3 P4 P6 P7 
E8 
P8 
0--0=:0--0 F4 P1 P2 P3 P4 
~ G2 P1 P2 
o--<E:3:) H3 P1 P2 P3 
~ H4 P1 P2 P3 P4 
0--0 (m-2) bonds I2 em) , m=3, or m~5. 
P1 P2 
Appendix 2: SOl·:E EXAI,iPLES OF FIHITE COXETER GROl(P3. 
':/e give some examples of finite Coxeter ~oups, 
calculating for each the sets YJ , the orders of the 
-1 
elements in YJ , and the set K C R such that w E YK, 
uhere w E Y J. Finally '"fe list the conjugacy classes of 
the group. 
The groups vTe discuss are: 
(1 ) W(A1 ) 
.... 
S2' l'tl(A1 ) I = 2. 
(2) 'd (A2 ) 
.... 33, \ \'1 (A2 ) \ = 6. 
(3) W(A3) = S4' IU(A-)\ = 24. , 
(4) T,HA4) 
.... 35 , IW(A4 )\ = 120 • 
(5) \,1(B2) = D8 , the dihedral group of order 8. 
(6) ~d(B3)' 11'l(B3) \ = 48. 
(7) \'l(G2 ) = D12 , the dihedral group of order 12. 
(8) \'1(1 2 (8)) = D16, the dihedral group of order 16. 
(9) T,,(A1) x ,'I(A1) = D4 , the dihedral group of order 4. 
(10) \'1(A1 ) x rl(A2), IU(A1 ) x 'N(A 2) \ = 12. 
(11) H(A 2) x \f(A2), 1~'1(A2) x ~"(A2)1 = 36. 
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(1 ) W = W(A1) = < w1: 2 w1 =1 > (::S2) 
J {w:w E: YJI Iwl K : w-1 E: YK 
¢ 
.{w1 } 2 ¢ 
{w 1 } {1 } 1 {w1 } 
Conjugacy classes: 
(2) W = W(A2) = < w1,w2: 
2 2 
w1 = w2 = (W1w2)3= 1 > (::S~) 
J {w:w € YJI I w I K : w -1 E: YK 
¢ {w1w2w11 2 ¢ 
{w 1 I {WI::} 2 {w1 } 3 {w2} , 
{w2} {W
2
::} 
2 {w2} 
3 {w 1 I 
{w1,w2} {1} 1 {w1 ,w2 I 
ConjUgacy classes: 
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(3) W = W(A3) = < w1,w2,w3:w12= w22= w32=(w1w2)3=(w1w3)2 
=(w2w3)3=1 > (:84) . 
J {w:w E YJ } Iwl K : w-1 E YK 
W2W3w2 
w1w2w3w2 
w2w1w2w3w2 
w1w3 
w2w1w3 
w1w2w1w3 
w3w2w1w3 
w1w3w2wlw3 
W1W2 W1 
w3w1w2w1 
w2w3w1w2w1 
W31 W2W3~ 
W,W2W;J 
w2 
w1w2 
w3w2 
w1w3w2 
w2w1w3w2 
w11 
W2W1~ 
W3W2W,J 
el} 
2 
2 
3 
4 
2 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
3 
4 
2 
3 
4 
2 
3 
3 
4 
2 
2 
3 
4 
1 
{w 1 } 
{w2 } 
{w3 ' 
{w2 } 
{w1 ,w3} 
{w3 } 
{w 1 } 
{w2 } 
{w3} 
{w2 } , 
{w1 } 
{w1 ,w2 } 
{w1 ,w3} 
{w2 ,w3 } 
{W1 ,w3} 
{W2 ,w3} 
{w1 ,w2 ' 
{w2 } 
{w1 ,w3 } 
{w2,w3} 
{w1 ,w3} 
{w1 ,w2 } 
{w1 ,w2 ,w3} 
Conjugacy classes: 
C4 = w1w2 
w2w1 
w2w3 
w3w2 
w1';2w3w2 
w2w3w2w1 
w1w2W'1W'3 
w1w3w2w1 
. .J 
W1 ' 03 = 
w2 
w3 
w1w2w1 
w2w3w2 
w1w2w3w2w1 
, C5 = w1w2w3 
w3w1w2 
w2w3w1 
w3W'2w1 
w2w1w2w3w2 
\Y2w3w1 w2w1 
W1'W3 
w2w1w3w2 
w1w2w1w3w2w1 
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(4) W = W(A4) = < w1,w2,w3 ,w4: wi 2=1 for 1~i~4, (w1w2)3=1, 
J 
¢ 
( ) 2 )2 2 w1w3 =(W1W4 =(w2w4) =1, 
(w2w3)3=(w3w4)3=1 > 
w2W3W2w4W3W2 
w1w2w3w4w2w3w2 
w1w2w3w4w1w2w3w2 
w1w2w3w4w1w2w3w1w2 
w1w3w4w3 
w2w1w3w4w3 
w1w2w1w3w4w3 
w2w3w2w1w4w3 
w1w2w3w4w2w1w3 
w 2w3w 2w 4 ''l3W 2w 1 
w1w2w3w4w1w2w,w1 
w1w2w3w4w2w3w2w1 
w1w2w3w4w1w2w3w2w1 
W1w2w1w4 
w1w,w2w4w1 
w2w1w3w2w1w4 
w 1 w3 \-14 W3''l2W1 
w1w2w3w4w1w2w1 
w2w1 w3w 4 .... ,3w2w 1 
w 1 w 2 w 3 ,\-1 4 w 1 w 3 w 2 w 1 
w2w,w4w2w1w3w2w1 
w1w2w3W4w2w1W3W2wJ 
Iwl K:w-1 e: YK 
2 ~ 
2 {w1 } 
6 {w2 } 
5 {w,} 
4 {w4 } 
2 {w2 } 
4 
, 
5 
4 
6 
5 
2 
6 
2 
4 
5 
, 
6 
4 
2 
5 
6 
{w1 ,w3J 
{w,} 
{W1 ,W4 } 
{w2,w4} 
I w1 } 
{w4} 
{w2 } 
{w,} 
{w3} 
{w2,w4} 
{w1 ,w4 J 
{w2 } 
{w4} 
{w1 ,w,} 
Iw,} 
{w1 J 
{w2 } 
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W(A4) continued. 
J {w:w E YJ } Iwl K:w-1 E YK 
{w4} w1w2w1w3w2w1 2 {w4} 
w1w2w4w3w1w2w1 6 {w3} 
w1w3w2w1w4w3w2w1 5 {w2} 
w2w1w3w2w4w3w1w2w1 4 {w1 } 
{w1,w2} w3w4w3 2 (w1 ,w2} 
w2w3w4w3 3 (w1,w3} 
w1w2w3w4w3 4 {w2,w3} 
w2w3w2w4w3 4 {w1,w4} 
w1w2w3w4w2w3 5 {w2,w4} 
w1w2w3w4w1w2w3 6 {w3,w4} 
{w 2'~'3} w1w4 2 {w2,w3} 
w2w1w4 6 {w1,w3} 
w1w3w4 6 {w2,w4} 
w2w1w3w4 5 {w1,w3,w4} 
w3w4w2w1 5 {w1,w2,w4} 
w1w2w1w3w4 4 {w3,w4} 
w2w3w2w1w4 4 {w1,w4} 
w3w4w3w2w1 4 {w1,w2} 
w1w2w3w4w2w1 3 {w2,w4} 
w2w3w4w3w2w1 3 {w1,w3} 
w1w2w3w4w3w2w1 2 {w2'w3} 
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\'1 (A4) continued. 
J {w:w E: YJ } Iwl K:w-1 E YK 
{w3,w4} w1w2w1 2 {w3,w4} 
w1w3w2w1 3 {w2,w4} 
w2'W1 r'3w2w1 4 {w1,w4} 
w1w4,v3w2w1 4 {w2,w3} 
w2w1w4w3'W2'W1 5 {w1,w3 } 
w3w4w2w1w3w2w1 6 {w1,w2} 
{w1,w3} w2w4 2 {w1,w3 } 
w1w2w4 6 {w2,w3} 
w3w4w2 4 {w1,w2,w4} 
,,11 w3'W2w 4 5 {w2,w4} 
'W2w3w2w4 3 {w1,w4} 
w3w4w3w2 3 {w1,w2} 
w1w2w3w4w2 4 {w2,w4} 
w2w1w3w2w4 6 {w1,w3,w4} 
w1w3w4w3w2 4 {w2} 
w2w3w4w3w2 2 {w1,w3} 
w1w2w1w3w2w4 5 {w3,w4} 
'\', 1 w 2 w 3 w 4 w 3 w 2 3 {w2,w3} 
w2w1w3w4w3'v2 2 {w1,w3} 
w1w2w3w4w1w3w2 4 {w3} 
w2w3w2w1 ,., 4''13W2 6 b"1,VI4 } W1W2W3W4W2W1W3W~ 5 {w2,w4} 
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iY(A4) continued. 
J {w:w E YJ } Iwl K:'\f-1 E YK 
{w2,w4} w1w3 2 {w2,w4} 
w2w1w3 4 {w1,w3,w4} 
w1w4w3 6 {w2,w3} 
w1w2w1w3 3 {w3,w4} 
w2w1w4w3 5 (w1,w3} 
W2"T3W2w1 3 {w1 ,w4} 
w1w2"T1w4w3 4 {w3} 
w1w2w3w2w1 2 {w2,w4} 
w2w4w3w2w1 4 {w1,w3} 
w3w4w2w1w3 6 {W1"T2,w4} 
\'l1W2W4W3w2w1 3 {w2,w3} 
w1w3w2w4w3w1 2 {w2,w4} 
w3w2w4w3w2w1 5 {w1,w2} 
I 
w2w1w3w2w4w3w1 6 {w1,w4} 
w1 w3w 2w 4 W3W2"T1 4 {w2} 
w2w1w3w2w4w3w2w1 5 {w1,w3} 
{w1,w.1.} w2w3w2 2 {w1,w4} 
w1w2w3w2 3 {w2,w4} 
w2w4w3w2 3 (w1,w3} 
w1w2w1w3w2 4 {w3,w4} 
w1w2w4w3w2 4 {w2,w3} 
w3w4w3W'2w3 4 {w1 ,w2} 
W1 \'12"'1 w4w3w2 5 {lv3} 
w1w3w2w4w3w2 5 {w2} 
w2w1w3w2w4w3w2 6 Iw1,w3} 
I 6 {w2,w4} w1w3w2w1W4W3''l2 : I 
w2w1 w3w2w 4w3w1 w~ 2 {w1,w4} 
W(A4) continued. 
J 
W4 
w3w4 
w2w3w4 
w1w2w3w4 
W3 
w2w3 
w4w3 
w1w2w3 
w2w4w3 
w1w2w4w3 
w3w4w2w3 
w1w3w2w4w3 
w2w1w3w2w4w3 
w2 
w1w2 
w3w2 
w1w3w2 
w4w3w2 
w2w1w3w2 
w1w4w3w2 
W2W1''i4W3W2 
w3w2w1''14w3w2 
Iwl 
2 
3 
4 
5 
2 
3 
3 
4 
4 
5 
2 
6 
5 
2 
3 
3 
4 
4 
2 
5 
6 
5 
2 
3 
4 
1 
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K -w-1 E: Y 
- . K 
{w1 ,w2 ,w3} 
{w1 ,w2 ,w4} 
{w1 ,w3,w4} 
{w2,w3 ,w4 } 
Iw1 ,w2 ,w4 } 
{w1 ,'\'13,w4} 
{w1 ,w2 ,w3} 
{w2 ,w3 ,w4 } 
{w1 ,w3} 
{w2 ,w3} 
{w1 ,w2 ,w4} 
{w2 ,w4} 
{w1 ,w3,w4 } 
{w1,w3 ,w4} 
{w2 ,w3 ,w4} 
lw1,w2 ,w4 } 
{w2 ,w4 } 
{w1 ,w2 ,w3 } 
{w1 ,w3,w4} 
{w2 ,w3} 
{w1 ,w3} 
{w1 ,w2 ,w4 } 
{w2 ,W3 ,\,14} 
{w1,w3,w4} 
{w1 ,w2 ,w4 } 
W(A4) Conjugacy classes: 
W1 
w2 
w3 
w4 
w1w2w1 
w2w3w2 
w3w4w3 
wlw2w3w2w1 
w2w3 ... , 4w3w2 
W1W3 
w1w4 
w2w4 
w2w1w3w2 
w1w3w4w3 
w1w2w1w4 
"''13w4w2w3 
wlw2w1w3w2w1 
w2w1w3w4w3w2 
W 1 w3w2w 4 v13w 1 
w2w3w2w4w3w2 
w1w2w3w4w1w3w2w1 
w1w2w3w4w2w3w2w1 
w2w1w3w2w4w3w1w2 
w1w2w3w4w1w2w3w1w2w1 
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C3 = . w1w2 
w2w1 
w2w3 
w3w2 
w3w4 
w4w3 
w2w3w2w1 
w1w2w1w3 
w3w4w3w2 
w2w4w3w2 
w2w3w4 .... T3 
w2w3w2w4 
w1w3w2w1 
w1w2w3w2 
W 1 w2w 1 w3w 4W'31 
VT2W3w 4 w3w2w 1 
w1 w3w 4w3 ... i 2w1 
w1w2w4w3w2w1 
w1w2w3w4w2w1 
w1 w2W3"'4w3w2 
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\'1 (A4 ) Con.iugacy classes: 
C5 = w1w2w3 
w2w1w3 
'\'11w3w2 
w2w3w4 
w3w2w1 
W 2'\'1 4w3 
w3w4w2 
W4''13W2 
w1w2w1w3w2 
W1 ''12W1 w3w4 
w1w2w1w4'\'13 
w1 l'l2"13W 4 w3 
w1w2w3w4w2 
w1w2w4w3w2 
w2w1w3w2w1 
w2w1w3w4w3 
w1w3w2w4w1 
w1w3w4w3w2 
w2w3w2w 1 l'14 
w2w3w2w4w3 
w1w4w3w2w1 
w2w4w3w2w1 
w3w4w3w2w1 
w3w4w3w2w3 
w1w2w3w4w1w3w2 
w1w2w3w4w2w1w3 
w2w1w3w4w3w2w1 w1w2w3w4w1w2w3w1w2 
w1w3w2w4w3w2w1 
w2w1w3w2w4w3w1w2w1 
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W(A4) Conjugacy classes: 
C6 = "'1 w2w4 C7 = w1w2w3w4 
w2w1w4 
"'1 w2w4w3 
w1w3w4 w2w1w3w4 
w1w4w3 w2w1w4w3 
w2w1w3w2w4 w1w3w2w4 
"2w1"4w3"'2 w1w4\\"3w2 
"1 w3w2w4w3 "3w4w2"1 
w3"4w2w1w3 W4W3''12W1 
"'1 w2w3w4w1w2w3 w1w2w1w3w2w4 
w1w2w3w4w1w2w1 
';1"'2w1w4w3w2 
w2w1w3w2w4w3w1 w1w2w3w4w2w3 
w2w1w3w2w4w3w2 w2w1w3w2w1w4 
w1w3w2w1w4w3w2 w2w1v13w2w4w3 
w1w2w4w3w1w2w1 
"'2w1w4w3w2w1 
"1w2w3w4w2w3w2 
"11W3w2"4w3"'2 ' 
w2w3w2w1w4w3w2 w2w3w2w1w4w3 
w3w4w2w1w3w2w1 w3w2w4w3w2w1 
'W2w3w2w 41'13''12W 1 w3w2w1w4w3w2 
w1 w2 W3''14''11 ,\,12'W3"'2w 1 'W1w2w3w4W1W2w3"1 
,\,11 '''2 w3w 4 "12W1 'W3w2w1 w1 "12w3'" 4 w1 w2w3w2 
w1w2"'3w4w2w1w3w2 
"11 w3w2w1 w 4w3w2"1 
w2w3w4w2w1 ''13W2W11 
w 2w1 w3'" 2w 4 w3w2'''' J 
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(5) w = \i(B2 ) <W1 'W2 : 
2 2 ("1W2)4 = 1). = w1 = w2 = 
J ~w:w E: YJJ 1"1 K : -1 W € YK 
¢ [W1W2W1W2} 2 ¢ 
{ W1} 2 { w1} 
4 { W2} 
2 { W1} 
["21 w1 2 { W2} 
w2w1 4 { w1} 
2 { w21 
{ w1 ,w21 {1} 1 {W1 'w2 } 
; 
Conjugacy classes: 
2 2 
= w2 = w3 = 1, (6) W = W(B3) = (w1,w2 ,w3: w1
2 
4-(w1w2 ) = (w1 W3)2 = (w2w3)3 = 1.>_ 
J 
W2"3w2 
w1w2w3w2 
'W2"1w2"3w2 
w2w1 wi"3w1 "2 
w3w2w1'W2"3w2 
"1w3'W2"1w2W3w2 
lW3W2W1 "2w3w2w 1w2 
w1w3 
w2w1w3 
'W2w3w2w1 
w1w2"1w3 
w1w2w3w2w1 
w2"1"2w1", 
w2w1w3w2w1w, 
w3w2w1w2w3w1 
w2w1w2w3w1"2"1 
w3w2w 1 w2w,w2w 1 
w3w2w1w2w,W1w2"1 
W1V2w1w2 
v3w1"2w1w2 
v2"3w1w2w1w2 
v1w2v3w2w1w2w1 
w2w1w2w3v2w1w2v1 
I" , 
2 
2 
4-
6 
3 
2 
4-
2 
2 
6 
4-
3 
2 
4-
3 
2 
6 
4 
2 
2 
4 
, 
6 
2 
fW1 } 
IW2 } 
fW1 ,w, } 
IW, } 
{W1 } 
{W2 } 
{W1 } 
{W2 } 
{ "1 ,w,l 
{W1 } 
I W2 ,W,} 
{w2 } 
{W, J 
{ w1 ,w, } 
{w2 } 
I W,} 
{w1 } 
{w2 } 
{"', } 
{w2 } 
I W1 } 
{V2} 
tV3} 
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J 
W, 
w2w, 
w1w2w' 
w2w1w2w' 
w,w2w1'W2w' 
W2 
w1w2 
w3w2 
w1w3w2 
w2w1w2 
w3w2w1w2 
w2w3'W1w2 
w2w3w2w1w2 
w1w2w,w1w2 
'W1w2w3w2w1w2 
w2w1w2w3w2w1w2 
W 
2 
3 
6 
4 
2 
2 
4 
3 
6 
2 
4 
2 
6 
4 
, 
2 
2 
4 
2 
6 
, 
4 
2 
1 
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-1 K : W YK 
{w1 ,w2} 
{w1 ,w~ 
{W2'W~ 
{w1 ,w~ 
{w1 ,w2} 
{W1'Wy 
{W2'W~ 
{w1 ,w~ 
{w2 } 
{W1 ,W3 } 
{W1 ,W2 } 
{W1 'W, } 
{W1 } 
{W~,W, } 
{W2 } 
{W1 ,W,} 
{ W2tW,} 
{ W1 ,W,} 
{ W2 ,W,} 
{ W1 'W2 } 
{ W2 } 
{ W1 'W,} 
{ W2t W3 } 
classes: 
W1 1 C3 = 
"'2"'1W2 
",3"'2"'1W2"'3 
W1W3 
W2",3"'1W2 
"'1"'2"'3"'1 "'2w1 
W3W2'" 1 "'2"'3w2 
w2w1w2"'3w2w1w2w1 
w3w2w1w2"'3w1"'2w1 
\... 
W2W3 
w3"'2 
"'1"'2"'1"'3 
w3w1w2w1 
w2w3w1w2w1w2 
w2w1w2w3w1w2 
w1w2w3w2w1w2 
w2w1"'2w3w2w1 
",1W2W1W2 
w3w2w1"'2"'3"'1 
"'3w2"'1"'2w3w2w1w2 
W3 
w1w2v1 
w2"'3w2 
w1w2w3"'2"'1 
W2W1 w2W3W2", 1 "'2 
W1W2 
"'2"'1 
"'1"'2"'3w2 
"'
2v3"'2"'1 
"'2w1"'2w3 
w3"'2w1"'2 
"'1w2"'3 
"'3w2"'1 
W2w1"'3 
"'1 "'3v2 
W2W3W2W1w2 
w2w1w2w3w2 
w1W2W3w2w1w2w1 
w2w1W2W3w1w2W1 
W3W1"'2W1W2l 
"'2W1"'2W1W31 
w2w3"'1w2w1 
"'1w2v3w1w2 
V1w3w2w1W2W3w2 
W3W2W1W2W3W2W1 
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J 
W1W2 
w2"'1w2 
"'1w2w1w2 
w2"'1w2w1w2 
W1W2W1 
"'2"11"'2"'1 
W1W2"'1W2"'1 
Conjugacy classes: 
2 
2 
6 
2 
4 
2 
2 
6 
2 
4 
2 
1 
{ W1 } 
{ W2 } 
{ W1 } 
{ W2 } 
{ W1 } 
{ W2 } 
{ "'1} 
{ W2 } 
{ "'1 } 
{ w2 } 
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(8) W = W(I2 (8» ;:: ("'1'w2 : w1 
2 2 8 
;:: 
"'2 ;:: (w1"'2) 
J { "':'" E YJ } Iwl K 
¢ 
"'1"'2"'1w2w1W2w1w2} 2 
{ "'1 } w2 2 
w1w2 8 
w2w1w2 2 
w1w2w1w2 4 
w2"'1w2"'1w2 2 
"'1"'2w1w2w1w2 8 
W2W1\~2W1W2w1w2 2 
{ "'2 } w1 2 
w2w1 8 
w1"2"1 2 
"'2"'1 w2", 1 4 
w1"'2"'1"'2"'1 2 
W2W1"'2'tl 1"2'" 1 8 
"'1"'2w1"'2w1w2w1 2 
{"'1''''2} {1} 1 
Conjugacl classes: 
C2 = ( w11 t 
1 W'W2::::::~ 
= 1) (~ D16 ) 
-1 
'" E YK 
~ 
1 w1} 
{ w2 } 
{ W1} 
1 w2 } 
{ w1} 
f w2} 
{ w1} 
{ W2} 
{ w1} 
1 W2} 
{ w1} 
{ W21 
{ w1} 
1 w2} 
{ w1 ,w2 } 
w2~ I 
w,"2", ~ 
W2W1W2W1W2 
lw2w,W2",W2W,,,J ~1W2"'1"'2W1W2W1j 
• 
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(9) W = W(A1 ) x W(A1 ) = 
2 2 (w1W2 )2 = 1 > w1 ,w2 : w1 = w2 = 
J {w:w €. YJ } Iwl K : w':'
1 E YK 
~ Iw1wJ 2 ~ 
{ w1} { w~ 2 {w1 } 
{ w2} { w~ 2 {w2 } 
{ W1 'W2} ill 1 Iw1 ,w2 } 
Conjugacy classes: 
J 
{W2 'W3 } 
{w1t"'2''''3 } 
{w : w E. YJ } 
Conjugacy classes: 
2 
2 
2 
6 
2 
6 
2 
3 
2 
2 
1 
{W1 } 
{ W2 } 
{ W3 } 
{ W3} 
{ W2 } 
{W1 'W2 } 
{ W1 'W3 } 
{ w1 ,W3 } 
{ w1 'W2 } 
W1W2l' 
w1w31 
W1w2"'3w2j 
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( 11) W :: W (A2 ) )( W (A2 ) = (W1 ''''2,W3 ''''4: 2 2 2 2 = 1, "'1 = "'2 = "'3 :: "'4 
("'1"'2)3 = 2 ("'1"'3) = 2 ("'1"'4) = 1, 
2 2 ("'3"'4)3 = 1 ) ("'2"'3) = ("'2"'4) = 
J { v:v E YJ } Ivl K : v-
1 £ YK 
¢ { "'1"'2"'1"3"'4"'3 } 2 ~ 
{"'1 } l W2W3W4W3} 2 {"'1 } 
"'1"'2"'3"'4"'3 6 {"'2 } 
{"'2 } { W1W3W4W3} 2 {"'2} 
"'2"'1"'3"'4"'3 6 {"'1 } 
{"':; } { W1W2W1W4} 2 { "'3} 
v3"'4W1"'2'" 1 6 { "'4} 
{"'4 } { W3W1V 2W1} 2 { "'4} 
\."'4"'3"'1"'2"'1 6 { "'3} 
, 
{"'1'V2 } { "'3"'4"'3 } 2 { "1 ''''2} 
{"'1''''3} "'2"'4 2 {"'1''''3} 
w1"'2"'4 6 { "'2 t "'3} 
"'3"'2"'4 6 { "'1 t "'4} 
,,-"'1"'3"'2"'4 3 { "'2''''4} 
{ "'1 ''''4} "'2"'3 2 { V1 ''''4} 
"'1w2w:; 6 { "'2'w4} 
"'4"'2"'3 6 { "'1 ''''3} 
"'1"'4"'2"'3 3 { "'2 ''''3} 
I "'2''''3} 2 { "'2 ''''3} 
6 { "'1'''',} 
6 { "'2' "'4} 
"'2"'3"'1"'4 , { w1 ,"'tJ 
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W(A2 ) x W(A2 ) continued. ,. 
J {w:w ~ YJ } Ivl -1 K : v . €. YK 
{ W2 ,W4} w1"'3 2 {W2,W4 } 
w2"'1"'3 6 {W1 ,W4 } 
w4w1"'3 6 {W2 ,W,} 
("12\,'4""1w3 3 {W1 'W3 } 
{ w3 ,\-14} "'1\','2w1 2 !l'13 ,W4 1 
r \! 1 ,\': 2 ' \-l - l ( \'[4 ~ 2 { -'1 1 ,W2 ,"13 } , /' 
l"[3W4} 3 {W1 ,w2 ,\,/4} 
{H1 ,\,12 ,w4} ( ""31 2 { ""1 'W2 '''''4 } 
1W4\"13) 3 { ""1 ,W2 ''''3} 
! \-11 ' \\'3' \'14J { " 1 2 { W 1 ' \'13 ' ""4 } 
",,,:j 3 { w2 ,w3 ,w4 1 
{ \'12 ' w 3 ' W 4} 
{"2::} 
2 { ""2, ... 13 ,w4 } 
3 { w1 ,w3 ''''4} 
{ w1 ,w2 ,w3 ,w4} {1} 1 {w1 ''''2''''','''''4 } 
Conjugacy classes: 
C5 =r"'3"'4' lW4W3] 
C6 = w1w3 
w1w4 
'12'13 
"'2'14 
w3"'1w2w1 
V,V2W'Y4 J 
w1w3w4w3 "'1"'2w1"'3"'4w3 
w2w3"'4"'3 
"1'«2"4 
'«1"2'«3 
'«2"1w3 
'«2'«1w4 
w1w2"3w4w3 
w2w1w3w4w3 
w4W2W3 
w3w2w4 
w4w1w3 
w3w2w4 
w3w4w1w2w1 
w4w3w1"2w1 
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Appendix 3: IDEi·:PO?ZI;rS 111 TIrn DECOI-1POSITIOl'fS Q! 
THE O-HECKE ALGEBRA. 
A direct sum decomposition of the O-Hecke algebra H 
over the field K is equivalent to writing the identity 
element of H as a sum of mutually orthogonal primitive 
idempotents. Let 1 = E qJ and 1 = E PJ be the 
J~R J~R 
decompositions of 1 corresponding to the decompositions 
H = E e Ho'" e and H = 
J ~ R J J E
e HeJos respectively, where 
JCR 
HqJ = HoJeJ and HPJ = HeJoJ for all J ~ R. 
S~ce qJ € HoJeJ and PJ € ReJos, there exist 
elements b , u E K such that qJ = E b a 0JAeJ and y y y € Y
J 
Y Y 
PJ = E u a eJoJ
A
• 
y € YJ Y Y 
(A3.1) LEIITI·IA: Suppose there exist elements qj e: H03eJ and 
pj € HeJ o3 such that 1 = E ql and 1 = E Pj. Then J~RJ JCR 
{qj: J ~ R} and {Pj: J ~ R} are both sets of mutually 
orthogonal primitive idempotents, and Hqj = HoJeJ and 
Hpj = HeJo3 for all J C R. 
Proof: qj = qj1 = E q' qi,- Then for all L C R, 
L C R J -
qj qi, e: HoteL' and as E HOieL is direct, ue have 
L~R 
qJ qi, = 0 if J # L, and qj qj = qj. Hence {qj: J ~ R} is 
a set of mutually orthogonal idempotents, and HqJ ~ HoJeJ 
for all J ~ R. Since 1 = E qj, iJe nave 
J ~ R 
H = E· Hq' ~ E8 HOJ~eJ = H. lience Ha' = Ho~e for all 
J ~ R J J ~ R -J J J 
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J ~ R, and as H03eJ is an indecomposable H-module for all 
J £ R, qj is primitive for all J C R. 
Similarly for {Pj: J S R}. 
(A3.2) THEOREH: Let H be the O-Hecke algebra of type (W,R) 
where W is the dihedral group of order 2n. For each J £ R, 
let qJ = E (_1)I(y)a o~e • 
y E Y Y J J 
2 J 
y = 1 
Then {qJ:J C R} is a set of mutually orthogonal primitive 
idempotents, with HqJ = HoJeJ for all J ~ R, and 
H = 
Proof: Since qJ E HoJeJ for each J C R, it is sufficient 
to prove that 1 = E qJ. 
J ~ R 
(a) Suppose n = 2m is even. Then 
q¢ = a(w1w2w1 ··)2m' 
q{w
1
} = -(au + aw w w + •• + a(w w w ) )(1+aw ) 2 2 1 2 2 1 2·· 2m-1 1 
= 2m 
-k:1 a(w2w1w2··)k 
2m 
q{w2} = - E a( W w ) k=1 w1 2 1·· k 
Let S = q¢ + q{w
1
} + q{w
2
} + q{w
1 
,V1
2
}. Then by inspection 
1 occurs in S with coefficient 1, and for all w E 'j'T, W11, 
a occurs ''lith zero coefficient. Hence S = 1, and the 
"1 
result is true. 
(b) Suppose n = 2m+1 is odd. Then 
q¢ = -a( )' 
I-T1 w2w1 •• 2m+1 
2m 
q{w
1
} = - E a(~l w w )' k=1 r 2 1 2·· k 
2m 
q{ } = - E a( ) , 
w2 k=1 w1w2w1 •• k 
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Clearly, q¢ + q{w
1
} + q{l-1
2
} + q{vl
1
,w
2
} = 1, a~1d the result 
is true. 
(A3. 3) THEOREII: Let H be the O-Hecke algebra of type (W,R) 
l(wo) W'here ',{ is a dihedral group of order 2n. Let P¢ = (-1) a, 
wo 
p{ } = ~ aw' and for each of J = {w1 }, {w2 } let w1 ,'\'12 w E: W 
PJ = (-1) E n a eJoJ y E: YJ Y Y 
lfhere for all y E: Y J' ry = [(;)+lJ, lfhere if x E: Q, we denote· 
by [x] the largest rational integer vlhich is less than or 
equal to x. Then {PJ:J £ R} is a set of mutually orthogonal 
prinitive idempotents, with HPJ = HeJoJ for all J ~ R, and 
H= • E HpJ. 
J C R 
Proof: Since PJ E: HeJos for each J C R, it is sufficient 
to prove that 1 = E PJ. J C R 
(a) Suppose n = 2m is even; then 
= (-1) E ~ay(1 + aw ) (-aw ) 
yEYbl11 1 2 
2m-1 
= E 
k=1 
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Now if k = 1 or 2, a( w w w) occurs in the expression 
•• 2 12k 
• () l~k+21J_ - ~_-211 -- 1 for p{w
1
} with coefficient -1 • Since L I L J 
I 
all k, 3~k~2m-1, in the expression for p{w1} ~s (-1). Finally, 
we have that [2m;~ - [2;1 ~ -1. and hence 
2m 
p{w
1
} = - E a( ) , and similarly 
k= 1 • • \'1 2 w 1 w 2 k 
2m 
p{w2} = -k~1a( •• w1w2w1)k· 
UOi-l clearly "Ie have that P¢ + p{w
1
} + p{w
2
} + P{w
1
,w
2
} = 1, 
and hence the result. 
(b) Suppose n = 2m+1 is odd; then 
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2m 
- - E a 
- k= 1 ( • • w 2 \'11 w 2) k 
since t;l] = 1 if k = 1 or 2, t;l] - [k;l]= 1 for all 
k, 3"k" 2m , and r~]- [:;1} = O. Similarly, 
2m 
p{\J
2
} = - E a( ) , 
, k= 1 • • \011 w 2 w 1 k 
and hence ihe result. 
EXAI·:FLE: \-1 = \of(G2), the dihedral group of order 12. 
Let R = {w1 ,w2 }; then 
q{ } = -a (1 + a ) - a w w (1 + a~ ) w2 w1 w2 w1 2 1 ~2 
- a W ~ W . (1 + aw ) w1 2"1 2w1 2 
= 1, 
= (1 + aw )(1 + aw )(1 + a w )(1 + aw )(1 + aw ) 1 2 1 2 1 
x (1 + a ). w2 
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P{w1} = 
(aw + aw w + 2a + 2a +33aw w w w w ) 2 , 2 w2w,w2 w, w2,,,, '''2 2 1 2 1 2 
x (1 + a w )aw • 1 2 
p{w2} = 
(aw + aw w + 2a + 2a + 3a ) 1 2 1 w1w2w1 w2w,w2w1 w1w2w1w2w1 
x (1 + a )aw • w2 1 
The idempotents {qJ} and {PJ } for the O-Hecke 
algebra of type (W,R), where VI = \,1(A3) are as follows: 
q{w
1
} = -aw w w (1 + a ) 2 3 2 w1 
q{w
2
} = (aw w - aw w w w w )(1 + a ) 1 3 1 3 2 1 3 w2 
= (aw + a w + a w w ) ~ + a w W 1 a • 3 w2 3 w1 2 3 w, 2 1J w3 
The idempotents {qJ} for the O-Hecke algebra of 
type (1'I,R) where W = \,/(A4) are as follm·1S: 
q{1-12} = (a W1i'l3"4'\'T3 
q{H
3
} = (a W11112w1w4 
+ a )(1 
"'1w4w3w2w1w3VT4ll3 
+ a )(1 
w, "v2w3'"4 w1 W 3'.'T 2'"1 
+ a ). w 2 
+ a ). 
w3 
x (1 + a ) 
'" 2 
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q } = -(a + a )(1 + a )(1 + a ) {w1,w4 w2w3w2 w w w w w w w w w w • 21324312 1 4 
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Appe!ldix 4: THE CARTAN J.IATRIX OF THE O-HECKE ALGEBRA. 
Let C = (CJL)J L C R be the Cartan matrix "of the 
, -
O-Hecke algebra of type (U,R) over a field K. By (4.5.1), 
The Cartan matrix of the O-Hecke algebra of type (W,R), 
where W is one of the finite Coxeter groups listed below 
are given in the next feu pages. 
(1) W(A1). 
(2) W(A2). 
(3) W(A3). 
(4) \HA4). 
(5) W(B2). 
(6) \~ (B3) • 
(7) W(G2). 
(8) W(I 2(8». 
(9) W(A1) x W(A 1). 
(10) W(A1 ) x W(A2). 
(11) W(A2) x W(A2). 
NOTATION: Let R = {vl1,w2, •• wn }, \R\ = n. The row"s and colunns 
of C vTill be indexed by sets (i1, •• i r ), 1~i{i2< •• <irt;;;n, 
wi th i j E: Z for all j, l-lhere the element in the 
(i1 , •• i r )x(j1, •• js) position is the element cJL ' where 
J = { wi' • • wi} and L = { W j , •• w. }. 
1 r 1 J s 
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(1) W(A1) 
¢ (1 ) 
¢ l: ~ (1) 
(2) W(A2) 
¢ (1 ) (2) (1,2) 
-¢ 1 0 0 0 
(1) 0 1 1 0 
(2) 0 1 1 0 
(1,2) 0 0 0 1 
(3) W(A3) 
¢ (1 ) (2) (3) (1,2) (1,3) (2,3) (1,2,3) 
. ¢ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(1) 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
(2) 0 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 
(3) 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
(1,2) 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 
(1,3) 0 0 1 0 1 2 1 0 
(2,3) 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 
(1,2,3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
¢ (1) (2) (3) (4) (1,2)(2,3)(3,4)(1,3)(2,4)(1,4)(I)l,3)(I,2,4){1,3,4)(2)34-)(1,2,3,4-) 
¢ 1 
(1 ) 0 
(2) 0 
o 
1 
1 
(3) 0 1 
(4) 0 1 
(1,2) 0 0 
(2,3) 0 0 
(3,4) 0 0 
(1,3) 0 0 
(2,4) 0 0 
(1,4) 0 
(1,2,3) 0 
(1,2,4) 0 
(1,3,4) 0 
(2,3,4) 0 
(1,2,3,4) 10 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
1 
2 
2 
1 
o 
o 
o 
1 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
1 
2 
2 
1 
o 
o 
o 
1 
1 
1 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
1 
1 
1 
1 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
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(5) W(B2). 
¢ (1 ) (2) (1 ,2) 
¢ 1 0 0 0 
(1 ) 0 2 1 0 
(2) 0 1 2 0 
(1 ,2) 0 0 0 1 
(6) \1(B3 ) • 
¢ (1 ) (2) (3) (1 ,2) (1 ,3) (2,3) (1,2,3) 
-¢ 1 ; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
( 1 ) 0 3 2 1 0 1 0 0 
(2) 0 2 4 2 0 2 1 I 0 
(3) 0 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 
(1 ,2) 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 0 
(1 ,3) 0 1 2 0 2 4 2 0 
(2,3) 0 0 1 0 1 2 3 0 
(1,2,3) io 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
(7) Vl(G
2
) 
¢ (1) (2) (1 ,2) 
¢ 1 0 0 0 
(1 ) 0 3 2 0 
(2) 0 2 3 0 
(1 ,2) 0 0 0 
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(8) ~l (12 (8) ) 
¢ (1) (2) (1 ,2) 
¢ 1 0 0 0 
(1 ) 0 4 3 0 
(2) 0 3 4 0 
(1 ,2) 0 0 0 1 
(9) \1(A1) x 'fl(A1 ) 
¢ ( 1 ) (2) (1 ,2) 
¢ 1 0 0 0 
( 1 ) 0 1 0 0 
(2) 0 0 1 0 
(1 ,2) 0 0 0 
'-
(10) W(A1) x ''l(A2). 
¢ (1 ) (2) (3) (1 ,2) (1 ,3) (2,3) (1,2,3) 
¢ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
( 1 ) 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
( 2) 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
(3) 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
(1 ,2) 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
(1 ,3) 10 0 0 0 1 1 0 
°1 (2,3) 
1
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 01 
\ 
I (1,2,3) :0 0 0 0 0 0 0 U '-
¢ (1) (2) (3) (4) (1,2)(1,3)(1,4)(2,3)(2,4)(3,4)(1)2,3)(I)2}-)(I)!'/4)(lJ~4)(~2J~4-) 
¢ 
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(1,3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
(1,4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
(2,3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
(2,4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 l' 1 1 
(3,4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(1,2,3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(1,2,4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(1,3,4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(2,3,4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(1 ,2,3,4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 '0 0 - 0 
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